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ABSTRACT

In terms of English learning, whether native English-speaking teachers (NESTs) surpass non-native English-speaking teachers (NNESTs) or vice versa has been a heated topic. These two types of teachers have their own respective benefits and drawbacks with respect to English teaching. Most of the current related studies are on the traditional educational classroom setting in both secondary school and higher education. However, the study of the virtual learning platform as a method of teaching English is rare. This research displays valuable significance in identifying whether parents in Macao have a preference towards NESTs and NNESTs before they purchase the online synchronous one-on-one English lessons for their children. This qualitative study, after two participants were interviewed, concludes that they both prefer NESTs due to their authentic accent and pronunciation and believe it is more suitable in such a speaking-and-listening oriented online lesson. Price is not the prioritized factor to consider. They are generally satisfied with the teaching style of the online NESTs but it is also important to take note of the teaching approach conducted in the online lessons towards children, to ensure that it holds their interest appropriately.

1. Introduction

Online learning has been an increasingly popular choice in the field of education as it offers flexibility and other advantages for both teachers and students. English online learning has been popular in recent years. English online learning with synchronous one-on-one English lessons has its unique advantages: in cities where either NESTs or NNESTs are rare, students can make good use of the Internet to connect online English teachers from all over the world, widening their choice of teachers and competitive prices of lessons. In such a virtual setting, when it comes to private online synchronous one-on-one English lessons, whether to choose between NESTs and NNESTs is an interesting issue. In regular English lessons in a physical secondary school classroom setting, students cannot choose their English teachers themselves as English teachers are assigned to different classes. Only students in higher education stage may be able to choose their English teachers when it comes to elective English lessons. However, due to the flexibility and principle of demand and supply, learners can choose their own English teachers between NESTs and NNESTs in terms of their own needs in private online synchronous one-on-one Eng-
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lish lessons when purchasing their lessons.

With regards to choosing a teacher for a young child who may not be qualified to choose for themselves, their parents then play an important role in helping them with choosing the online English teacher and pay the respective fees for purchasing the online lessons. To some extent whether parents know how to choose the teachers between NESTs and NNESTs could be very interesting and their understanding as well as selection between the two groups of teachers may affect the learning progress and outcomes of their kids. This paper will explore this for further discussion and make suggestions on this topic.

2. Literature Review

With the development of technology, online learning is getting more and more popular. It was also pointed out that technology helps with the transition towards completely-distant courses [1]. Some studies show the advantages of online learning. It was found in the study [2] that learning results of online learners were as good as or even better than traditional learners no matter what their background characters were and that the learners were substantially satisfied with online learning. Online learning can help to improve not only education and training but also the quality of learning and teaching [3]. In another study [4], three main advantages to online learning were mentioned: 1) learners can choose their own studying place; 2) learners can organize their own personal learning agenda, rather than having the lesson on a particular day at a particular time; 3) learners can set their own individual pace of study without being interrupted by slow learners or vice-versa. It was mentioned that learner independence is a main input to success in online learning surroundings in which learners have their responsibility for their own learning [3]. It was found in another study that in formal remote education, there is great potential for wide access to higher education and enhancing the variety of pupils’ population since remote technologies offer chances to learn without regional and time limitation [6]. It was stated that an online learning ought to have numerous features: a space for information; interaction based on education; diverse forms from words to 3D worlds; combines technologies and different teaching approaches; supports for remote learning; an online environment overlap with traditional surroundings [7]. However, there are also disadvantages for online learning. It is mentioned in another study that online learning has no teachers nearby in reality for face-to-face interaction and no peers who can help for immediate reminders about assignments [8]. This may lead to distraction in lessons.

3. Native and Non-native English-speaking Teachers (NESTs and NNESTs)

Images of NESTs have frequently been used on printed or electronic advertisements to attract students in the field of English learning. It was particularly noted that many websites of language centers in mainland China, Japan, Thailand, etc often describe their ideal teachers as white and energetic native speakers from an English-speaking country [9]. There has often been the stereotype that NESTs generally surpass NNESTs. With the increasing number of NNESTs in the world [10], studies appear more interested in their differences in terms of teaching outcomes, and there has been much useful data gleaned from such studies [11]. It is a commonly held belief that NESTs help with the English improvement.

3 classifications of important teaching factors for language proficiency were suggested: general teaching approach, their use of English, and specific language-teaching approaches [12]. It was noted that students developed a positive attitude towards native speakers of the language, regardless of whether or not the teacher themselves was a native, so long as the tutor encouraged open-mindedness and was enthusiastic in the target language [13].

It was mentioned that it was common for many to feel that teachers with non-native accents were less qualified and therefore less effective. This could possibly be a reason for employment prejudice in this sector, despite the reasoning not necessarily being true [14].

According to a study [15], detailed features advantages and disadvantages of NNESTs were well mentioned. NNESTs tend to be able to use students’ mother tongue in teaching; their pedagogical skills are effective; they are knowledgeable in English language; they have positive personality traits. However, the drawbacks of NNESTs are they are too examination-oriented; they over-correct students’ work; some of them have limited use of English ability.

4. Private Online Synchronous One-on-one English Lessons as for NESTs and NNESTs

On the Internet, there are now a variety of synchronous one-on-one English lessons from which to choose and purchase, as it is a newly growing and prosperous business. Prices of lessons conducted by different teachers in terms of their experiences and backgrounds are diverse. Based on a simple overview, English teachers whose online profiles are American or British are the most expensive, having English as their first language; comparatively, English teachers from the Philippines or other Asian regions such as China, Korea, Japan are comparatively cheaper, having
English as their second language. Regardless of whether their level of experience with English affects the price, nationality seems to be prioritized. The difference in cost may lead to assumption that NESTs are better in teaching English. This is similar to the conditions of the traditional physical in-person English tutorial. For example, a study [16] illustrated that NESTs are paid more than NNESTs, when two of the groups have similar qualifications in China. Besides payment, it also appears that NESTs are respected more highly by students and parents [17].

**Research questions**

1. Before you purchased the online synchronous one-on-one English lessons for your children, what considerations for the selection between NESTs and NNESTs did you take into account?
2. After you observed the lessons with your children’s feedback, were there any part of the selected online teacher (NNESTs or NNESTs) which satisfied or dissatisfied you?

2 interviewees were selected and interviewed via a semi-structure interview. The first interviewee (Interviewee 1) is a mother aged 43. She helped purchase a large number of online synchronous one-on-one English lessons for her daughter. This mother has a secondary school degree in Macao then without furthering her higher education, having worked as a tour guide in the tourism industry and is now a housewife. She describes her English ability as “so-so” or even less than intermediate. The second interviewee (Interviewee 2) is a mother 1 year younger than the interviewee 1, having bought a series of online lessons for her son. For educational and working experiences, she did not attend higher education after she graduated from high school in Macao. She worked as a casino manager and is also a housewife. She describes her English level as around intermediate.

**5. Analysis and Results**

### Price

Interviewee 1 (excerpt): I didn’t put fees into consideration when it came to choosing an online English teacher. I believe that NESTs are the better choice.

Interviewee 2 (excerpt): Although the fees for NESTs’ lessons is higher, I still chose NESTs for my son as long as I could afford it.

From both of the interviewees, they were both willing to purchase the most appropriate lessons for their children as they saw fit. Hence, prices were not in their consideration for choosing English online teachers. It can be inferred that their responses imply the fees going along with NESTs’ online lesson seems reasonable, which is also leading to another unfair condition in the market. It was mentioned that in recent years a major challenge for employment for NNESTs has been the import of NESTs to high income Asian countries such as Japan, Hong Kong and Korea[18]. The thought is that NESTs are the better ideal models[19]. The sweep could gradually seep into the online English learning market. Hence, compared with NESTs, NNESTs may not have the ability to bargain as for receiving higher fees due to the stereotype that NESTs are better teachers.

### Factors to choose NESTs rather than NNESTs

Interviewee 1 (excerpt): I think NESTs have better pronunciation. Pronunciation is important. I want my kid to learn better pronunciation from them. Furthermore, NESTs can share the cultures of their countries with my kid.

Interviewee 2 (excerpt): A good and native pronunciation is what I value the most. NESTs are born and raised in their English-speaking countries. They have been exposed to the most authentic English language. I believe they are more able to provide my son with the appropriate speaking lessons with authentic pronunciation. No matter how hard NNESTs learn pronunciation, their accents are still different from those of NESTs. Where one is born and grows up matters with respect to accent and pronunciation.

From interviewee 1’s response, it is also noticed that culture learning with English learning is important. The inferior understanding of NNESTs about foreign cultures were mentioned in certain studies [20]. Oppositely, NESTs were familiar with their own culture of their English-speaking countries [21]. In Chinese lessons in Macao, not only do students need to study Chinese language but also Chinese literature. The combination of both literature and linguistics aspects of a certain language helps the growth of learners’ targeted language. That can also be applied in English lessons, either traditional or virtual classroom.

Similarly, pronunciation is what the interviewees focus mostly. They expect NESTs to have native English pronunciation. Due to numerous previous studies, pronunciation is the primary advantage for NESTs [22]. The two interviewees left their education a long time ago and they may not be able to best judge if a certain NNESTs can produce pronunciation with a pure authentic English accent. The most direct way to ensure a teacher who has an authentic English accent is to choose those who are American or British.
Level of Satisfaction

Interviewee 1 (excerpt): I think the online NEST I chose for my daughter is good as she helps my daughter with improving her English, especially listening. I found the teaching approach of NESTs is very interactive, which made my kid be in love of English. Based on what I know, NESTs tend to use more lively or interactive methods in their lessons, while NNESTs often use traditional models with less interaction.

Interviewee 2 (excerpt): However, coins have two sides. I did try to find two NESTs to teach my son. The first one’s teaching approach is very active and my son likes her a lot. I feel my son learned a lot from her. However, the second NEST is very quiet. He doesn’t make my son feel as interested in learning English. These examples let me know that not all of the NESTs excel in teaching even if they both are NESTs. The approach they used is still also important. I am generally okay with the performance of NESTs.

In addition to pronunciation, it is crucial to also examine if the approach used in the online lessons for children is suitable. For example, storytelling in a second language classroom is known to be an understandable method of learning as it creates a pleasant learning environment. Stories ensure language is assimilated by children easily while holding their attention, and they are then able to apply language elements from the stories themselves. Children’s attention of certain topics may not be as high as others so it is encouraged to use more interactive and interesting ways to attract their attention and further engage them.

It was found that NNESTs do not have innovative teaching styles while from another study, it is found that NNESTs tend to be less interactive. From these two examples, it can imply that to some extent NESTs excel in using interactive approaches rather than NNESTs do in English teaching. As we may know, kids are easily distracted generally. Therefore, more in-depth interactive methods should be encouraged especially in a virtual lesson.

6. Conclusions

The two interviewees had no experience of, and did not even consider, having NNESTs teach their children English. The assumption that NESTs are better English teachers in online lessons is very present in their minds. From their comments, price is not a priority they put into account; instead, they care most for the accent and pronunciation NESTs have, and NESTs are guaranteed to have authentic accent. Regardless of the interviewees’ educational backgrounds, they still believe that choosing NESTs is a direct and ideal way of having their children follow for learning authentic pronunciation. As for the teaching style of NESTs, both interviewees find them to be generally okay. However, it is worthwhile to also pay attention to the teaching approach in online lessons. An interactive and interesting approach is still considered useful and applicable in online lessons especially for children, who may require further engagement in class. The limitation for this research is that only having two parents as interviewees may not be reliable to generalize all of the ideas and conditions. If there is further research, it is encouraged to have large-scale questionnaire responses and in-depth interviews. It would also be reasonable to choose parents of different educational and occupational backgrounds as well as financial conditions for interview for the potential difference existed.
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1. Introduction

When children struggle academically in the classroom, the traditional recourse may have been to address their needs for support by classifying them as limited in intelligence and capability before placing them in special education classrooms under the presumption that they would hold back the rest of the class in a regular classroom setting \[1\]. However, the more progressive pedagogical approach is to integrate these students, recognizing them as equally valuable and beneficial to a dynamic classroom environment. They may have different methods of learning, as well as their own challenges, but their unique set of circumstances can be overcome with the right accommodations and support.

Constructivism is a theory that allows these types of students flexibility in their mode of learning rather than forcing them to abide by a rigid set of expectations which may not be effective or in alignment with their learning style \[2\]. This theory, along with the more traditional teaching theory known as cognitive load theory, will be explained and discussed in detail in this paper. In addition, the paper will delineate how educators can implement effective teaching strategies in their classrooms, especially with the increasing availability of more advanced assistive technology to support students with varying academic and intellectual needs.

2. Constructivism, Cognitive Load Theory, and the Zone of Proximal Development

To implement a more effective instructional design in alignment with the cognitive development of young students, one must consider the leading theories on how they process new information. Cognitive Load Theory asserts that cognitive functions, such as short-term and long-
term memory, are essential considerations of instructional design [3]. The theory is, in part, based on evolutionary educational psychology which posits that processing biologically secondary knowledge mimics the architecture of biological evolution [3]. Specifically, while biological primary knowledge such as language skills are naturally acquired, biological secondary knowledge is acquired through problem-solving, reading, listening, and researching in a more structured educational setting. Writing, science, and math also fall within this latter category [2].

Before secondary knowledge can become part of one’s general knowledge base, the information must first be organized in the working memory, also known as ‘short-term’ memory, which is limited in capacity and duration. Once the information is acquired and interpreted, it can be stored in the long-term memory, which has much greater capacity [3]. For example, in the process of reading, knowledge stored in the long-term memory region can be retrieved as working memory in order to generate an action. In other words, the knowledge of how to read, which is stored in the long-term memory of a literate individual, may be brought back as working memory to function together with the new information to facilitate learning [4]. Moreover, although working memory is limited when working with new information, it is not when working with information previously learned and processed before being stored in one’s long-term memory [4].

Based on cognitive load theory, building a breadth of information stored in long-term memory can be efficiently achieved through a commonly practiced teaching method called the “worked example effect” [2]. This approach encourages showing a learner an example of the completed work before asking them to perform the task. Studies have proven this method to be effective in improving student performance [2]. The rationale for this method is that a “worked example” reduces the workload of the working memory, because it eliminates possible alternative actions. With more “worked examples” stored in the long-term memory, students can learn to develop solutions based on previous “worked examples” and think deeper by themselves. Essentially, to formulate better solutions while processing new information, general knowledge acquired from previous learning, including worked examples, must be stored in the long-term memory [2].

Over the years, cognitive load-based approaches have been criticized as ineffective in teaching students to self-monitor or self-regulate [5]. Specifically, some cognitive development theorists believe that self-regulation should be cultivated in a learning environment in which students have more autonomy and are encouraged to be proactive in acquiring knowledge. They argue that self-generated thoughts, feelings, and behaviors can be channeled to attain desired goals, thereby increasing self-satisfaction and sustained motivation [9].

Applying this cognitive development theory to the classroom setting, constructivists advocate that teachers should foster a deep and meaningful learning environment in which the students develop their critical thinking skills [6]. Constructivist approaches, which recognize the interplay of individuals with their environments, were first applied in classrooms as early as the 1960s [7]. Jean Piaget, a Swiss psychologist, was one of the first people to develop the idea of constructivism [7]. Piaget’s theories, especially those related to the early years of development, are still used today, such as the idea that as neurotypical children (children without clear developmental disorders or drawbacks) grow, they reach milestones at certain ages [7]. These approaches are used in teaching institutions across the world in a wide range of subjects such as math, science, and humanities.

3. Methods

The constructivist method usually calls for more group work, as students are encouraged to critique each others’ ideas and answers while working together to solve problems in experiments and projects [6]. Allowing students to work at their own pace and learn with their own understanding of things creates a more flexible learning curriculum than would be likely if all subjects were taught through a single method from one teacher. Research shows that constructivism promotes creativity and engagement in students, although many different contextual factors and individual personality traits, as well as learning abilities, must also be considered [8].

Lev Vygotsky, a psychologist from the same era as Jean Piaget, posited a similar theory about the cognitive development of children. Vygotsky, however, placed greater emphasis on the importance of societal and cultural impacts. He argued that social interaction is the most essential component of learning and development and that biological development and environmental factors jointly affect learning outcomes. His social theory consists of three principles: (1) social interaction plays a key role in the acquisition of knowledge, (2) some aspects of cognitive development are limited to a specific developmental periods, and (3) that the process rather than the product of learning must be assessed for humans to fully learn and understand [7,9].

Vygotsky furthered Piaget’s theory by classifying all tasks into three categories: (1) those we can do by ourselves, (2) those we can do with guidance, and (3) those we cannot do at all [9]. The first and third categories are
not particularly helpful to learning, as doing something one is already good at does not help them develop, and attempting something that is too advanced or unfamiliar for a particular age will be too frustrating to facilitate learning [9]. For example, assigning basic addition tasks to an average high schooler would be pointless, just as a kindergartener should not be attempting calculus without having first mastered basic addition. Instead, the focus of learning should fall within the second category wherein students attempt things that they can do with some guidance.

In developmental psychology, the second category, where most learning occurs, is called the zone of proximal development [4,9]. This zone can be applied in a wide range of subjects, from mathematical calculations to daily problem solving, to aid a child’s cognitive development. The zone itself is essentially the gap between a learner’s task completion level and their potential for task completion under guidance. Vygotsky contention was that the potential for future development, and not a simple evaluation of task completion, is crucial for assessing and promoting cognitive development [7,9].

Similar to Vygotsky’s zone of proximal development, scaffolding refers to interactive instructional relationships between teachers and their students that enables students to solve problems beyond their unassisted efforts [4,10]. Scaffolding involves providing assistance to students only upon reaching the upper threshold of their respective zones of proximal development. Through scaffolding, students learn new skills or concepts, which culminates in completing a task successfully, ultimately reaching autonomy via a gradual transfer of knowledge or learning strategies from the teacher to the student [10].

4. Results

4.1 Constructivism in the Neurodiverse Classroom

Over the years, constructivism has moved from research into classroom application. Traditionally, too much emphasis was placed on curriculum and not on student thinking, which discouraged viewing students as original thinkers with opinions about the emerging world around them [11]. While some may argue that explicit instructions better serve neurodivergent students, others have promoted constructivist strategies that encourage students to develop ideas by collaborating with their teachers and peers [6]. Constructivism has also helped bridge the learning gap in inclusive classrooms by assisting a student with special needs with active participation and learning tailored to the student’s own learning characteristics, the task at hand, and contents that are already familiar to the student [12].

Since constructivism is based on the notion that people acquire knowledge by constructing their own understanding of the world around them, it prioritizes student-dominated learning and interaction [40]. However, teachers in the classroom still play a critical role as facilitators rather than information conduits. As facilitators, teachers must show students scaffolding techniques through which they can connect their past experiences to new information, thereby enhancing their knowledge [6]. Moreover, with careful design appropriate technology tools can provide additional assistance in supporting the students’ learning especially in neurodiverse classroom settings [6].

Constructivist classrooms emphasize real-life problem-solving, problem-based learning (PBL), independent investigation, the pursuit of personal interests, simulation, discussion-collaborative learning, think-pair-share, and the utilization of higher-order thinking skills [14]. Constructivism is based on the idea that everyone, whether neurotypical or with special needs, learns differently. Therefore, student-centric learning can allow all students to build their own ideas and learn in their own ways. Others believe that constructivism can help students with neurological conditions such as ADHD, bipolar disorder, or fetal alcohol spectrum disorder because it allows them to pace the lessons themselves and still learn alongside their peers [12].

In this spirit, the Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) replaced No Child Left Behind as the national educational policy in 2015. ESSA states that the Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) team determines when a student with a significant cognitive disability should be evaluated under an alternative assessment standard so long as the determination is consistent with guidelines established by the state (Section 1111 (b)(2)(D)(ii)(I)). ESSA applies more constructivist approaches to both assessment and instructional design, even permitting the use of assistive technology when appropriate, especially for students experiencing learning disabilities or neurodivergence. Despite these potential benefits, some argue against constructivist approaches in teaching because tailoring lessons to accommodate each student may be time-consuming and inefficient [13].

4.2 Working Memory of Neurodivergent Students

Working memory is a basic mental skill which allows the brain to hold information in the short term, thereby facilitating learning and completion of tasks. Moreover, new information once acquired can be stored in long term memory but potentially retrieved as working memory when the need arises again in the future [2,3]. Children with learning difficulties such as ADHD or those with other executive function disorders who are neurodivergent
may struggle to utilize this brain function and to perform everyday tasks [17].

One challenge that neurodiversity presents when being applied to autism is the fact that autism encompasses a wide range of learning disabilities that presents a multitude of different circumstances and challenges [18]. Further exploration is needed regarding how to address some of these learning challenges such as assisting in developing one’s working memory in the classroom and beyond.

The ability to use working memory is especially important for young children in school because working memory is needed when performing tasks such as mental math, including helping children to visualize numbers and to apply mathematical functions in their heads [17]. Children working memory deficits have difficulty picturing numbers and holding them in their working memory order mentally manipulate them and produce correct answers. Working memory deficits may also hinder children’s performance of physical tasks, as they may not remember in which order the tasks must be completed, or they may not be able to make sense of the instructions they are provided [19].

Children who appear to have working memory deficits may instead have attentional deficits [20]. In other words, rather than having difficulty holding the information in mind, the child may have initial difficulty paying attention to the instructions provided. It is worth noting that in the past few decades, studies indicate that many disorders of the brain or mind are not without benefits. For example, those diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) appear to have strengths working with systems and identifying tiny details in complex patterns just as those with dyslexia seem to perceive peripheral or diffused visual information more quickly than neurotypical individuals [15]. Given such varied presentations and capacities, a full evaluation of a child’s cognitive abilities may help uncover the factors involved in their academic difficulties [21]. This improved understanding may help assist educators in determining what, if any, assistive technologies may be effective in addressing the student’s individual learning style.

4.3 Importance of Assistive Technology in New Education Policy

Assistive technology refers to any technological device, item, piece of equipment, or product system that improves the functional capabilities of individuals with disabilities in bolstering their cognitive skills as well as in maximizing their attention span and time management [22]. Assistive technology may be viewed as more appropriate for low-functioning students, especially when main-streaming them for social reasons, but high-functioning, learning-disabled students may benefit from such academic support as well [23].

To manage tasks and succeed in goal-directed activities, students need to have a wide range of executive skills, which consist of metacognition, appropriate behavior and actions, mental shifting, and sustained attention. When these executive functions are weak or lacking, the student can be hindered academically [23]. In order to reduce such obstacles, various assistive technologies may be employed to help meet each student’s individualized needs. For example, for students who struggle with self-control, Book Creator, a software application, helps students with self-management in social situations [24]. In addition, the Self-Management Checklist Maker is a website that teachers can use to monitor their students, and which, in turn, can aid the student [24].

Low-tech prioritizing strategies, reflective journaling, and capturing thinking can help students develop their metacognition skills. Capturing thinking can be done through the utilization of technologies such as the Smart-Pen or AudioNote app, both of which record students as they talk themselves through an activity or assignment [25].

Cognitive flexibility, shifting, and organization manifest in the student’s ability to follow a schedule and make connections across situations. These skills can be aided with technology such as Choiceworks, First-Then Visual Schedule, Time-Timer, and Wunderlist to help students manage time and make sure not to get lost throughout the day. Similar to scheduling, goal-directed persistence—the students’ ability to maintain their focus to accomplish a goal—can be extremely difficult for some, especially if they struggle to follow a schedule [24]. Goal-directed persistence can be aided with simple things such as calendars, checklists, and data chart organizers [24].

One effective strategy teachers use to jog students’ working memory is the KWl (Know Want Learn) activity before introducing new but related information [25]. Another form of assistive technology can be software applications like graphic organizers or other visual aids like slides and flashcards used to further support learning. Moreover, websites like Khan Academy provide user-friendly tutorials online about multiple subjects.

While these learning tools assist students in the classroom, neurodiverse students also need social and emotional support. Despite the wide range of assistive technology available today, one of the most important factors in the successful mainstreaming of neurodiverse students is dependent on the positive attitude projected by the classroom teacher [28]. Hence, the teacher still plays a significant role by reinforcing the belief that the neurodiverse...
students are actually adding value to the classroom.

5. Conclusions

In recent years, appreciation for active learning through constructivism, wherein students acquire and process new information, has drawn attention to the importance of including and embracing neurodiverse students in the classroom. In the past, learning processes such as cognitive load theory expected students to simply absorb information instead of taking a more proactive role. Constructivism’s broader acceptance has encouraged children to take greater initiative in the learning process, while teachers serve as facilitators rather than rote pedagogues. This approach can be more beneficial to neurodiverse students because students can tailor their learning experience to what fits them, rather than attempting to learn through a more rigidly structured methods. This cultural shift in learning may fundamentally change the structure of classrooms in the future.

More traditional, rigid learning models required students to absorb information as passive learners. Those who could not process the information readily were often placed in special education classes, in part because classroom teachers could not accommodate the unique learning styles of every student in their class. However, with the growing acceptance of constructivism, more educators are implementing student-led learning while utilizing advances in assistive technology. While educators recognize the importance of mainstreaming some neurodiverse students, teachers continue to play a critical role in supporting students socially and academically regardless of neurocognitive status. Teachers are indisputably vital to the learning process, even in constructivist classrooms.
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ABSTRACT
The study employed a descriptive mixed-methods qualitative case study approach. Material and interview-based data were collected from two EFL classes in a private international school in central China. Findings from RQ1 suggest that teacher-made summative tests were largely dependable to the extent that the tests reflect the syllabus-based construct and address students’ affective factors. Findings from RQ2 suggest that facilitating factors including in-school continuous professional development (CPD) and teacher collegiality practices may enhance FUST’s prospective role.

1. Literature Review
1.1 The Emergence of FUST
FUST is emerged from King’s Medway Oxford Formative Assessment Project (KMOFAP) [1]. In their seminal work, they realise that in classroom settings, it is unrealistic to separate SA and FA because teachers’ reality is that FA has to work alongside with SA since doing marking or grading is part of their responsibility. FUST seems also meet teachers’ another reality because it is more of a natural strategy that most teachers have probably used summative tests to help students improve intentionally or unintentionally [2].

1.2 FUST Development: Theoretical Underpinnings
As a key concept emerged from empirical studies, FUST in classroom pedagogy, has a number of important characteristics:
1. It allows SA to be seen as a positive part of the learning process.
2. It allows FA to perform actively because it keeps the learners engaged with both pre-test (i.e. reflection-based review, generating and answering their own questions) and post-test stages through effective formative strategies (i.e. test analysis, feedback, peer-and self-assessment).
3. It helps raise teachers’ awareness that learning potential can be derived from test.
4. It has the potential to shift responsibility from teachers to students to aid learning to a more self-regulatory direction so that students can become the owners of their own learning.

1.3 The Emergence of Research Questions
RQ1: Whether teacher-made summative tests are dependable in promoting a positive effect on teaching and
learning?

**RQ2:** Whether FUST can play a prospective role in promoting students’ development in the feed forward summative tests?

### 2. Methodology

#### 2.1 Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participating classes</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher participants</td>
<td>Tracy_C_1</td>
<td>Tim_A_1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers’ experiences</td>
<td>10 Years</td>
<td>10 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers’ position</td>
<td>Head EFL</td>
<td>Language</td>
<td>teacher OE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students focus group</td>
<td>Sally_1</td>
<td>Samuel_2</td>
<td>Simon_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interviewees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Group 1, students’ age: 13)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Students focus group</td>
<td>Sara_1</td>
<td>Scott_2</td>
<td>Shane_3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interviewees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Group 2, students’ age: 11)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School leader participant</td>
<td>Tessa_C_1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Pseudonymised names with ‘T’ indicate teachers; with ‘S’ indicate students; ‘C’ indicates Chinese and ‘A’ indicates Australian; ‘CE’ represents Comprehensive English and ‘OE’ represents Oral English.

#### 2.2 Data Collection

Two phases of paper-based material data were collected to address RQ1 and RQ2 electronically. This involved ELT syllabus, mid-term and final-term test paper, students’ test results and teachers’ post-test analysis report from both Grade 5 and Grade 7. Three sets of semi-structured and structured Wechat-based (similar to Skype) teacher interview data were collected. Each set of interview lasted approximately 30 minutes and was audiotaped with participants’ consent.

#### 2.3 Data Analysis

Codes were analysed three times by the researcher in order to categorise data into different themes. Codes related to FUST were firstly developed to identify whether they confirm or disconfirm with theoretical underpinnings and empirical study findings exemplified in the literature review. Codes then were also categorised in order to compare or integrate with material data. Codes were developed at the final stage to address the broader discussion related to various learning theories and approaches, with reference to the ‘restricted’ or ‘extended’ FA model in an ELT context.

All teacher, student participants and parents to student participants read a full disclosure document, introducing the purpose and the procedures for participating the research for meeting ethical considerations.

### 3. Findings and Discussions

#### 3.1 RQ1 Findings and Discussions

RQ1 was whether the teacher-made summative tests were effective in promoting a positive teaching and learning. The findings suggest that the dependability lies in its syllabus-based construct validity to the extent that it enables teachers to use accumulated information to guide student learning. These findings are consistent with literature similarly including components such as the validity of teacher-made tests \cite{3,4} in general education context. However, empirical studies, including ELT studies, have raised their concerns on the dependability of teacher-made tests to the extent whether they are primarily designed to make orientation on students’ performance or learning.

In a general education context, more recent studies conducted by \cite{5} suggesting that teacher-made tests tend to assess students’ lower-level recall of declarative knowledge rather than critical thinking or ability skills. Similarly in an ELT context, McMillan \cite{6} suggests that English teachers used objective tests much more frequently than subjective tests. The associated washback include reducing the opportunity for a broad range of learning outcomes to be included \cite{7} and using of lower-level questions in evaluation that hinge learners to develop higher-order knowledge such as metacognitive knowledge \cite{8}. Subsequently, this may lead to a focus on performance goals rather than learning or mastery goals \cite{9}.

#### 3.2 RQ2 Discussion

RQ2 was about whether FUST can play a role in promoting students learning test follow-up stages. Three main facilitating factors are outlined: active engagement, reflective review and responsibility shifting, which are consistently applied from teachers to students. Findings also suggest facilitating indicators, namely, in-school teacher continuous professional development practices and teacher collegiality could extend FUST’s potential to promote students’ development as an extended FA in the given context.

In ELT literature, when linking with literature in assessment, many pedagogical studies suggest that feedback should be less focused on correcting errors than on raising questions that enable students to understand standards or criteria and develop their own ways forward in collaboration with the teacher and more able peers \cite{10}. Therefore, it seems to suggest that feedback can only become exten-
sively formative when students have the capacity to internalise teacher feedback, thus building their own self-feedback autonomy [11].

One area of development is that the school provides continuous professional development opportunities through CELTA-S, which includes trainings on assessment. When being asked about the effectiveness of the training program, one teacher noted:

‘it is good although has a lot of homework. It is mainly online. We have 4-day off-line face-to-face training. For module two, we learn how to ask questions and the homework is how do we use questions to teach vocabulary.’

The aforementioned training programme seems like a development to enhance teachers’ general assessment knowledge. But it is also important to note that foundational changes in teachers’ working theories can only occur over time and with collaboration, commitment, and support. Therefore, the introduction of an external training programme does not necessarily guarantee a sustainable improvement.

4. Conclusions

Key findings are outlined in addressing the role of FUST related to the two research questions. Firstly, the findings reinforce those reported positively in previous studies [12-14] such as active engagement, reflective review and responsibility shifting from both teachers and students. The findings also enrich the previous studies of FUST by looking into its prospective role. Positive indicators such as the role of CPD and teacher collegiality may bring FUST more potential to play a prospective role in promoting students’ development.

The present study is expected to have substantial implications for research of FUST, in a Mainland Chinese context. To begin with, the study to my knowledge most likely marks the beginning at exploring the role FUST can play in schools at the private sectors in a Chinese context. The present study employed opinions from all the four prerequisite factors: teacher, student, assessment and context, as a contextual-bound theoretical concept suggested. Therefore, the main findings may provide valuable references to future studies in a similar context.

In view of these limitations, future research studies are suggested to look into the role of FUST by employing possible quantitative data. Future studies are also suggested to employ a longitudinal approach to allow the potential prospective role of FUST to be understood from a long-term perspective. Future study could also explore effectiveness of teacher feedback in an intercultural context.

Table 2. Pedagogical suggestions on teacher feedback [12]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comprehensive English Class (Written feedback)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Task level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Task level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How well task are understood/performed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Feed Up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Where am I going Provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Process level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The main process needed to understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Feed Back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How am I going Provision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Self-regulation level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring directing, and regulating of actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Feed Forward</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What to next</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUST related to the two research questions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firstly, the findings reinforce those reported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>positively in previous studies [12-14] such</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as active engagement, reflective review and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>responsibility shifting from both teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and students. The findings also enrich the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>previous studies of FUST by looking into its</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prospective role. Positive indicators such</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as the role of CPD and teacher collegiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>may bring FUST more potential to play a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prospective role in promoting students’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The present study is expected to have</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>substantial implications for research of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUST, in a Mainland Chinese context. To begin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with, the study to my knowledge most likely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marks the beginning at exploring the role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUST can play in schools at the private sectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in a Chinese context. The present study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employed opinions from all the four</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prerequisite factors: teacher, student,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assessment and context, as a contextual-bound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theoretical concept suggested. Therefore, the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>main findings may provide valuable references</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to future studies in a similar context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In view of these limitations, future research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>studies are suggested to look into the role of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUST by employing possible quantitative data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Future studies are also suggested to employ a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>longitudinal approach to allow the potential</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prospective role of FUST to be understood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from a long-term perspective. Future study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>could also explore effectiveness of teacher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feedback in an intercultural context.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Pedagogical suggestions on teacher professional development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inhibiting factors ‘Restricted’ Factors</td>
<td>Teachers’ understanding of SA and FA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misconception</td>
<td>Concerns on FA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Testing design</td>
<td>Score inflation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack knowledge in EFL Learning theory</td>
<td>FA pedagogy (feedback, peer-assessment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers’ Pedagogical content knowledge</td>
<td>Facilitating factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School In-service CPD</td>
<td>Teacher collegiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. School leadership and culture</td>
<td>2. Supporting teacher professional development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Students</td>
<td>2.1 Teacher knowledge and skill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 Teacher attitude and belief</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 CELT-S is an online teaching qualification with teaching practice, for secondary school EFL teachers working with learners aged 11-18 years (Cambridge Assessment English).

Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task level</th>
<th>Effective feedback</th>
<th>Details (s)</th>
<th>Present study</th>
<th>FUST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Task level</td>
<td>Feed Up</td>
<td>Provision</td>
<td>The provision of challenge assignments: i.e. test</td>
<td>Mid-term test (Diagnose purpose)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>How well task are understood/performed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Process level</td>
<td>Feed Back</td>
<td>Provision (teacher)</td>
<td>(Providing information relative to a task or performance goal, in relation to expected standard)</td>
<td>Written CF Exemplar (Close discrepancy to expected standard)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The main process needed to understand</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Self-regulation level</td>
<td>Feed Forward</td>
<td>Provision (teacher, peer, task, self)</td>
<td>FUST follow-up strategies (teacher, peer, Task, self)</td>
<td>Teacher on-going scaffolding Peer-assessment Self-assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-monitoring directing, and regulating of actions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inhibiting factors ‘Restricted’ Factors</td>
<td>Teachers’ understanding of SA and FA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Misconception</td>
<td>Concerns on FA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language Testing design</td>
<td>Score inflation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack knowledge in EFL Learning theory</td>
<td>FA pedagogy (feedback, peer-assessment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teachers’ Pedagogical content knowledge</td>
<td>Facilitating factors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School In-service CPD</td>
<td>Teacher collegiality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. School leadership and culture</td>
<td>2. Supporting teacher professional development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For Students</td>
<td>2.1 Teacher knowledge and skill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.2 Teacher attitude and belief</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT

This study conducted an in-depth analysis of the informatization teaching ability of teachers in rural primary and secondary schools in Hotan area through the literature method and questionnaire survey method. The investigation is mainly conducted in the aspects of teachers’ informatization awareness, teachers’ informatization ability, informatization application status, and existing problems, etc., analyzing the constraints existing in the informatization teaching of rural elementary and middle schools teachers, and making targeted improvements. Strategies for teachers’ informatization teaching ability in rural elementary and middle schools: raising awareness of informatization teaching; informatization teaching training; informatization evaluation system; establishing a systematic and complete management system.

1. Raising the Problem

(1) Research background
Teacher information ability has become an important part of teacher quality structure. However, in the process of education informatization in our country, too much attention is paid to the construction of infrastructure and other hardware, and the training and improvement of teachers’ information capabilities are ignored [1]. In order to promote the process of education informatization, teachers’ information awareness needs to be changed and teachers’ information capabilities and information must be continuously improved. Knowledge, especially in rural areas where the economy is relatively backward, comprehensively improving teachers’ information literacy has become an urgent task facing educational informatization. This research takes the rural primary and middle school teachers in Hotan area as an example, and proposes relevant countermeasures based on the investigation of the status quo of teachers’ informatization teaching ability.

(2) Research methods
This research was carried out through the literature method and questionnaire survey method, inquired about the abundant books and network resources of the school library, and read the literature about the use of informatization by teachers in elementary and middle schools in recent years and the research materials on the development of teacher information skills. And on this basis, I have done a sorting and analysis to understand the status and trends of the research in this field, and use it as an important basis for this research in order to carry out in-depth research. In addition, a questionnaire survey was conducted on the use of information-based teaching by teachers in rural primary and secondary schools in Hotan City and
Hotan County, and on this basis, they were compiled and sorted out. A total of 120 questionnaires were distributed in this survey, 110 questionnaires were returned, with a response rate of 91.7%, and 110 valid questionnaires with an effective rate of 100%.

2. Survey Object

In this study, the SPSS11.5 system software was used to make statistics on the survey data, as follows:

(1) From the perspective of gender, among the 110 teachers surveyed, 49 are male teachers and 61 are female teachers. The gender structure is basically balanced.

(2) Among the selected teachers, the number of teachers with less than 5 years of teaching accounted for 25% of the total, and the number of teachers with 5-10 years of teaching accounted for 35% of the total, making it the largest group of teachers with 11-20 years of teaching experience. The number of teachers accounted for 23% of the total number of teachers, the number of teachers with a teaching experience of 21-30 years accounted for 12% of the total number of teachers, and the number of teachers with more than 30 years of teaching accounted for only 5% of the total number. It can be seen that the proportion of young teachers is relatively large, and the number of old teachers is gradually decreasing.

(3) In the survey respondents, teachers with intermediate professional titles account for the majority, and the distribution of the number of junior professional titles and the number of senior professional titles is the same. From the perspective of the proportion of professional titles, teachers with intermediate professional titles have become the backbone teachers of each school. In terms of utilization, it has its own advantages in terms of consciousness and skills.

(4) Among the selected subjects, 35% have a bachelor degree, and 65% have a bachelor degree or less. It can be found that the current educational level of teachers in rural primary and secondary schools in Hotan is mainly junior college, and the undergraduate rate is not high. The distribution of educational background structure has a substantial influence on mastering informatization teaching resources and informatization concepts.

3. Analysis of the Status Quo of Informatization Teaching in Rural Primary and Secondary Schools

(1) Insufficient understanding and outdated concepts

In the survey, it was found that 76% of rural primary and secondary school teachers believe that informatization teaching is better used in curriculum teaching in primary and secondary schools, 20% of teachers lack the concept of informatization teaching, and only 4% of teachers think it is not suitable. It can be seen that some elementary and middle school teachers in remote rural areas have insufficient understanding of the concept, function, and technology of informatization teaching, and have insufficient subjective initiative in the use of new teaching equipment and resources.

(2) The active consciousness is not strong, and the cognition is biased

4% of teachers have never used information-based teaching, and 36% of teachers often use information-based teaching in teaching, and the largest 60% are teachers who rarely use information-based teaching in teaching; in primary and secondary schools, the teaching process, teachers’ initiative in using information-based teaching is not high. After using informatization teaching, most teachers think it is very helpful and the effect is very good, but there are also a small number of teachers think it is not helpful and the effect is not obvious. It can be seen that some teachers have insufficient cognition on the evaluation of information teaching effect.

(3) Coping attitude is greater than attentiveness

The survey shows that in the courseware production survey of the teaching process in elementary and middle schools, only 19% of teachers can make their own courseware according to the students’ cognition, the difficulty of the content, and the teaching environment, so that they can truly prepare for their studies and prepare for teaching methods. Thereby improving classroom efficiency; 31% of teachers download them online and integrate them with their own teaching content. 48% of teachers basically rely on online downloads for direct use, and 2% of teachers hope that the school can provide it. The survey found that most teachers use information-based teaching mainly to cope with the inspection of superiors, and they did not really consider the problem in terms of classroom effectiveness and student acceptance. The information resources used are mainly pictures and videos.

(4) Low utilization of information resources

Teachers make full and reasonable use and selection of teaching resources are also the key to information technology teaching. From the statistical data of the question “What is your main purpose of using the Internet”, it can be seen that 52% of teachers search for information on the Internet, and teachers who use the Internet to watch news Accounted for 26%, and 10% engaged in games and chat. It can be seen that teachers spend very little time on the use of the Internet for professional development. Regarding the question of which software teachers choose to develop courseware, 72% of teachers usually use Pow-
erpoint to make courseware, because these teachers think that PowerPoint is convenient, fast, and relatively simple to make, and 10% of teachers are more interested in Flash. It is believed that the use of Flash to make courseware is more attractive to students and the teaching effect is better. 14% of teachers do not use software. This shows that teachers in rural primary and secondary schools are still lacking in information-based teaching.

(5) The training is not paid enough attention to, and the form is single

Due to the remote location of the school and the low level of economic development in rural areas, school leaders believe that teaching is the key, neglecting the training of teachers’ information literacy, and not encouraging and supporting the training of teachers. When an old teacher has been trained, he said: “Information technology teaching is popular now. Originally, we should learn the new teaching model. However, the current teacher training is basically a formality, and there is no careful and serious teaching at all. The effect after the training is no different from the previous one. Actually, there is no difference. How much help is it? Basically every year, the higher education leadership department organizes relevant business training for primary and secondary school teachers. The concept is good, but in the process of implementation, the taste has changed. The hired lecturer will indoctrinate, and the teacher will passively accept it. In addition to the organization and management issues, most of the training teachers drifted away from the classroom, blindly in close contact with mobile phones, the stage of the main teacher became a one-man show, the effect can be imagined.

4. Suggestion

With the deepening of informatization teaching in the field of education, countries all over the world attach great importance to the information skills of teachers. In this regard, a series of teacher informatization teaching training plans have been proposed.

(1) Improve the understanding of information teaching

Strengthen the awareness of the leaders of the education administration department. As the instructor and leader of education and teaching, the leaders of the education administration department should not blindly pay attention to the rate of achievement and the rate of enrollment in the evaluation of education and teaching [2]. The evaluation should be diversified, and the corresponding evaluation index system should be formulated, and the ability of informatization teaching should be included in the scope of various monitoring and supervision of education. When evaluating the quality of classroom teaching, education leaders should look at whether the corresponding class-room teaching is helpful to “burden reduction and quality improvement”, whether it is beneficial to the implementation of quality education, and whether it is beneficial to cultivate students’ innovative spirit and practical ability [3].

Improve teachers’ awareness in teaching. First of all, grassroots teachers are the main force in the implementation of informatization teaching. Improve the informatization concept of grassroots teachers, fully understand the role of informatization in classroom teaching, encourage the use of information resources in normal classroom teaching, increase the interest and vividness of the classroom, and stimulate students’ interest in learning. Subjective initiative. Secondly, it is necessary to guide teachers not to be vassals of informatization teaching. They must actively integrate courses and informatization, develop informatization education resource packages, and develop targeted electronic resources based on students’ differences to teach students in accordance with their aptitude. Finally, one-to-many and one-to-one transmissions can be used. Young backbone teachers can provide professional training on informatization teaching to older teachers to further improve the informatization ability of old teachers, thereby improving the school as a whole The utilization rate of informatization teaching, and timely teaching and research activities, discover problems, rectify and reform in time, and make progress together.

(2) Strengthen the training of teachers’ information teaching

Strengthen the training of information teaching skills for normal students. Normal school students are the new force before teachers [4]. All universities and colleges should increase the training of informatization skills teaching for normal students during their school period, so that they can master basic informatization software, informatization resources and informatization awareness. It will help to better carry out education and teaching in the future as a teacher.

Transform training methods and establish assessment mechanisms. Traditional training concepts, methods and methods can no longer better meet the needs of the rapid development of informatization. The educational administration level should pay more attention to the requirements of informatization in the field of education in the new era, formulate targeted training programs, and carry out informatization training for rural and urban teachers in different ways. Platforms such as China MOOC and Intel Future Education can be used to improve teachers’ informatization ability and teacher quality. Adopting the principle of proximity and selecting local colleges and universities to train grassroots teachers is conducive to the grounding of the training content, and the training results
can truly be implemented. In addition, the supervision and assessment of the training process should not be ignored, and an effective mechanism should be established to ensure that all aspects of the training are effective.

From the research results of the above researchers, it can be seen that the training of teachers using informatization teaching ability is diverse, such as pre-service and on-the-job training, which provides a theoretical basis for the training strategy of teachers in this research.

(3) Establish a systematic and complete management system

A sound education and teaching management system can greatly promote the improvement of teachers’ teaching ability. The following two measures can be adopted to encourage teachers to use informatization teaching.

Increase investment in education funds. Improving modern teaching facilities and equipment conditions school hardware facilities are the basis for applying modern educational technology in classroom teaching. On the basis of making full use of existing modern teaching facilities and equipment, we must further do a good job in the planning and addition of modern teaching facilities and equipment, increase funding, and build campus networks, multimedia classrooms and other modern educational technology facilities and facilities. Places to ensure the basic conditions for modern educational technology training and the use of modern educational technology methods. At the same time, we should also pay attention to the construction of teachers’ electronic reading room, implement electronic lesson preparation, and encourage teachers to use multimedia courseware for teaching.

Establish a reward mechanism for teachers. A set of scientific evaluation standards for informatization teaching quality should be formulated as soon as possible, which can reasonably evaluate the degree of teacher’s investment in the work, and the implementation of teacher learning and application of informatization in the classroom should be included in the assessment content, and formulated accordingly. Policies rewards, punishments and support programs to encourage teachers to take the initiative to create a good environment for multimedia teaching.

(4) Establish a contract construction model for urban and rural schools

Educational administrative departments should actively start from the situation of local educational resources, establish a one-to-one contract construction model for urban and rural schools, and implement in-depth exchanges between the two schools in terms of student exchanges, teacher exchanges, and teaching reforms to implement specific contract construction measures [5,6]. The training plan for outstanding cadres can be implemented. Select relevant leaders and excellent teachers in charge of teaching and personnel to study, train, and exercise in the contracted school, and learn the advanced concepts of education management, education and teaching, talent training, scientific research projects and other aspects of the contracted school.

In short, through the basic information of teachers in rural primary and secondary schools, the use of information for teaching by teachers, the mastery of information knowledge and information skills, and the participation of teachers in information technology training, the problems existing in teaching and the solutions to them however, because the application of informatization teaching in education and teaching is a very practical topic, it is necessary to find, analyze and solve problems in actual operation. The author has theoretical knowledge and practicality in the application of informatization teaching Limited, so it is very challenging for me. Therefore, the topic of informatization teaching application still needs further improvement and perfection, needs in-depth investigation and analysis, and needs to continue thinking and research.
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ABSTRACT
Nie Weigu is a great master with great attainments in higher art education and painting practice. He is familiar with the psychology of art education and the principles of education and teaching, and has a strong interest in exploring a new way of integration between China and the West. He embraces both Chinese and Western heuristic teaching, focuses on shaping students’ sound personality, and carefully cultivates students' noble quality. Facing nature and reality, he took the lead in setting an example and kept writing. He widely absorbed nutrition from other categories and foreign art, expressed his true feelings, made personalized creation, pointed to Western architecture with a Chinese brush, talked with the incarnation of the Holy Spirit, and displayed the second nature - Architecture created by mankind in an unprecedented artistic way, Creatively opening up the art category of "freehand painting" is of milestone significance in the history of contemporary Chinese art.

1. Introduction

"His art has the power of noble morality and personality." Leonardo Venturi's remark is most appropriate to evaluate nieweigu's painting! -- A profound and gentle University Professor, an artist who loves ponds and churches and is obsessed with color. His enthusiasm for the ideal and the eulogy of life has many similarities with Monet. They are similar in different ways, different in style, the same in different ways, and fragrant for a long time.

2. Impression of Dangerous Valley

Born in Yangzhou, Jiangsu Province in 1957, he graduated from Nanjing Normal University, China Academy of Art and Nanjing Academy of Art successively. He is a doctor of fine arts, a professor and master supervisor of Nanjing University, and the former vice president of the Academy of fine arts of Nanjing University; Member of China Artists Association, director of Chinese painting society, vice president of Jiangsu Chinese painting society, executive director of Jiangsu Artists Association and vice president of Nanjing Artists Association. He has held solo exhibitions and participated in exhibitions at home and abroad for many times: he participated in Beijing International Art Biennale twice in 2008 and 2012; In December 2015, the "dangerous valley painting exhibition" titled by master Xingyun was held at the Foguangyuan Art Museum in FoGuangShan, Taiwan; In May 2015, the world outlook - Nie Weigu Chinese painting exhibition, sponsored by the Chinese Artists Association, was held in the China Art Museum; In June 2016, a solo exhibition of the same name was held at the National Academy of Arts and Sciences of Ukraine and at the conference center of Florence cathedral in Italy in November of the same year; In
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September of the same year, he participated in the "save the earth" exhibition held by the green group at the United Nations headquarters in New York; In October 2018, he participated in the collection and creation activities of the Silk Road Chinese painting scroll at home and abroad hosted by the Chinese painting society; In November of the same year, the unbounded Nie Weigu painting exhibition sponsored by the "famous works project" of Jiangsu Federation of literary and art circles was held in Jiangsu Modern Art Museum; In 2019, he participated in the "Asian Art Exhibition" hosted by the China Art Museum.

3. Nie Weigu's Aesthetic Education Thought

Nie Weigu's aesthetic education thought has experienced the baptism of the "85 new trend" and has been strongly infected by the return to the traditional "aura". Like many artists of his age, he once had a tangle and game between "modern" and "tradition" in his heart, but after thinking and exploration, he finally found a balance between the two and found the foothold of his artistic creation [1]. He gradually realized that ancient and modern, China and the west, realism and freehand brushwork, inheritance and innovation are dialectical relations of opposition and unity, which can be integrated into each other, and each artist's distinctive personality in his works will make their artistic appearance unique [2]. Nie Weigu established his aesthetic education road of eclectic and academic freedom very early. He devoted his life to harmonizing Chinese and Western art, creating contemporary art, promoting the revival of national art, advocating extensive academic research and encouraging a hundred flowers to bloom. Nie Weigu always adheres to heuristic teaching, pays attention to cultivating students' independent thinking, opposes the neat and uniform teaching method, teaches students according to their aptitude, focuses on innovation, and advocates the pursuit of personality development and free creation on the basis of solid basic skills. Strive to shape students' sound personality, carefully cultivate students' noble quality and cultivate students' noble sentiment, so as to improve students' artistic quality and cultural cultivation [3].

Taking the lead in setting an example, he has made a double breakthrough in the field of higher art education and color ink painting. In terms of creative guidance to students, Nie Weigu adheres to the essence of traditional art education and the internal spirit of Oriental pen and ink, does not stick to stereotypes and enlightens innovation and breakthrough. Learning from the integration of ink and wash in Western painting, he helped students create their own aesthetic education style and artistic language system. He advocated the compatibility between China and the west, not superficial mixing, but deep combination. He boldly integrated Chinese pen and ink, western color, folk form and modern composition, which greatly improved the interpretation space of his works.

4. Nie Weigu's Innovation of Color and Ink Painting

Spengler once said, "world history is the history of cities." Architecture is the medium of communication between people and the city, the memory of the city, and the crystallization of solidified history and eternal beauty. During his sketching abroad, Nie Weigu had a whim and creatively tried to combine the description of architecture with the techniques of freehand brushwork, and achieved unexpected results. This harvest is the birth of "freehand painting"! In the history of painting, the meaning of painting by Nie Chun is comparable to that of painting by Chen Kai. Anyone who has seen Nie Weigu's "freehand world painting" is amazed: no imaginative architect can match his uncanny workmanship. He is devoted to architecture, the second nature created by mankind. Even the federal square in Melbourne, which is rated as the ugliest building, has become shining under his brush. Only art can have such magic to turn corruption into magic. Speaking of Nie Weigu's "freehand painting", I have to mention the colored ink lotus on which he started. The color and line training in the early Lotus creation contributed greatly to the architectural theme. Nie Weigu is famous for his love of Lotus! If we say "the Seven Sages love bamboo, Tao Qian picks chrysanthemums and Si Xiao Xi Lan", then I think we should add a sentence, "chanting the lotus in dangerous valley". The long-term practice of color ink lotus creation has not only improved Nie Weigu's sense of color, but also made his collocation and use of acrylic and traditional Chinese painting pigments to a state of ease and freedom. In addition to lotus's exploration of lines and calligraphy pens in the freehand world, Nie Weigu keenly found that the most suitable feature of Western architecture is the concentration of outline lines and structural lines, especially western churches, which is very suitable for the expression of group lines, which is conducive to the development of cursive brushwork. He found a new way, acted rashly, replaced noodles with lines, did not apply smears, simple, sparse and bright, and full of fun. Nie Weigu draws lessons from Van Gogh's linear expression, but breaks up Van Gogh's usual ordered group lines and reconstructs them" Qi but not Qi, chaos but not chaos", local deconstruction, overall isomorphism, so as to achieve the harmony of the picture. The gap between lines is filled by the halo dyeing of color ink. Su ink not only retains pen marks, but also has the characteristics of ink rhyme, which is incisively and vividly applied by him.
The occasional white space, hidden and visible, solves the problem of air permeability in the painting. The overlapping and dense lines in the picture are full of uncertainty and visual impact. The lines are vertical and horizontal, and the color and ink flow brilliantly, with both structure and expression. Another difference is that his paintings often use gold and silver powder to form a skeleton. This advantage is that it not only highlights elegance, but also increases the level of the picture. It can definitely be called a masterstroke. This brick, stone, door and window reflect the creator's subjective state of mind and rich passion, which can be called a real "emotional building". In Nie Weigu's "freehand paintings", churches and pagodas are the two most painted themes. The towering churches and towering ancient towers all reflect the lofty pursuit of human spirit in the vertical direction. Looking at his church series, crisscross and row upon row, the group lines of cursive brushwork and the form of chaos and return to the whole, people can't help but think of Beethoven's solemn mass variation or Berlioz's chant of fantasy symphony. The seemingly neat lines are harmonious but different, and the chaotic appearance implies order "seems careless, but it is a surprise victory. When the elegant leaning tower of Pisa and the dignified ancient tower of Huqiu in the painting nod their heads, we understand Nie's good intentions - since the two ancient civilizations can have an artistic "marriage", why can't the exploration of the integration of China and the West blossom and bear fruit? Nie Weigu's color ink painting has evolved from modern ink painting to color ink painting, strengthened the texture expression of mutual infiltration between color and ink, and emphasized the multi-dimensional and open writing. Its wanton brushwork and dripping ink splashing color are due to the internal quality of the traditional freehand context. The topic of Nie Weigu's paintings is to surpass the traditional theme. His works with the theme of East and west architecture place the feelings of Humanities and history, reach the grand realm and have a great international vision. Beyond the object structure, highlighting the spiritual life symbol. Nie Weigu's meditation on history and life, nature and society, time and space and culture is not achieved overnight, but out of an artist's cultural consciousness.

5. Conclusions

An important inspiration from Nie Weigu's teaching exploration and artistic practice is that the road of innovation of Chinese painting is infinite and broad. It is not advisable to stick to tradition and stick to stereotypes. It is also impossible to be obsessed with foreign law and forget our ancestors. Although the black-and-white language of Chinese painting has infinite charm, the rich and brilliant colors can also add different expressiveness to the freehand brushwork vocabulary, so as to expand the innovative ways of traditional Chinese painting. Nie Weigu is an artist full of innovative spirit and constantly moving forward. In his wisdom and the image painting style he created, there are great potential and new possibilities. His paintings are full of great visual tension, full of the appeal of language and the enlightenment of ideas. He endowed the traditional literati painting with the concept of how to create an atmosphere, and also introduced the idea of western composition to show the internal relationship in the form factors. He is boldly absorbed and learned from the rich color theory and expression techniques of Western painting, and interpreted his beautiful dream with a pen like a rafter, hazy, secluded, dreamy and modern.

Nie Weigu's aesthetic thoughts and colorful ink paintings enable our souls to live poetically, listen to his teachings and inspire wisdom, like a spring breeze; wandering in the group paintings, the feeling is Sonata and symphonic poetry! The church cleanses the beauty of the soul, and the lotus pond reflects the brilliance of life. Walking in the painting Hall of Danggu, I feel Mr. Nie's tireless pursuit and enjoy the endless contradiction and transcendence between infinite artistic conception and limited means! The sky symphony, the holy city's expression, eternal gaze and eternal watch. Leave a lotus pond of the soul, rest restless, iron sadness, take pictures into your arms, and your soul will be soaked with fragrance.
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1. Introduction

Business English writing belongs to ESP writing, which is the creation of written business discourse to meet the needs of business communication. It is not only the extension of traditional English writing, but also the application process of business knowledge and business language.

In 2014, China became the world's largest trading country in goods. With the rapid development of China's foreign trade and the increasing frequency of international business exchanges, business English writing, as one of the main ways of communication in international business activities, has become one of the core skills of international business practitioners. Therefore, it is of increasing significance to enhance business English writing teaching with the aim to cultivate students' business English writing ability.

Undoubtedly the cultivation and improvement of writing skills requires a lot of writing practice, but in reality the class hours of business English writing are very limited. In the limited class hours, what methods can teachers adopt to ensure that students get sufficient input of sample texts and effectively implement writing practice? What can teachers do to review more than 60 students' essays in time and give a comprehensive feedback of students' performance in writing? In consideration of all these problems to be solved, the author tries to use the "blended learning" model in teaching practice, take students as the center, fully mobilize students' enthusiasm and creativity, guide and supervise them to read more, analyze more, write more and communicate more, and realize the mutual...
promotion of "input" and "output", so as to effectively improve students' ability to use English language to engage in foreign-related business writing.

2. About Blended Learning

Blended learning is a concept under continuous development and has long existed in traditional teaching. However, it was not until 2001 when e-learning abroad reached a plateau that people began to reflect on the pure technology environment, and the discussion on "blended learning" gradually increased. In the 1990s, with the rapid development of network and information technology, e-learning flourished and has the potential to replace the traditional classroom. However, after less than a decade of practice, people gradually find that it is impossible to completely replace classroom teaching with digital/e-learning. In digital/e-learning, learners encounter such problems as lack of human-computer interaction, proneness to boredom, limited personal learning ability and high dropout rate, so the learning effect is not guaranteed. In view of this, researchers try to combine traditional classroom teaching with digital/e-learning and make full use of their advantages, so "blended learning" came into being. This model makes full use of constructivism theory, in which students are emphasized as the centre of learning activities and expected to change from passively receiving external stimulation and instilled knowledge to actively processing information and constructing knowledge. In the meantime, the model does not ignore the leading role of teachers.

The meaning of the word "blended" is mixed or combined, and the meaning of "blended learning" is the combination of various learning methods. For example, the learning method of using audio-visual media (slide projection, audio and video recording) is combined with the traditional learning method of using chalk and blackboard; The combination of computer-aided learning and traditional learning; The combination of autonomous learning and cooperative learning.

Based on the review of relevant literature at home and abroad, the author believes that the "blended learning" model can be summarized as follows.

First, the advantages of teachers' leading role and students' initiative complement each other. The theoretical basis of "blended learning" is inseparable from constructivism, that is, it emphasizes the role of learners' independent discovery, independent exploration and independent construction in the cognitive process, and highlights the central position of students in the learning process. At the same time, "blended learning" also reflects the importance of traditional classroom teaching. Because the advantage of traditional classroom is that teachers can play a leading role, the "efficiency" of collective teaching is high, and it also has great advantages in sociability and interaction.

Second, face-to-face teaching and e-learning complement each other. From the perspective of teachers, "blended learning" means not only making full use of rich and convenient network resources, but also giving full play to teachers' leading role in guiding, enlightening and monitoring the teaching process. Consequently, in this model, the advantages of classroom teaching and e-learning complement each other with equal attention paid to learning and teaching and the teaching effect is optimized.

Third, "autonomous" and "cooperative" learning methods complement each other.

Autonomous learning refers to learning that is completely based on individual learning needs and self-control of learning pace. Cooperative learning is a learning method with cooperative learning group as the basic organizational form. In this method, group members share the same goal, jointly set certain reward mechanism and collaborate to obtain the best learning results through cooperation, discussion, communication, mutual help and other interactive ways. Cooperative learning can effectively promote the development of students' cognitive ability and language skills.

Autonomous learning is the basis of cooperative learning, and cooperative learning is an effective way to cultivate autonomous learning ability. The rational use of cooperative learning can extend English learning from in class to out of class, mobilize students' enthusiasm and initiative, stimulate their personal potential, and effectively enhance their internal motivation of autonomous learning. Moreover, students are able to perceive their own internal cognitive gaps through the collision of different views among group members, and the perception of such cognitive gaps will promote the reconstruction of students' individual knowledge and contribute to the development of their cognitive ability in autonomous learning.

3. Necessity of Blended Learning Model in the Course Business English Writing

First, cooperative learning is in line with the business attribute that can not be ignored in the instruction of business English writing. The business characteristics of the course require the cultivation of students' communication and cooperation ability. After all, transnational business is conducted by people and its success largely depends on the relationship and cooperation between people from different cultural backgrounds. This makes it necessary to carry out cooperative learning. On the one hand, the organizational form of cooperative learning is conducive to the promotion of "input" and "output", so as to effectively improve students' ability to use English language to engage in foreign-related business writing.
to carry out business simulation practice, so as to improve students' perceptual understanding of business activities and stimulate their innovation ability; On the other hand, cooperative learning is not only a cognitive process, but also a rewarding occasion for interpersonal communication, which is beneficial to the training of team spirit and communication skills.

Second, the stylized language characteristics of business English make autonomous learning possible. Business English writing is less difficult than literary creation and other types of writing, because it basically follows a certain paradigm. Specifically, there are many stylized expressions and sentence patterns in content structure and language use. If students can have a good command of these expressions and sentence patterns, business English writing will become relatively handy. Such expressions and sentence patterns can be analyzed and summarized by students themselves after reading and assimilating a certain quantity of sample texts, which is in line with the "Zone of Proximal Development". Rather than students being the passive recipient of the knowledge instilled by teachers, it is better to "take students as the center" and guide students to collect and analyze sample texts, give play to their inquiry and analysis ability, and cultivate their autonomous learning ability. As Dewey, an American educator, said, learning is a process of finding and solving problems and there is no real learning without the learner's personal experience of this process.

Thirdly, time-sensitiveness is one striking feature of business English and this feature requires that reference materials and information provided should keep pace with the times. Moreover, Business English writing is closely related to practical work. Therefore, students should be required to make more use of the Internet to obtain the latest information and materials to ensure that the acquired knowledge is currently in use and practical. After assigning the writing tasks and providing relevant network resources for students’ reference, teachers should hand over such tasks of collecting sample texts and relevant materials, analyzing and summarizing the characteristics of sample texts to students to complete independently. In completing these tasks, students can obtain the most recent information and update their knowledge. In doing so their skills to retrieve data online and their ability to analyze, judge and explore data can also be cultivated. Both the data-retrieving skill and critical thinking ability are what students urgently need.

Fourth, the cultivation of language output capacity requires highlighting the central position of students in the learning process. Writing itself is the process for language output, and business English writing is no exception. The cultivation and improvement of language output capacity can only be realized through a large number of writing practice on the basis of a large number of understandable language input. In other words, the improvement of writing ability largely depends on students' individual autonomous learning, such as the quantity and quality of language input, the amount of writing practice, learning strategies and so on. Therefore, teachers should go out of the old classroom teaching mode of "emphasizing knowledge instillation and neglecting skill training". instead, they should truly take students as the center in the teaching process, pay attention to the inspiration, guidance, supervision and evaluation of students, provide necessary information resources and organize cooperative learning, and change from the feeder of knowledge to the helper and promoter of students' independent construction of knowledge [3].

In addition, the course is normally taught to a class of 60-70 students. With such a large number of students in each class, each teacher often has to undertake the workload of teaching such four large classes. So it is difficult and almost impossible for teachers to carefully review and check each student's writing task from beginning to end. In view of this, it is advisable to entrust the task of supervision and inspection to the cooperative learning group. Such a pattern not only promotes the mutual supervision, inspection, encouragement and help between members of the group but also gives teachers time to review and comment on the representative works submitted by each cooperative learning group in a complete and detailed manner. Thus timely feedback from teachers and positive demonstrations by students can be achieved.

4. Application of Blended Learning Model in the Instruction Design of the Course Business English Writing

The guiding concept of using "blended learning" model in the course Business English Writing can be summarized as "dual drives", "dual leading positions" and multiple evaluation system. The so-called "dual drives" means “task-driven” and “language output-driven”. Tasks assigned by teachers drive students to continue their learning from in class to after class and the requirement for language output drives students to unite learning and use as well as reading and writing [4]. "Dual leading positions" means the change from "teacher-centered" to "teacher-led" and the corresponding change from passively receiving knowledge to actively acquiring knowledge on the part of students. Multiple evaluation system refers to the diverse formative assessment methods such as students' self-evaluation, peer evaluation with the learning group, peer evaluation between learning groups and teacher’s evaluation.
According to the teaching plan of the course Business English Writing each genre of business writing is allocated 4 class sessions on average. Teachers can increase or decrease 2-4 class sessions depending on the difficulty of the genre. The instruction design of each genre is generally divided into two stages - language input and language output. Each stage includes two sections—before and during class, and involves two forms of learning—autonomous learning and cooperative learning. Cooperative learning is carried out in groups. Because it is taught in large classes of about 60 students, each group usually has 6 members and grouping is completed on a voluntary basis at the beginning of the course. The teacher sometimes needs to make adjustment to the grouping based on the students’ English level, personality and gender so that group members complement each other in ability, personality, etc and all groups are comparable with each other in ability and English level.

Stage One: Language Input

(1) Before class - collection and study of sample texts

Before class, teachers assign tasks for autonomous learning and cooperative learning according to the teaching plan and teaching content, and provide network resources for students’ reference. The task of autonomous learning is to take the textbook sample text as an example, use the Internet to search for at least three sample texts of the same genre, study and summarize the common structure of such writing genre, commonly used phrases, chunks of words and sentence patterns as well as the language features, etc. After that, students share the collected sample texts in the group via QQ group or other online social tools. The task of cooperative learning for group members is to have a face-to-face discussion of the summaries on learning sample texts prepared by each group member and select 6 sample texts which are approved by members to be the best for the whole class to learn from. Each time, one delegate from each group is responsible for recording the main discussed ideas, summarizing and reporting to other groups their discussion in the form of PPT in class. Group members take turns to perform such tasks in the process of cooperative learning to ensure the full participation of each student.

(2) In class - share and comment on the summaries on learning sample texts

In class, first, each group will report and share the summary on learning sample texts. In order to guide students to provide the key points and improve classroom inefficiency, teachers should specify in advance the key points to be included in the summary, such as sources of the sample texts, common structure of the writing genre, language features, list of business terms, etc. At the end of each group’s report, other groups give oral evaluation, followed by teachers’ comments. The teachers’ comments are expected to fulfill two purposes—recognizing the advantages of each report so as to protect students’ enthusiasm in participation and pointing out the problems in the report so as to effectively grab students’ attention to the problems. After all groups make reports and comments, each group will score the reports prepared by other groups and the average score is recorded as peer evaluation between learning groups, which forms part of the formative evaluation. Then, the teacher makes the final summary, highlight the essential knowledge and key language points that students are expected to gain from preparing the summary and then assign the corresponding writing tasks.

Stage Two: Language Output

(1) Before class - individual writing practice and mutual evaluation of group works

Before class, individuals should complete the writing task independently, and then members of the group should review and correct each other’s written text. On this basis, the best written text is then selected as the representative work and submitted to the teacher for review by e-mail. The teacher will upload all these best written texts submitted by all groups to the class QQ group for all students to read and comment.

(2) In class -- Comment on representative works and complete the reflective report

In class, the teacher prints all these best written works together with the review, distributes them to each group, comments on each representative work and explains the typical mistakes spotted in the work. Each student modifies his/her written text according to the teacher's comments and explanation. Finally, each student spends 15 minutes independently writing a reflective report on the learning process of the writing genre. In order to guide students to complete the construction of knowledge and the cultivation of meta-cognitive strategies, teachers should specify in advance the main content of the reflective report, which is usually required to include three parts: writing skills, business knowledge and learning methods and habits to be improved.

5. Conclusions

In the first stage, both autonomous learning tasks for individuals and cooperative learning tasks for groups effectively urge students to search network resources and read a certain number of English sample texts after class, virtually guiding students to extend English learning from in class to after class, enhance language input and expand their knowledge. A large number of language input is the
basis of language output. Moreover, to perform the tasks assigned by teachers, students are steered into the rewarding habit of paying attention to the form and features of the language, which helps students overcome the weakness of only focusing on ideas, enhance their attention and sensitivity to the language itself, and improve the quality of language input. However, even if the quantity and quality of language input are guaranteed, all information is just stored in the memory. To turn such information stored in the memory into knowledge students can assimilate and ability students can acquire, language output through writing practice is inevitable and crucial.

In the second stage, that is, the language output stage, whether completing the writing task or reviewing others’ written texts, students should rely on what they have learned in the first stage, thus putting what they have learned into practice and realizing the combination of learning and application. In order to complete the writing task, students also need to constantly re-read the sample texts so as to “borrow” language and in this process the aim of “promoting reading by writing” is attained.

Of course, the effective implementation of teaching activities also needs the stimulation and guarantee of evaluation mechanism. Teachers should adopt multiple formative evaluation in teaching activities inside and outside the classroom and make sure that the evaluation runs through the students' whole learning process through students' self-evaluation, peer evaluation with the learning group, peer evaluation between learning groups and teachers' evaluation. Timely evaluation can stimulate students' learning, motivate students to effectively adapt their learning process and promote their continuous development of comprehensive language skills. Self evaluation helps students to effectively monitor and adjust their learning plans and learning processes. The peer evaluation between students plays an important role in setting examples and promoting their learning from each other. In short, teachers should give full play to the positive backwash effect of multiple formative evaluation on individual learning and cooperative learning and promote the improvement of students' learning effect and learning ability.

Applying the blended learning model to the teaching of business English writing not only highlights the central position of students in the teaching process but also emphasizes the leading role of teachers, which is conducive to the cultivation and improvement of students’ autonomous learning ability, inquiry ability, cooperative learning ability and data-retrieving skill. The instruction design of the course is task oriented and aimed to realize the zero distance and seamless integration between learning and application, input and output. In the future practical teaching work, the author will put the design into practice, and continuously improve the instruction combined with empirical research and data feedback.
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ABSTRACT

As the world is becoming more and more connected, the education system needs to provide each learner with an equal opportunity for success. Measures should put in place to ensure that obtaining an education is made possible for all students, including foreign students, such as English speakers in China and Chinese speakers in the United Kingdom. The biggest obstacle to making this dream a reality is that very few educators are sufficiently equipped to understand the foundational knowledge with regards to teaching learners of speaking a different language from the regional language, raising the need for target language acquisition. This paper will look into the Acculturation model of second language acquisition and Stephen Krashen’s theory of second language acquisition. Since educators are increasingly being forced to teach students speaking foreign languages understanding second language acquisition is very important. Understanding the process of second language acquisition may be important to educators and enable students in second language acquisition.

1. Acculturation Model

Social-psychological factors such as proximity to target language, the desire to assimilate, attitude, time spent in the target language, and congruence of the two cultures are used to predict the levels of acquiring a second language in the acculturation model [3]. The acculturation model was developed by John Schumann in 1973 after studying six migrant language learners for a period of 10 months. In his study Schumann focused on their language acquisition level and employed the use of questionnaires in data collection. Schumann noted that one male did not show significant increase in his language acquisition for the 10-month period, and he credited this to the individual’s failure to engage in conversations occurring among native English speakers. Schumann argues that the acculturation model is the beginning process of a second language acquisition which is nonlinear.

To determine the validity of the acculturation model, Schmidt conducted a research on Japanese artists Wes, who relocated to Hawaii at 33 years of age. In his study, Schmidt followed Wes for 3 years without formal instructions examining the English language acquisition. It was discovered that due to the proximity to the social and psychological components of English, Wes acquired communication competence but failed in mastering English linguistics [7]. This validates the acculturation model as shows that Wes mastered the English language in areas he was engulfed in while staying in a foreign country. Wes failed to master linguistics due to the social and psychological factors failing to relate to the literacy of the Eng-
lish language.

The degree of a learner’s success in learning a foreign language greatly depends on contact the learner has with the speakers of the second language, keeping the company of the second language culture gives the learner a better chance to learn the second language. A study conducted by Schuman showed that identification with the community of the acquired language as a basic requirement for second language acquisition. Schuman continues by saying that the individual learning can be placed along a continuum that ranges from proximity to the second language speakers to social psychological distance. Two main variables main variables that cause difference in the way a second language are social factors and psychological factors. The degree of social distance is accounted for by social variables while the individual’s response to the second language learning conditions is accounted for by psychological variables.

According to the acculturation model, a learner’s position or perceived position to the language that is to be acquired is the social distance. Shuman also considers social distance as a primary factor to gauge acculturation and the effectiveness of a learner in picking up a second language. In the acculturation model, social and psychological factors on the same scales by Shuman, making the assumption an individual’s success in learning depends on his or her acculturation; the level of the reduction of the social and psychological distance. Other studies have also confirmed the positive relationship between the depth of social distance between two cultures and the learning difficulty of the second language. The language acquisition degree based on the acculturation model correlates with the learner’s proximity to the target group. This correlates with the socio-educational model that says, the psyche to acquire a new language comes second to the “want” to be accepted as a part of that community.

There are a number of factors that guide social distance determining how close a person will be to the speakers of the second language. Such as

(1) Subordination: that can be linked to a particular status of the community as compared to a different group.

(2) Pattern of integration: The possibility of learner giving up his or her own culture to pick up that of a different group. The degree to which an individual holds on to their culture.

(3) Enclosure degree of both groups: Do the two cultural communities share their social amenities such as stadiums or have separate social amenities?

(4) Cohesiveness degree of target culture learning group: Intra group contacts are termed cohesive, inter group contacts are termed non-cohesive

(5) Second language learning group’s size.

(6) Congruence degree of the second language learning group: the second language group’s culture can be similar to the target group or completely unrelated to the target group.

(7) Inter-group attitudinal evaluation: attitude of one group towards the other.

Psychological distance is determined by how the measure of the learners comfort in relation to the social factors surrounding the learning of the second language. Having too much psychological distance deters learning by building resistance in taking full advantage of the situation.

There exist five factors that may increase the psychological distance which are

(1) Language shock: New linguistic system learning disorientation;

(2) Culture shock: The fear, anxiety, and stress of entering a new culture;

(3) Culture stress: Culture shock such as home sickness;

(4) Motivation;

(5) Ego permeability: The willingness or lack of willingness to give up ones differences and favor the target language group.

Types of Acculturation

There are two types of acculturation distinguished by the Schumann’s model. In Type 1, social contacts with the second language speakers are developed by the learner through social integration. The second language speakers provide the learner with input while the learner maintains the lifestyle and values of his or her native culture. In Type 2 social contacts in target culture are developed by the learner. The learner also moves towards adopting the target group’s values and lifestyle. By encompassing type 1 and type 2 acculturation definitions, it implies that one can succeed in acquiring the target language whether the norms of the target culture are adopted or not.

There are four stages in the process of acculturation;

(1) Euphoria: At this stage, the newness of the surrounding excites the learner.

(2) Culture-shock: The cultural differences feel as an intrusion to their image of self-security.

(3) Progressive recovery and Cultural stress: some challenges brought by acculturation are solved. The learner begins to accept the difference in thinking.

(4) Full-recovery: Assimilation of the second language culture. The learner develops a new identity and adopts the new culture.

Acculturation and Motivation

The foundation for the acculturation model was laid
down by Gardener on his work on integrative and instrumental motivation. The need to interact opens up opportunities for interaction and reduces the social distance separating the individual learning and the culture of the acquired language. Individuals with a more instrumental motivation more often find the educational setting enough to achieve their goals of learning the second language. Such people may have little motivation to interact with individuals of the second language cultural group but still acquire the second language. On the other hand, integrative motivation pushes learners by inspiring extensive motivation to form bonds with individuals of different cultures when the chance arises. Creating cultural bonds enables such individuals to learn the linguistic and cultural knowledge required to have sociocultural competence.

**Limitations of the Acculturation Model**

As a major criticism opposing the significance of cultural factors in the acquisition of a second language, scholars argue that most of the time cultural factors are not very prominent and people may do well in second language acquisition in different social conditions. Other studies have also shown that some individuals are motivated and work to succeed in second language acquisition irrespective of the unfavorable social conditions and there are those that fail to succeed with favorable social conditions. This shows that personal differences of learners such as styles of learning and affective state are more prominent factors that attribute to the second language acquisition as compared to the social conditions a learner is presented with. Therefore, generalizations on the importance of cultural factors should be avoided.

The acculturation model has also faced criticism for not using other significant variables, like instructional and cognitive factors in second language acquisition. According to the acculturation model, all other variable not related to acculturation are considered of less importance to second language acquisition. For a case, no explanation is provided on the internal process responsible for second language acquisition. The acculturation model does not provide an explanation for the developmental sequences and acquisition orders and their causes. This model was also faulted for arguing that instruction lacks major importance in second language acquisition.

The acculturation model was also criticized for overlooking the fact that social factors directly impact the acquisition of a second language while scholars believe they have a direct impact. Pidginization is also a collectivist phenomenon, while the acquisition of language is an individual phenomenon. The acculturation model does not explain how the quality of contact experienced by learners is influenced by social factors. This has led some scholars to be cautious in placing social factors in as a separate entity in the forefront.

There are also some unanswered questions with regards to the model. Schuman personally claims that the acculturation model only provides answers for acquisition of the second language when the individuals involved are immigrants. He also tells the reader to be cautious about variables other than acculturation that may influence second language acquisition. Schuman believes that variable typology development is of great importance and should be encouraged. How long the continuation and necessity of such typologies is not clear.

Research has also argued that acculturation should be clearly classified with means of measuring the level acculturation needed for the success of second language acquisition for it to be considered an aspect of second language acquisition. The acculturation model has been found problematic in that the acculturation concept and what it entails is complex to be tested and defined operationally. The model does not also provide a means of measuring the social distance it claims can affect second language acquisition. The model is not also useful for accounting for individual differences as it deals with cultural groups and not individual learners.

2. **Krashen’s Theory**

Stephen Krashen’s theory of second language acquisition.

Stephen Krashen is an expert from University of California and has specialization in linguistics especially in the theory of language acquisitions. Most of his research revolved around study of other languages apart from the acquisition of English.

Several books have been published by Krashen since 1980. Krashen’s theory has been widely accepted and is being used in various or has impacted widely in many aspects of the acquisition of second language, research and teaching.

Stephen Krashen’s theory has impacted second language acquisition since he researched and studied it for several years. His theory is formed on the basis of Five different hypotheses which are; acquisition or the hypothesis of learning, monitoring hypothesis, hypothesis of natural order, hypothesis of input, and the affective filter hypothesis. Krashen’s theory has faced criticism, Gitsaki and Menezes pointed out that his theory is not clearly defined and it is not verifiable through research. Even after critics Krashen’s theory has had a massive impact and its significant in the record language acquisition field and it allows time in understanding the model wholly.
The acquisition learning hypothesis

The acquisition learning hypothesis is a part of Stephen’s model[1]. In this hypothesis Krashen illustrates that learning requires individual’s consciousness and effort to learn language or focus on the structure and he also illustrates that acquisition happens when subconscious activity is issued to enhance internalization of the language in an individual mind, this hence forth makes it natural for an individual to use. This acquisition learning hypothesis is popular among many linguistics and teachers of language. It meant that we have two forms of acquisition of any foreign language which include the “acquired” and the “learned” system. Acquired part requires a lot of interaction which is meaningful with the language that is targeted and natural communication in which people speaking concentrate not only by utterances but the communicative act. Learning part is done by formal instructions. It involves consciousness of an individual and its product is conscious knowledge. For instance, grammar rules knowledge.

The deductive approach is a fundamental form of learning in a teacher centered situation, while a student-centered situation employs the inductive approach to ensure language acquisition. Krashen also adds that acquisition has greater importance compared learning.

The Monitor Hypothesis

Krashen clarifies the impact and relationship, that learning and acquisition has on each other. The monitor withholds the information until when the learner is ready to use the learnt language[2]. The person holding learned information is used properly when there is adequate and sufficient time for an individual to think about what has been learned. The ultimate goal is to use the language form correctly and the learner already knows the rules that apply when trying to use in the production. According to Abukhattala[1] there is probability for a learner to underuse, overuse, or use the monitor correctly depending with their acquisition confidence. The importance of conscious learning is limited in second language learning. The monitors role is to correct a speech and give it a perfect appearance. Nee is often associated with overusing the monitor.

The Input hypothesis

Krashen in this model illustrates how a second language is acquired by an individual. This paper, focuses on acquisition and not learning. Krashen illustrates that the progress of learners in line with natural order, after he or she acquires the input of the target language, that is a progress in addition to the current state of competence in linguistics. Since all leaners cannot march in their state of linguistic confidence at a go, Krashen illustrates a natural communicative input is important in making a syllabus ensuring that every individual receives at least ‘I + 1’ input that is required for his or her current level competence in linguistics. This is the most influential and important hypothesis by Krashen. Abukhattalan[1] illustrates that the speaking and writing skills progress and mature when the giving of comprehensive input is continuous. Krashen insists that the silent stage is important to make an individual learner competent and confident to use the learned language even if it will not sound competent to others.

The affective fitter hypothesis

Krashen in this theory explains that a learner or individual has to be open and have the will to receive information in a language that he or she targets to learn in order to reach the language acquisition device and henceforth getting the information that he requires he requires completely. This is influenced by the mood which revolves around; motivation, self-confidence, self-image, and anxiety. These are factors that could possibly lower or raise the affective fitter. The higher the affective fitter goes the more the input would not be understood would not be understood due to a “mental block” that is put in an individual’s mind[2]. The affective variable plays the role of facilitation in the acquisition of the target language, learners who believe in themselves, good self-image, and high motivation are more affiliated to success. Low motivation, introversion, and anxiety prevents comprehensible input from being used in second language acquisition. In addition, Krashen illustrates role of positive affect in language acquisition.

Natural Order Hypothesis

It is less important and it’s associated with research findings. Scholars suggest that getting or acquiring of a language grammatical structure follows a natural order which can be predicted. Grammatical structure acquiring time tend to differ for different languages. Some could be gotten in a short time span while take very long to learn. This natural order does not depend on the age of the learner or the individuals background of first language exposure. Krashen illustrates that the natural order hypothesis implication is not that a language program syllabus could be made on the basis of the order found in the study and research. Krashen rejects grammatical sequencing when
the ultimate objective is language acquisition.

Krashen insists that errors are made while using language are due to not fully acquiring the language skill, but learning some skills that may help when an individual tries to use the skills of production. Planning of a teaching order is not necessary as one will get more of language by using it in situations and not based on the exact teaching structure.

The Role of Grammar in Krashen’s View

Krashen illustrates the importance of study of language structure and impact and general educational advantages. Most high schools and colleges may want to include in their language programs. Benefits largely depend with the learner’s ability to understand a language. It should be noted that language analysis, making rules, setting irregularities apart ad teaching lots of complex facts is not language teaching but language appreciation.

The only time grammar teaching could lead to language acquisition is when the learners have a particular interest in the target language and it is used communication and instruction giving. This occurs when there is concern with students and teachers that studying formal grammar is vital. The teacher should have enough skills and meet the language requirements. For comprehensible output and with adequate learner participation that makes the classroom a good environment for second language acquisition.

After the filter is low concerning language explanation; the students’ conscious efforts are usually on the subject matter, what they are talking about and not the medium. In this case, the teacher and student are lying to themselves. They tent to believe that their progress is depended on the subject matter but its due to the study of grammar. The progress is due to the medium and necessarily the message. But in the case the subject matter they are interested it would do just as well.

3. Krashen Hypothesis and Application to Teaching

In acquisition planning hypothesis

The optimal method language skills are acquired is by natural communication. A second language teacher is supposed to create a state in which a language is used in order to fulfill its objective purpose and goal. This method helps learners acquire a language as opposed to just learning it.

According to Mentor Hypothesis

As a second language teacher, it is always difficult to create a balance between encouraging accuracy on learners and fluency in them. These balances will depend on various factors which include the language level of your individual learners’ context of the language use and individual goal of every student. This balance could be called communicative balances.

According to Natural Order Hypothesis

Teachers are supposed to have awareness that some aspects of language are easier to apply and acquire than others. This should be taught in a certain order conducive for the learner’s acquisition. Teachers should first introduce the language concepts that are easier for learners to acquire. Then they should apply scaffolding to introduce the concepts that are difficult.

According to the Input Hypothesis

Input hypothesis highlights the importance of using the second language in a classroom setting. The ultimate objective of any language program is to help individual learners to communicate. It is the duty of the teacher to create a suitable environment for the acquisition of language by providing as much input as possible.

According to the Affective Filter Hypothesis

Creating a safe environment that is accommodative to students is vital for acquiring language. This is very important in language acquisition since in order to take input and produce language individuals have to be comfortable with making mistakes and risk taking.

According to Reading Hypothesis

It is very important to include reading in the language and the way it should be used in real life situations so as to effectively acquire the second language.

4. Limitations of Stephen Krashen’s Theory of Second Language Acquisition

First Krashen’s theory of second language acquisition has been scrutinized and widely criticized as it happens with any other conspicuous theories. Critics of the theory began as soon as the theory was developed with McLaughlin being its greatest critic. Saying that it has not been defined well and that his claim on this research cannot be proved. McLaughlin also has several critics on comprehensible input and input hypothesis.

The effective filter hypothesis is termed as vague and that it has no ability to predict any linguistic development. McLaughlin insists that the monitor does not function
as Krashen illustrates and that the natural order is not as comprehensive as Krashen puts it because of method logical considerations. McLaughlin insists that nothing works in Krashen’s theories as he claims. Krashen’s theory arises a lot of hostility which is so unusual. Other scholars termed Krashen’s claims as feeble, sloppy, profound misunderstanding and illegitimate.

According to Krashen’s theory, Language acquisition does not require too much use of complex grammatical rules and does not require tiresome efforts. Second language acquisition requires a very meaningful interaction in the target language natural communication where the people speaking the language have no concern for their utterances but with the information they are passing and internalizing. Comprehensive input is very vital and is needed for language acquisition. The best techniques hence forth are those that produce comprehensible input and contain the information that students really want to hear. These methods and techniques do not force early progress and early production but progress comes from supply of communication and comprehensible input.

In the actual setting or real world, communicating with willing sympathetic native speakers helps a learner understand more hence very helpful.

5. Conclusions

Foreign students speaking foreign languages are becoming more and more common in our learning institutions. Educators have the responsibility to provide such students with high-quality education as deserved by all students. Reviewing second language acquisition theories is beneficial to trainers and learners as it provides teacher practices and learning practices for second language acquisition. From the Acculturation and Krashen’s theory, second language acquisition is a social and cognitive learning experience that requires peer to peer experience.
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1. Introduction

In this essay, the writer will explore teachers' autonomy and professionalism in curriculum development. In China, there appears to be a process of change from a mainly centralized curriculum to a decentralized curriculum, and the writer will refer to this process as a way of highlighting issues in teachers' autonomy and professionalism. The writer will argue that only the teacher has the authority of curriculum development, their autonomy and professionalism will be promoted; otherwise, it will cause teacher de-professionalism. In the first section, the advantages and problems of a centralized and decentralized curriculum will be presented. First of all, the advantages of a centralized curriculum will be presented, including the argument that all children must have access to the same curriculum [1]. Following this, the problems of a centralized curriculum will be examined, including the impact on teacher autonomy and professionalism. This is closely followed by an analysis of the strengths of the decentralized curriculum; the ability to meet the diverse needs of students and to improve the quality of the curriculum is an excellent strength. However, a decentralized curriculum also has its problems, including widening the gap between regional education and the difficulty of achieving education equity. In the second section of the article, the writer will introduce definitions of teacher autonomy and teacher professionalism; although they are difficult to define clearly, this paper gives a unified understanding of them in the education context. Then, an overview of their importance and the centralized curriculum’s impact on teacher autonomy and teacher professionalism will also be explored in this
section. Section three of this essay will explore the trend towards a decentralized curriculum in China. The current Chinese curriculum system will be analyzed to see how it supports and limits teachers’ autonomy and professionalism in curriculum development. Finally, the writer will suggest some ways to strengthen Chinese high school teachers’ autonomy and professionalism in curriculum development.

2. Centralized and Decentralized Curriculum

2.1 Centralized Curriculum

A centralized curriculum is one in which the administrative authority of a state assumes responsibility for curriculum planning, and all curriculum resources, including funding, information, personnel, and technology, have full control [2]. Usually, the local area or school, as the provider of education, is responsible only for implementing the existing curriculum. However, the manifestation of a centralized curriculum may vary from country to country. Sometimes, there are more rigorous centralized curricula that set out every aspect of education so that every child gets the same learning resources. In some countries, centralized curricula are looser; for example, only learning objectives are set, and teachers are responsible for planning how to achieve them.

Advantages

Firstly, the centralized curriculum provides a field of study arrangement for all students regardless of differences in social background, culture, gender, ability, and disability, promoting equity in education [1,3]. The centralized curriculum provides a framework for all schools to ensure that teaching and learning are balanced and consistent. It includes goals to be achieved, subjects to be taught, and the requirements for teaching standards also have converged [5]. Uniform requirements for teaching standards contribute to teachers’ professional growth in disadvantaged areas and ensure the quality of local education delivery.

Problems

The planning of a highly concentrated national curriculum is generally based on the knowledge-based curriculum concept rather than a process-driven concept, and most of the key points of knowledge delivered are instrumental knowledge and knowledge with commercial use. Because of this, Kelly believes that a highly centralized national curriculum means ‘a progressive loss of freedom- the professional freedom of teacher and, most importantly of all, the intellectual freedom of the pupil’ [6]. The highly concentrated curriculum view believes that teachers should not make any judgments when formulating education policies and designing curriculum. Teachers should be operators or passive agents, technicians, and not experts, the only focus for teachers is how to teach [7].

At the same time, the centralized national curriculum has also harmed student development. One of the purposes of a centralized national curriculum is to allow every student to receive the same education. However, to truly implement individual rights and to make everyone accept a common course, it is also necessary to consider the differences of students so that everyone can accept the course that suits them. The consequences of providing all students with the same course are apparent. For example, after the promulgation of the Education Reform Act of 1988 in the U.K., the rate of student absenteeism has increased significantly, and the overall development trend of student behavior has also deteriorated significantly [6].

Furthermore, the centralized curriculum will inevitably lead to standardized assessments. Because the highly centralized curriculum adopts the ‘aims-and-objectives’ mode, the academic results of students are only determined by exams, such as the A level exam in the United Kingdom. In countries that adopt a centralized curriculum, teachers’ classroom practices are increasingly standardized by these high-stakes testing; they use prepackaged, scripted curricula explicitly aimed at increasing the test scores of standardized tests pupils [8], rather than focus on students personalized growth. Standardized tests have had even worse consequences.

‘Standardized tests thus literally objectify students by reducing them into decontextualized numerical objects for comparison. ......By reducing students to numbers, standardized testing creates the capacity to view students as things, as quantities apart from their human qualities (p.38).’

2.2 Decentralized Curriculum

Comparative education scholar Mark Hanson argues that in the decentralized curriculum, ‘responsibility and tasks are transferred from the central body to the local unites or school level’ [9]. Thus, Hanson [10] and Bray [11] identify three basic kinds of decentralization in terms of
the degree to which the central state disperses its governing authority.

(1) Deconcentration (transfer of tasks and work but not authority).

(2) Delegation (transfer of decision-making authority from a superior to a subordinate level, but authority can be withdrawn by the center).

(3) Devolution (transfer of authority to an autonomous unit that can act independently without permission from the center).

Advantages

It is believed that a degree of decentralization would enable schools to adapt to changes in their external environment and be more responsive to the needs of students and communities [12].

Decentralization allows teachers to be involved in the curriculum development process, which allows for greater flexibility and better decision making, as teachers are more closely aligned with the issues in the current curriculum implementation process [13]. Teachers will put in more effort because it will be how their curriculum and strategic plans for curriculum development are implemented. From this perspective, a decentralized curriculum will promote teacher autonomy and contribute to professional development.

The decentralization view holds that by giving schools a certain amount of authority, teachers will, in turn, have corresponding rights to the curriculum [14]. They can develop curriculum adaption and school-based curriculum according to students’ needs to help them achieve individualized growth. This is precisely in line with Kelly’s view that education should be a process of individual development, which can only be facilitated by the provision of a curriculum tailored to the needs of each student, rather than by the planned imposition of the same program on all [6].

Problems

McGinn and Welsh [15] mentioned that successful implementation of curriculum decentralization requires both political support for the decentralization and the capability of those involved in the reform to carry it out. If either of these two conditions is not met, the implementation of curriculum decentralization will not achieve its best results. One aspect of the curriculum decentralization policy that has been widely questioned is that the central government has shifted responsibility to local governments and communities without giving adequate targeted support. In deprived areas, if the central government does not provide sufficient policy, financial and teacher development support, then local governments and schools would not have the resources and capacity to exercise their authority for curriculum development, the achievement of quality improvement and equity in education will be a mere empty phrase. According to the survey conducted by the World Bank in 2013 [16], the decentralization of the curriculum has increased the overall enrollment in Brazil and Chile. However, it has not by itself eliminated inequalities between different income areas, and the quality of poor communities remains backward.

3. Teacher Professionalism and Teacher Autonomy

3.1 Definitions of Teacher Professionalism and Teacher Autonomy

In the educational context, definitions of teacher professionalism focus on teachers’ professional qualifications such as ‘being good at his/her job’ [17,18], ‘fulfilling the highest standards’ [19], and ‘achieving excellence’ [20]. These dominant discourses in the field of education indicate that teacher professionalism is associated with improving the quality and standards of teachers’ work. Phelps [21] believes professionalism is enhanced when teachers use excellence as a critical criterion for judging their actions and attitudes. However, there are still arguments about teaching is a semi-professional occupation because their autonomy is often under organizational control [22,23,20].

Autonomy is one of the main focuses of professionalism’s identity. Lieberman [24] state that the tasks of professionals are important, exclusive, and complex; therefore, professionals should have the freedom from external pressure for autonomy in decision making. Willner [25] argues that teachers’ autonomy is based on collaborative decision-making and the freedom to make prescriptive professional choices about the services rendered to students. Fay [26] and Hanson [9] believe that teachers are qualified authorities in the teaching process and they have the autonomy to organize learning process as they choose.

3.2 Importance of Teacher Autonomy and Teacher Professionalism

The curriculum autonomy factor is logically consistent with teachers’ identification with their profession [27,28], particularly in relation to the authority in the selection of activities and materials, in making decisions about instructional planning and sequencing, and in reducing job stress. Teachers who perceive themselves as having control over the curriculum are less stressed [28]. Pearson and
Moomaw’s study also shows that as teacher autonomy increases, so does teacher empowerment and professional improvement.

The professional development of teachers is of vital importance to the improvement of the curriculum. According to Xu, curriculum improvement, and improvement, to a certain extent, require internal support from teachers’ continuous professional development. In curriculum practice, by participating in curriculum decision-making, teachers can not only re-examine their teaching practice from the perspective of student learning needs and their professional development, but also better understand and design educational objectives from the perspective of a coordinator, and gradually enhance their professionalism. In turn, the development of the teacher’s internal professional structure and the enrichment of their professional knowledge will help them to better participate in curriculum decision-making and contribute to curriculum development.

3.3 Impacts of Centralization on Teacher Autonomy and Teacher Professionalism

Under a centralized curriculum system, the central government manages through hierarchical decision-making and control, with schools as agents of the government. Under this hierarchical model, teachers are dependent on the principal and the principal is dependent on the superintendents, teachers have no autonomy, let alone professional development.

Curriculum planning is done by administrators and specialists; teachers do not plan or evaluate their work, they simply execute it. In a centralized system of curriculum planning, teachers are not required to have high levels of knowledge and skills in learning theory and pedagogy, cognitive science and child development, curriculum, and assessment, as they may not make major decisions about these issues.

Centralized testing means a reduction in the professional status of teachers. Rather than adapting the provincial curriculum to local conditions or the needs of individual students, teachers are constrained by accurately covering the curriculum material that appears on the test. In a child-centered system, teachers must have considerable expertise and autonomy to diagnose and respond to individual needs. However, content-centered systems require only technical training to implement decisions already made by the central bureaucracy. The greater the degree of curriculum specificity imposed by external examinations, the more limited the teachers’ need and demand for professional autonomy.

4. Curriculum Development in China

4.1 Current Curriculum System in High School of China

Chinese current curriculum system consists of a national curriculum, local curriculum, and school-based curriculum. Based on guaranteeing and implementing the national curriculum, the state encourages localities to develop local curricula suitable for their regions and schools to develop school-based curricula that meet students’ needs.

The National Curriculum is a centralized reflection of the nation’s will and is a major factor in determining the quality of basic education in a country. Thus, the national curriculum is uniform and compulsory. The implementation of China’s national curriculum is carried out by the Chinese Ministry of Education (MoE), which formulates and promulgates curriculum management and development policies and curricular programs, the proportion and scope of various types of curricula, the system for the preparation, review and selection of teaching materials, and the development of curriculum standards or syllabi for compulsory basic education courses or core courses. The National Curriculum is nationally oriented, ensuring that it is accessible to all students, with an emphasis on universality. The MoE specifies that the national curriculum should account for 80 to 84 percent of all school hours for students in high school and it covers only the main subjects and sets minimum standards as well as basic requirements. In order to fill the gap, content not covered by the national curriculum is included in the local curriculum or school-based curriculum.

The local curriculum is tightly integrated with the local social, economic, social, and cultural development. The current local curriculum development emphasizes the use of local resources. At present, all provinces and autonomous regions offer local courses, most of which are designed to strengthen students’ social, economic, and cultural understanding of their regions. School-based curriculum development is based on school resources and meets the individual development needs of students.

There are two forms of school-based curricula. One is the adaptation and innovation of the national and local curriculum. The other is the school-designed curriculum, which is a distinctive new curriculum developed by the school.

Under such a curriculum, students will have a more abundant and more varied curriculum. For example, there may be various kinds of history courses in a high school in Changping District of Beijing. According to the MoE, modern Chinese history is required as a compulsory course for students in Grade 10, with a minimum of two
classes per week and a total of at least 36 class hours. The Changping District Education Commission in Beijing has developed a compulsory Changping history course as one of the local curricula, which is taught for 20 hours per term. In the school-based curriculum, students also can take courses based on foreign textbooks such as American history, European history, world history, and historical and cultural courses, such as Beijing History Story, developed by teachers.

4.2 Decentralization in a Centralized Curriculum System

The authority of the central government continues to dominate the entire education system. However, China’s education policy is also partially decentralized in a fully centralized curriculum system, as reflected in the following aspect.

Decentralization of education administration. Since 1995, the central government and the MoE began to allow their subordinate education authorities to delegate the management of education. The MoE is responsible for coordinating the management and development of education in China and formulating the general framework and master plan for curriculum development, personnel management, and resource coordination. Local governments and the education department manage regional school systems to implement national policies based on local conditions. At the same time, principals have been given more autonomy in school matters, such as teacher recruitment and training, coordination of school resources, and the management of schools' assessment, maintenance of school-community relations. The organization of educational administration has given localities and schools some flexibility in tailoring schools to local conditions.

Some regions are allowed to develop their compulsory curricula and teaching materials. Due to their developed economies and strong traditions of education and research, provinces of Zhejiang, Shanghai, Guangdong, and Sichuan are allowed to develop their curricula and textbooks. However, the autonomy of local curriculum and textbook design is limited by a rigorous review process. All locally designed curricula and teaching materials can only be put into use after the MoE has confirmed their conceptual content, academic quality, and suitability for classroom teaching.

Since 2000, the MoE has authorized 16 provinces and cities to design their own College Entrance Examination(Gaokao) papers based on local curriculum content and actual teaching conditions. Nationally administered tests are argued to be insensitive to most students’ achievement and drag the curriculum down to the lowest common denominator of basic skills. Locally-designed papers provide greater consistency in the local teaching content, and the questions not only focus on the accumulation of knowledge but also pay more attention to the students’ competency assessment. However, the questions in local-designed papers must conform to the national examination framework established by the MoE.

A school-based curriculum is also considered one of the hallmarks of a decentralized curriculum. The school-based curricula are developed by teachers and approved by the local education department. It seems as if the local education departments have real authority at the level of the school-based curriculum. In reality, however, local education departments, schools, and teachers must work within the policy framework set up by the central authority and subject to inspection by the Central Education Supervisory Group.

In general, all major policy decisions continue to be made centrally, but education services are provided locally. This arrangement simply meant shifting the workload of central officials to bureaucratic officials and teachers in the local level, and the local agents are not empowered to decide what to do and how to do it. In this sense, the decentralization in China’s curriculum reform remains superficial. Measured against Hanson’s conceptual framework, decentralization in China’s curriculum has only taken the form of deconcentration that does not involve any real transfer of power to the intermediate and basic levels.

5. Teacher Autonomy and Professionalism in the Current Curriculum System

From the above analysis, it is clear that schools and teachers are not given real curriculum power, and the overall improvement of teachers’ autonomy and professional capacity is very limited. In provinces where they can design their curricula, the college entrance exams pay more attention to assessing students’ comprehensive abilities, and teachers have more space to delve into teaching and curriculum design. Their autonomy and professionalism have developed to a certain extent. In most areas, however, teachers do not have the time or resources for curriculum development, and they end up de-professionalizing.

5.1 Improvement and Problems Regarding Teacher Professionalism and Teacher Autonomy Improvement

Teacher autonomy in curriculum development is of great value. Kelly argues that the most positive educa-
tional purpose is to increase teacher autonomy in curricu-

The current education policy gives teachers the right to exercise their autonomy as educators in curriculum im-
plementation, curriculum reconstruction, and curriculum de-
velopment. In the implementation of the national and local curricula, teachers can make full use of the local natural, social and human resources and perform various teaching activities creatively. In the development and implementation of the school-based curriculum, teachers decide independently on the setting of curriculum objectives, the selection of curriculum resources, and curriculum arrangements; moreover, teachers also have the autonomy to evaluate the school-based curriculum. The increased autonomy of teachers will correspondingly contribute to their professional development. The process of redesigning the implementation of the national and local curricula is a process of inquiry. To expose teachers to new ideas is to give them new perspectives. The results of the new curriculum and peer research can be used as teacher education elements for teacher growth. The exploration of new curriculum programs, syllabi, teaching materials, and research findings can be turned into opportunities for deeper teacher growth.

Besides, participation in the development of school-designed curricula can provide teachers with opportunities for enriching professional experiences that can contribute to their professional development. Firstly, participation in school-designed curriculum development can facilitate a change in teachers’ roles and attitudes. In school-designed curriculum development, the role of teachers is not only as curriculum implementers but also as learners, curriculum designers, collaborators, and educators—a complex mix of teachers. Secondly, involvement in curriculum development can help teachers improve their professional competencies. In participating in the process of designing curriculum development in schools, teachers must understand how the curriculum works and have the ability to develop curriculum resources, design curriculum, evaluate the quality of curriculum design in schools, and teach.

Problems

Studies show that the primary goal of decentralization in most areas of China has not been promoting teachers’ autonomy and professional development. This is due to several reasons. Firstly, some places do not have the conditions to develop a school-based curriculum. In schools in remote areas, it is impossible to develop a school-based curriculum due to their teachers, equipment, and other limitations, and the creative implementation of national and local curricula is extremely strict. Secondly, teachers lack professional knowledge of curriculum development and professional guidance, leading to a deadlock in curriculum development. Finally, the main problem is that the standardized assessment has not changed and will not change shortly. Almost half of the provinces still focus mainly on examining students’ knowledge rather than their overall ability, with nationally standardized question papers. As a result, most teachers’ educational activities are still limited to teaching students the content of examinations. The authority that these teachers have been given to develop school-based curricula is not being realized. There are even less autonomy and professionalism for teachers in terms of curriculum development.

5.2 Suggestions on Improving Teacher Autonomy and Professionalism

The writer suggests that teachers’ autonomy and professional competence in curriculum development can be enhanced by increasing investment in education, increasing teachers’ participation, and providing them with specific professional support, thereby improving the quality of education.

Increasing educational investment

China’s investment in education mainly relies on the financial support of local governments, compared to economically developed regions, the local fiscal revenue of economically less developed regions is relatively small, their investment in education is bound to be relatively inadequate, so this has led to some schools do not have sufficient teachers and teaching resources to ensure the curriculum development. In order to ensure teachers’ autonomy in curriculum development and to improve their professional competence, it is necessary to increase investment in education in high schools in economically less developed regions, optimize teacher allocation and ensure adequate teaching resources and teaching equipment. The development of the curriculum, the development of teachers, and the individual development of students can only be achieved if the school is given adequate external resources.

Increasing teachers’ participation in curriculum development

In the current curriculum system, teachers have a certain degree of autonomy in the creative implementation of the national and local curricula, as well as in the development of school-based curricula. With this in mind,
it is crucial to increase teachers’ motivation to participate in curriculum development. Teachers play a vital role in every aspect of the process, from the establishment of the curriculum team to the evaluation and revision of the curriculum, and the quality of the curriculum is ensured if they are able to participate deeply and actively. Schools should respect and recognize the main role of teachers in curriculum development, provide teachers with adequate curriculum resources, and encourage teachers to participate in curriculum exploration in a variety of ways actively.

Providing teachers with professional support

Teacher training and mentoring by external experts are considered to be effective ways to enhance the professional competence of teachers and promote curriculum development. On the one hand, initial training courses should be provided to prepare teachers to take on the central role of curriculum development and, more importantly, they should be given adequate opportunities for in-service education so that they can acquire the new skills needed to innovate and gain a deeper understanding of broader educational issues. On the other hand, teachers should be assisted by a wandering expert to develop the skills and techniques needed for proper and effective evaluation for curriculum development. The expert’s role is to provide teachers with expert advice and the detached appraisal they cannot provide themselves.

Ongoing reform of the Gaokao

Since 2002, China has been working on the reform from the unified Gaokao to a comprehensive quality assessment in an attempt to incorporate the assessment of students’ abilities into the university admission criteria. However, until today, the score-based approach to university admissions has remained unchanged. Only by changing the criteria for university admissions from a score-only form of assessment to a comprehensive aptitude assessment, it is possible to fundamentally stimulate educational vitality, teachers’ curriculum authority can be truly implemented, and teachers’ professional capacity can be developed in the long run.
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1. Overview of Learning Burnout

1.1 Concept of Learning Burnout

The concept of “burnout” originated from the research on personnel (occupation) burnout carried out by clinical psychologist Freudenberger[1] in 1974, which refers to the phenomena of fatigue, boredom, job involvement and low sense of achievement. Maslach[2] further defined job burnout as an attitude of alienation, ridicule or negation, which is a comprehensive expression of exhaustion, depersonalization and negative view of oneself. Some scholars define burnout from three aspects such as cognition, behavior and emotion and believe that due to the lack of value reinforcement, result control or personal ability, individuals do not get the expected reward and corresponding punishment. Such a state is job burnout.

The definition of learning burnout is derived from job burnout, also known as academic burnout. Pines and Katry (1981) found that the learning burnout of college students was higher than the job burnout of helpers, and put forward the concept of “Student Burnout” for the first time, which refers to the energy consumption of students due to long-term academic pressure, the gradual disappearance of enthusiasm for learning and school activities, the indifference and alienation from others, as well as such a phenomenon that students have a negative attitude towards leaning because academic performances are not as good as expected[3]. Schaufeli et al. (2002) defined learning burnout as students’ emotional exhaustion, alienation from their studies and low sense of achievement due to excessive learning needs[4]. Zhang Zhiyao[5], a Taiwanese scholar, defined learning burnout as the phenomenon of emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and low sense of personal achievement caused by academic pressure, academic load or other personal psychological factors...
the learning process. Yang Huizhen, another Taiwanese scholar, believes that “learning scorching” can better express the original meaning of “burnout” [6], that is, the obvious decline of mental status in the learning process. Lian Rong, a Chinese scholar, believes that learning burnout reflects the negative learning psychological phenomenon of college students, which means that when students have no interest in learning or lack motivation but have to study, they will feel tired, bored, depressed and frustrated, resulting in a series of inappropriate behaviors of avoiding learning [7].

To sum up, although there is no final conclusion, many scholars agree that learning burnout refers to the negative state of cognitive, emotional and behavioral deviation in students’ learning due to various factors (especially learning pressure) in long-term learning.

1.2 Structure of Learning Burnout

1.2.1 Three-dimensional Theory

This is a theoretical conception advocated by most scholars, among which Lian Rong’s three-dimensional theory [7] is the most commonly used in China, that is, learning burnout is composed of the following three aspects (dimensions): (1) Emotional exhaustion. This is a symptom at the psychological level. Due to some exaggerated requirements in learning, students show an overload and exhausted mood, and have a strong sense of boredom and exclusion from learning. They are easy to be nervous, tired and inattentive during learning, and may drop out of school in serious cases. (2) Depersonalization. Individuals respond to learning and others in a cynical and unemotional way and attitude, which is manifested in perfunctory learning, avoidance of learning and withdrawal behavior. (3) Low sense of achievement. Because students can’t correctly deal with and alleviate the pressure of learning, they experience continuous frustration and depression, question their ability, reduce self-evaluation, and even deny themselves completely.

1.2.2 Two-dimensional Theory

Wei Ting [8] believes that burnout mainly has two components: natural dimension (physical exhaustion) and social dimension (spiritual exhaustion), and also believes that compulsory learning can better summarize the origin of learning burnout.

1.2.3 Single-dimensional Theory

Some scholars believe that among the “so-called” three dimensions of learning burnout, only “emotional exhaustion” is necessary, and the other two dimensions are incidental: Depersonalization is an individual’s way to deal with emotional exhaustion; Low sense of achievement is the consequence of emotional exhaustion [9]. The representative of single-dimensional theory is the research of Pines [3] and Shirom [9].

2. Measurement of Learning Burnout

Over the years, most studies on learning burnout have been carried out based on the theoretical basis of job burnout. Most of the scales used to evaluate learning burnout are the revised version of MBI, such as MBI - Form ED. (Maslach Burnout Inventory - Educators Survey), the originally used in learning environment burnout scale and MBI-SS (Maslach Burnout Inventory-Student Survey) developed by Schaufeli et al. They only slightly change the words about the research object, working environment and background in MBI, does not significantly change the definition of the structure and dimensions of MBI, does not consider enough students’ learning situation, and there is also some problems of cultural universality. Gold et al. Revised MBI and developed MBI-CSS (Maslach Burnout Inventory-College Student Survey) for normal students [10]. Yang Huizhen (1998) revised MBI-GS to measure the learning burnout of college students in Taiwan by changing its location, object and nature of work [10]. Lian Rong modified Maslach’s three-dimensional theory according to China’s national conditions, and defined the structural dimension of learning burnout as low mood, improper behavior and low sense of achievement. On this basis, the “Learning Burnout Questionnaire for College Students (LBQCS)” is developed and widely used in China. Lian Rong’s research provides a measurement tool in line with national conditions for the study of learning burnout in China. However, Lian Rong’s definition of “learning burnout” is biased, and the validity of the questionnaire is still in doubt.

Pines’ BM (Burnout Measure) can be said to be a unique burnout scale. According to his single-dimensional theory, Pines retained the dimension of emotional exhaustion and combined the other two dimensions of depersonalization and low sense of achievement to obtain BM. BM is a diagnostic tool for the degree of self-burnout including 21 items. The scores of 21 items in BM are accumulated to obtain a simple total burnout score. However, Pines also assumes that BM can measure three different types of exhaustion (physical exhaustion, emotional exhaustion and psychological exhaustion), and the 21 items are allocated to these three types of exhaustion according to their definition. In this way, BM is also like a multidimensional questionnaire. Pines believes that burnout can
occurs in any occupation and any population, so BM is not
designed for any specific occupational group such as help-
er with the meaning of 21 items very broad [3]. In other
words, BM can also be used to evaluate learning burnout.
However, there is still a lack of research on verifying the
factor structure of BM.

3. The Harm of Learning Burnout

Learning burnout is a negative learning phenomenon,
which will cause losses to students themselves, families,
society and other aspects: From the perspective of stu-
dents themselves, learning burnout makes them reduce
learning investment [11], waste great learning opportunities,
and affect their academic development [12] and physical
and mental health [13]. For schools, if students’ learning
burnout is widespread, it will inevitably lead to the de-
termination of study style and the decline of teaching quality
[14]; From the perspective of social employment, if em-
ployees bring burnout to work, it is easy to lead to loose
discipline, slow work and low production efficiency [15].

4. The Incidence of College Students’ Learning
Burnout

The incidence of learning burnout of foreign and Chi-
nese college students are 9.9-40.3% [16,17] and 24.8-89.3%
[18-21], respectively, and the incidence of medium and high
learning burnout is 25-50% [16-21]. Poor students, normal
college students, medical students, junior college students
and independent-college students are more prone to learn-
ing burnout [18-21]. In recent years, with the promotion
of college enrollment expansion in China, higher education
gradually tends to be popular, the competitive pressure
faced by college students is significantly increased. With
the learning motivation, major interest and learning en-
thusiasm significantly reduced, the incidence of learning
burnout is increasing year by year, and the degree of
learning burnout is becoming more and more serious [22].

5. Influencing Factors of College Students’
Learning Burnout

5.1 Social and Environmental Factors

5.1.1 Background of Times

With the deepening of market economy and the rapid
development of science and technology, economic globali-
zation has become an inevitable trend in the development
of today’s world. It not only brings many opportunities to
higher education, but also makes higher education face
many shocks and challenges [23]. On one hand, with the
global flow of economic factors, people have improved
their cultural cultivation and updated their backward ide-
as and technologies in the increasingly expanding and
frequent ideological and cultural exchanges. On the other
hand, economic globalization has also brought bad for-

gnernents and values. At present, many college students
regard the pursuit of Western lifestyle and cultural ideas
as a symbol of fashion and avant-garde. Money suprema-
cy, money worship, hedonism and extreme individualism
are spreading among them. In particular, China is still in
the process of social transformation, people’s values, ide-
als and beliefs are in the process of blind and fickle, and
negative attitudes such as impetuosity and hesitation are
common among students. At the same time, the spiritual
power of Chinese traditional virtues such as hard work,
diligence and progress has been weakened or even aban-
doned indiscriminately [24].

5.1.2 Bad Social Atmosphere

A good atmosphere of respecting knowledge and in-
tellectuals has not really formed in the whole society, and
the social status and economic treatment of intellectuals
still need to be improved. As the job selection mechanism
of college students is not perfect, unreasonable and unfair
phenomena often occur in employment. These phenomena
lead to the idea of “learning is useless” for many college stu-
dents [25,26], and then make them treat learning negatively.

5.2 School Factors

First, due to the influence of enrollment expansion, the
teaching resources of many colleges and universities can
not be updated and increased in time to meet the needs of
students. Students have fewer opportunities to participate
in experiments and skill operations, fewer channels to
participate in academic activities, less satisfaction of the
thirst for knowledge and less full play of creative poten-
tial, resulting in weak interest in learning [14]. Second, the
learning adaptability of college students is insufficient.
The expansion of enrollment has significantly reduced the
quality of college students, while college learning is be-
coming more and more modern in terms of content, meth-
ods and means, and the difficulty is gradually increasing,
so it is difficult for students to adapt; At the same time,
the tuition and living expenses of the university have
caused great pressure on many students. In addition, the
employment competition has intensified year by year, and
employers pay more and more attention to the practical
ability of candidates. Therefore, college students tend to
believe that the value of theoretical learning in university
is not great [25]. Third, the management system of Chinese
universities restricts students’ learning freedom. It is main-
ly reflected in the lack of autonomy in curriculum learning, the difficulty for students to participate in the teaching process, and the lack of opportunities to participate in the formulation of teaching plans and decisions. Previous studies have showed that the lack of learning autonomy is one of the direct causes of college students’ learning burnout. Fourth, the specialty setting of some schools is divorced from social needs, the curriculum setting is not reasonable, the teaching are boring and monotonous, the teaching content is old and disconnected from the discipline development, which affects the learning interest. Fifth, the way to investigate the learning effect is single and the means are rigid: They only pay attention to the memory of knowledge and ignore the mastery and application of skills, which makes students happy to “cram for the Buddha’s feet temporarily”. They usually don’t need to study hard and can pass the exam by memorizing their notes one week before the exam. Sixth, the campus culture is monotonous, and students’ body and emotion can not be effectively adjusted, which is easy to produce psychological fatigue. Seventh, teachers rarely have direct contact with and understanding of college students, and rarely motivate and praise them. Over time, those students with poor foundation are easy to lose interest in learning because of “insufficient reward”, and even have a sense of fear of learning because of poor performance, resulting in burnout. Eighth, there is an interaction between teachers’ job burnout and students’ learning burnout, and the two strengthen each other.

5.3 Family Factors

The factors of father’s and mother’s emotional warmth of the Parental Rearing Style Questionnaire (EMBU) are significantly negatively correlated with the total score of Learning Burnout Questionnaire for College Students (LBQCS), and the factors of father’s and mother’s rejection, as well as the factor of mother overprotection of EMBU are significantly positively correlated with the total score of LBQCS. The reason may be: If parents set learning goals for their children that are divorced from reality or against their children’s wishes, they will increase their children’s pressure and make children hate learning; On the contrary, if parents are indifferent to their children’s learning, or their requirements are too low, their children’s learning motivation will be frustrated.

5.4 Social Support

There is a significant negative correlation between the level of social support and learning burnout. The more social support students get, the less emotional exhaustion and dehumanization they experience, and the higher their sense of personal achievement. The social support related to college students mainly comes from school, family and society. The relationships between social support from different sources and the three dimensions of Learning Burnout Scale are different, and there are still some debates on the impact mechanism of social support on learning burnout.

5.5 Individual Factors

5.5.1 Demographic Variables

Demographic variables commonly include gender, grade, self-rated academic achievement, physical activity, only child or not, major, school type, origin, family economic status, stressful life events, etc. No unanimous conclusion has been reached on the role of many of the above factors (such as gender, grade, only child or not, origin, etc.), but it is generally believed that there are complex interactions between them.

5.5.2 Individual Psychosocial Factors

(1) Personality and behavior characteristics

Personality and behavior characteristics are the most important internal causes of learning burnout. Students who are more prone to learning burnout usually have following factors such as external control belief, incorrect attribution style, low self-esteem, low psychological resilience, low optimism, low core self-evaluation, low psychological capital, low achievement motivation, low personal growth initiative, low emotional regulation ability, poor time management, low academic self-efficacy, low self differentiation, high self handicapping, non-adaptive perfectionism and non controlled coping style.

(2) Interpersonal disorder

Interpersonal conflict will affect personal self-evaluation and learning attitude. At the same time, people often experience bad emotions such as frustration and disappointment in interpersonal conflict. Poor interpersonal relationship will even reduce social support. All the above situations may lead to the parties’ behavior of avoiding learning. Previous studies have shown that self-rated teacher-student relationship negatively predicts learning burnout, and the total explanation rate of self-esteem, conflict, intimacy and avoidance in the Teacher-Student Relationship Questionnaire to learning burnout is 41.6%.
(3) Bad mood

Anxiety has a significant positive predictive effect on the total score and the scores of all dimensions of the Learning Burnout Scale. Happiness is a negative predictor of the total score and each dimension score of Learning Burnout Scale.

(4) Learning psychological factors

It can be divided into two categories: Risk factors. Among them, learning load is the most important teaching variable. The results of most studies show that there is a high positive correlation between task volume and duration and burnout. Task overload will lead to individual burnout, which has a particularly significant impact on the two dimensions of emotional exhaustion and dehumanization. Academic pressure related to teaching style is another positive predictor of learning burnout: Academic pressure related to teaching attitude positively predicts emotional exhaustion, depersonalization and low sense of achievement, achievement motivation to avoid failure positively predicts learning burnout: College students who tend to use achievement motivation to avoid failure are more likely to feel depressed and afraid because of some inevitable failures in learning, resulting in learning burnout. Protective factors. Professional commitment, classroom psychological contract, professional satisfaction, achievement motivation for success, learning self-control, learning strategies, fitness between major and professional preference, learning flexibility and involvement, meta-cognitive ability, and other factors negatively predict and inhibit the generation of learning burnout.

6. Research Prospect

6.1 Weak Basic Theoretical Research

Most of the learning burnout theories involved in the previous research are derived from Western research results before 1980 and there are few original and localized research results, which can’t meet the current situation. There are still many disputes on the concept, characteristics and dimension composition of learning burnout.

6.2 Measuring Tools to be Improved

At present, the scales for evaluating learning burnout (including foreign and domestic) have various deficiencies such as simply applying the content or method of the job burnout scale, defining dimensions unclearly and unreasonably, as well as low reliability or validity.

6.3 Insufficient Attention to the Role of Group Motivation

Previous studies involved a wide range of influencing factors, including external factors (including social, school and family factors) and personal factors (such as demographic factors, personality and behavior characteristics, emotional state, learning psychological and interpersonal relationship factors). However, they all ignore the role of college students’ peer groups. Peers and peer groups are extremely important to the psychological and social development of college students, and their importance even exceeds that of parents, families and teachers.

6.4 Insufficient Attention to Comprehensive Effect of Multiple Influencing Factors

Previous studies focused on the analysis of the role of a single variable or a limited number of variables (such as demographic, psychosocial and teaching variables), mainly on the main effect of a variable or the interaction effect of two or three variables, which make the conclusions scattered and one-sided, and fail to integrate many variables to reveal the internal mechanism of learning burnout from an overall perspective. So they have little significance in the diagnosis and intervention of learning burnout.

6.5 There are Few Studies on Intervention Methods and Effect Evaluation

Previous studies mostly focus on the causes, structure and influencing factors of learning burnout, and there are few studies on the intervention means. On the other hand, studies on the countermeasures are mostly limited to theoretical analysis, less in-depth and practical empirical intervention studies, and less evaluation studies of the intervention effect.
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1. Introduction

The art of online teaching from home, has become the norm during this period. Consequently, focus has shifted on how to improve this art. When compared to face-to-face teaching methods, network art education requires more conscious, autonomous and self-disciplined recipients, to ensure creation of spiritual works, and awaken another soul through the power of spiritual nourishment. This has always been the basis of research on the immutability of art education. However, this has not received much attention from educators. There is a need, therefore, to perform art training of self-consciousness, autonomy and self-discipline in the network art teaching, and clarify signifier and signified of art works. Further research on the immutability of University art education does not exclude the generation and concept of change.

2. The Relationship between Immutability and Arbitrariness

In college art education, most students inherit learning of art symbol elements and the imitative learning of technical effect symbols. However, coherence between these symbols remains a challenge. In the past paintings, such as logo design works, a signifier and the signified are closely related.

However, arbitrariness is evident in the relationship between the signifier and signified, such as in part of the so-called "art" in modern and contemporary art works. Specifically, this relationship is "irrefutable", and subsequently creates certain impacts on the direction of "meaningful expression" advocated by educators during teaching. It seems like the more arbitrary the work, the more creative genius. In this paper, we suggest that the nature of art should not be judged from the art's review perspective.
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Instead, the art’s core elements should be carefully observed at the macro level, and the constituent elements of actual departments analyzed from the specific categories or forms of art. This will allow accurate determination of whether the art has quality characteristics [1].

Art education mainly aims to cultivate artistic talents, in those who serve the society, and improve the works. In fact, art is present, irrespective of the political environment. Art is different from politics, in that it is not used to fight, but to serve the society. However, some dehumanizing forms of art, such as Chinese Yuan Dynasty art, medieval Gothic art, and Nazi art among others, often gradually deviate from normal social changes. Of course, online art education makes the educated no longer passive recipients, but interact in negotiation, choice and conflict [2]. In particular, the service value embodied in the form of new media art works needs educators’ positive meaning guidance based on traditional cultural symbols. The immutability of art education is mainly reflected in serving the society, with immutability of network teaching in University art education reflected in this.

In the art education reform of undergraduate visual performance course, this paper attempts to put forward the general theoretical knowledge of online art education teaching method under the guidance of He Zhuang Heng Yuan art education thought and theory. It is hoped that it will improve awareness of the current art works and generate achievements. These teaching networks can facilitate collection of information and expand learning approaches for improved acquisition of artistic expression skills, such as Aftereffect, Mugeda and other software skills. It is hoped that people who receive art education can be conscious, independent and self-disciplined. Looking for the visual expression, between modern art and interactive technology. The main advantage of network teaching is that it can remotely communicate, and accurately transmit voice expression. However, works of art need spiritual education. Therefore, I recommend that trainers should use the method of "art works present the things around", an approach that requires symbolic meaningful expression of elements, to express works. A combination of this approach with information technology, can create meaningful works that improve synchronous development of logical thinking and creative thinking.

3. The Relationship between Immutability and Sociality

Social expression of art works often entails placing the fictional world above the real world. Consequently, a number of problems are associated with this art of teaching in Universities. The art project-based curriculum has become a one-stop service for enterprise production, teachers' naming and students' miscellaneous work. Therefore, such so-called project-based courses are not in line with the original intention of University art education. Art project-based curriculum should aim to serve societal needs, by becoming a dominant positive media communication to guide purpose, balance the utilitarian value, and promote construction of socialist spiritual civilization. Overall, art project-based courses’ final works not only create thought-provoking outcomes, but also generate educated University talents in the society. These works of art originate from life and can be higher than life.

There is a close relationship between immutability and variability of the symbol expression of art works with transfer between the signifier and signified. In addition, the artistic works of social groups are greatly influenced by the cultural values of various social groups. However, immutability does not rule out the possibility of change during development of information.

In other words, Chinese art works, such as the immutable symbolic expression in Japanese documentaries shot after World War II, may have changed local expression. For example, in order to effectively distinguish historical facts and media reality after World War II, Japanese documentaries shot in China are collectively referred to as "semi observation" documentaries. Here, "semi observation" means that high efficiency can show the ideal life an activity organization wants under the guidance of a personal mission statement. In this context, a personal mission statement can be your motto. In this paper, we unravel the direction of "semi observation" College Art Education from the research of "semi observation" documentary.

After World War II, Japan continuously improved her quality of education. Generally, this suggests the need to exploit the talents of the younger generation to achieve economic development. Currently, a rapid economic development has turned Japan into one of the leading countries in economic growth across the world. This indicates how big the pattern is and how far life can go. Being a branch of East Asian civilization, the question remains on how Japan fundamentally changed with regards to survival, life and even ultimate happiness, in a century. A key player in this development comprises a combination of international education and improvement of both local and regional civilization.

As early as the Tang Dynasty, Japan sent students to study in China. However, after the Qing Dynasty, Japanese students no longer studied in China. Instead, they turned to the forefront of Science - the United States. In fact, it is no accident that Japan dares to attack Pearl Har-
bor. Based on this, modern documentaries should be enlightening, and should cultivate the broad sense of leading the world. Instead of hating, reverence for life needs to be adopted as a common ideology for world civilization.

Future documentaries need to clearly illustrate the Japan’s rise after World War II, from a theological, metaphysical, scientific perspective of the meaning of life. In addition, they should classify and clarify functional orientation of the current art documentary, and focus on building students' sense of awe for life, in order to promote consciousness of self-examination of Chinese civilization, and encourage the country to forge ahead. In previous documentaries, most of the cases have focused on physical and material support. Therefore, modern-times works need to pay more attention on cultivating spirit. For example, Tsinghua University was founded because of Boxer Indemnity. This is a masterpiece of spiritual upbringing.

Firstly, to highlight the core position of positive thinking of socialism with Chinese characteristics, we should have a sense of problem and wait for the corresponding position.

Art Documentary layered education and teaching quality improvement. From a philosophical perspective, we need to understand Japan’s universal values, as well as those of China and the rest of the world. Studying these values, using existing works of art, might reveal some traces of cultural consciousness. In this paper, we discuss the problem of hierarchical education by combining international cultural view of life and death embodied in the film "Coco" in the peace era. Most of the impressions of the Nanjing Massacre, by Japanese invaders, came from documents and documentaries. The current advancement in science and technology has provided the "one mirror to the bottom" shooting technique, which can be used to recreate the past World War II theme "the Rape of Nan-kin". However, we need to clearly realize that the hatred towards Japan also needs stratification. Chinese public taxpayers' money should be spent on improving education that will enlighten the Chinese public to distinguish right from wrong, and establish a sense of hardship, rather than planting seeds of hatred by blindly recording the past history, reviewing and recreating the World War II theme.

Secondly, we should highlight the international leading role of "Chinese culture" and build practical tools for teaching art and design using Chinese characteristics.

In addition, firmly establishing the "four self-confidence" pillars, namely, self-confidence socialism with Chinese characteristics, theoretical self-confidence, system self-confidence and cultural confidence, is needed. Furthermore, it is important to strengthen top-level design of University education, as well improve research targeting self-consciousness, self-discipline and independent modes in the context of immutability of network teaching mode.

Here, combining the project-based curriculum oriented by Outcome Based Education achievements with its own school running characteristics and professional advantages of digital media art is carried out, based on Chinese practice. This also tells Chinese stories. In the present era of mobile Internet, interactive art works can help people eager for a free and happy life and actively fill in their own stories, including reviews. From the story describing Japanese invasion in China, this platform allows identification of pain points, and motivates professionals to work hard.

Finally, based on the art theory, the distance between ancient and modern culture and art needs to be shortened, by making rational use of special effects of modern technology in traditional art, which will boost cultivation of both morals and art.

Generally, Japanese documentaries always start from a national standpoint. Consequently, a vast majority of the Japanese have the most dignified character, and promote the resonance of knowledge teaching and value education. This is their national stand on values. However, a "Semi observation" documentary film can reshape the "voice" way, thereby constructing a new world.

In 2019, under the guidance of teachers of crystal digital vision department and the Department of media arts, students of Applied Science and technology college, who were upgraded from junior college to undergraduate in the Ideological and political project course practice, achieved their goal. In this paper, we carefully analyze one of the projects, a silk color painting "Qianli Jiangshan Tu" created by Wang Ximeng at the Northern Song Dynasty. A digital long volume creation project of "Beijing Cultural overview Wencheng 49" was completed by combining three-dimensional modeling as well as film and television special effects (see Figure 1).
In the project, performance of the theme of thousands of miles of rivers and mountains, combined with the modern man-made scene, uses the special effect processing method called "one mirror to the bottom", generating a creation that promotes characteristic values of the Chinese culture.

The creation is not only a spiritual culture that the Japanese people should have, but an international shared culture, regardless of whether it is from learning advanced knowledge, having advanced scientific and technological ability, or the spirit of striving forward.

4. The Relationship between Immutability and Continuity

Art can help individuals connect with their communities, ethnic groups, and even society. In the present time of life at home, the community is largely dependent on art. Consequently, the art of reflecting community life has become a key product of recognized laws and traditional practices. In order to promote the benign promotion of the image of "a good government in the city", as an urban and applied university, when training digital art and design professionals, it develops the educates' personal sense of self-efficacy in art [3]. In the network art education, it is very important to carry out the new mode of teaching and research from the aspects of self-consciousness, autonomy and self-discipline, and carry out art education guided by works of art.

4.1 An Artist's Professional Spirit is Unified with the Viewer's Aesthetic Experience

During socialization of human professional roles, art educators unconsciously expect an artist's creativity to be reflected in the skills of artistic works, defamiliarization cognition, narrative philosophy, among others. For example, the project in the online teaching of interactive visual expression course starts with construction of a digital community (see Figure 2). One of the aims is to cultivate a high level public taste, when training digital art and design professionals, it develops the educates' personal sense of self-efficacy in art [3]. In the network art education, it is very important to carry out the new mode of teaching and research from the aspects of self-consciousness, autonomy and self-discipline, and carry out art education guided by works of art.

4.2 The History of Artistic Value is Consistent with the Craftsman's Spirit in Fact Presentation

Artistic symbols are easy to solidify, but also most afraid of solidification [5]. Repeated quotation of symbol elements in art works inevitably bring about changes in the symbolic elements. For example, the "Qianli Jiangshan Tu" in the reference part of the elements of mountains and rivers helps to portray the motherland as magnificent and colorful, thereby expressing the modern social environment of Beijing culture. This treats the graphic elements and color elements of ancient paintings in some
form of inert knowledge. In addition, the original historical and artistic value is combined in a non-deductive way. Here, "signifier" refers to the graphic and color expression of artworks, whereas "signified" denotes the concept of things reflected in paintings. By using metaphors, images and symbols to describe the problem, we can more accurately reflect the essence of the problem.

In modern online education, the individual educated, art educators, art works and other participants in education constitute a complete process of art education through interaction. For example, in the film "White Snake 2 green snake robbed" in 2021, the green snake's love for her sister became an obsession, so she fell into the Shura city of "asking for no". This is a new interpretation of historical mythological events. It can be metaphorical that many people can't settle down to do innovative research, are eager for success, and fall into the anxious situation of "not seeking". This wonderful artistic spirit education, with the help of new media, constructs the theme with time, and creates visual rhythm, expresses creativity and tells stories through various relationships of images. Training is an isolated activity. Online education is an activity in which people agree with people's spirit and culture can be transmitted. For example, online art works such as film and television works, as a kind of mass cultural consumer goods, bring spiritual training and self-influence, which can have a subtle effect on contemporary people's consciousness. Online art education can better realize the unity of historical art value and craftsman spirit.

4.3 Unity of Distance and Temperature of Audio-visual Effect

In an online art course, audio-visual cases are usually introduced for discussion and analysis. To provide an understanding into the meaningfully expressed art works, educated people need to adopt the mode of self-consciousness, autonomy and self-discipline. For example, integrating into the author’s consciousness enables identification of ways for sharing the cognition of a certain part of the author’s art work. In addition, it enables self-access to art works in the author's life, creative background, and the social significance of the described events. The rhythm of nature allows one to rhythmically perceive the deep information, and identify their own insights of temperature between symbolic meaning and aesthetics. For example, in paradise lost, Junichiro Watanabe once said, "love too close will become a negative thing". The establishment of digital community, through the construction of meaningful formal topics, has encouraged people in the community to discuss and deeply learn the network. This will indirectly enable the neighborhood to meet and chat at a distance, especially during an outbreak such as the current pandemic.

5. Conclusions

An online art course should be based on its immutability, that is, art education that adheres to the principle of "survival by coding meaning symbols". In cases where we are forced to balance between unchangeable and changing events, we should constantly create variable factors, to enable realize the continuity of sustainable development with the social changes. Network art teaching has the indeterminacy of self-consciousness, autonomy and self-discipline. Under the influence of the socialization variable, people are encouraged to actively use media works to reflect the reality.

Through project-based teaching practice guided by art works, this paper has comprehensively explored the training scheme of art applied talents, with focus on research in art practice teaching with Chinese characteristics. In future, Chinese youth are encouraged to seek the guidance of the education thought of gratitude to the country for better understanding of their life vision, and strive to develop the country through science and technology, for guaranteed artistic achievements.
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1. Introduction

The famous American linguist Wilkinson once said, without grammar, we can express very little; without words, we can express nothing. It can be seen that vocabulary is the basis of English learners’ language ability. For many years, however, due to the influence of structural linguistics, English teaching has put too much emphasis on language structure and language form and neglected the role of vocabulary in L2 learning. When the vocabulary is not highly thought by language instructors, they would hardly consider the relationship between the vocabulary in teaching materials and L2 learners’ existing L2 level.

There is no doubt that vocabulary is the foundation of understanding the reading materials. Klare (1963) pointed out that the word is the most important unit in measuring readability and frequency [1]. For second language teachers, choosing reading materials that are suitable for L2 learners’ levels is extremely necessary. With the deepening of English education reform in China, in addition to English textbooks, extracurricular reading material like English novels has been progressively brought to light and attached importance.

The selected novels, The Little Prince and Pride and Prejudice, are generally featured in the best original editions recommended by English instructors in China. Influenced by the suggestion of expanding the amount of extracurricular readings, most L2 learners in lower levels would choose The Little Prince and in middle or advanced levels would choose Pride and Prejudice. However, most
learners face the problem of low text coverage with their existing English vocabulary and knowledge, which results in an easy abandonment of the original versions. By using BNC (British National Corpus), the list applied to see the word frequency, this article is to analyze vocabulary from the chapter 21 in *The Little Prince* and the chapter one in *Pride and Prejudice*, to see whether they are suitable for students who acquire the most frequent 800, 2400, 3500, and 4500 words. The ultimate purpose of this article is to provide methodologies of selecting appropriate reading materials as well as vocabulary course designing for instructors and provide methodologies to L2 learners when reading materials beyond their coverage.

2. Literature Review

Krashen’s input hypothesis theory (1982) stated L2 learners can automatically output as long as getting enough input [2]. Therefore, when low output abilities are brought to the forefront, input stage needs to be reflected as well, particularly materials selection. One of the criteria of measuring input material is vocabulary. As Lewis (1993) stated, the development of the four skills of a language depends on vocabulary learning, thus expanding L2 learners’ vocabulary has been the central teaching goal of traditional ESL education [3]. Since the 1980s, many scholars at home and abroad focus on textbook vocabulary and vocabulary has been a basic problem in the formulation of the syllabus and textbook compilation, as teaching materials are the main way to obtain knowledge. For Chinese English learners, the main way to learn vocabulary is teaching materials.

In the recent decades, globalization creates opportunities for more L2 learners to interact with English native speakers. Although communication is not a problem like years ago, L2 are still restricted to vocabulary and expressions learning from English textbooks in the output stage. In 1988, Sinclair and Renouf (1988) found that the key usage of some words presented in the textbook is very different from the real usage [4]. Therefore, Chinese experts suggested authentic contexts should be encouraged, and original English reading material like novels, encourage ESL learners to do more extensive reading. For example, the English curriculum for senior middle schools (2017) states, in addition to teaching materials, the amount of extracurricular reading needs to master over 230,000 words cumulatively to reach Level 7 and 300,000 to reach Level 8 [5]. Admittedly, even though extracurricular reading is helpful in improving English level, negative sides like merely pursuing difficult materials is severer than before, which may hurt L2 learners’ confidence and cause unpleasant L2 learning feelings.

Regarding to it, many scholars explored the relationship between text coverage and reading comprehension. According to Nation (2006), with a text coverage of 95% (1 unknown word in 20), a few readers gained adequate comprehension, but they were still in the minority [6]. Hu and Nation (2000) examined the relationship between text coverage and reading comprehension [7]. They pointed out that the ideal unknown destiny was around 2%, meaning that 98% of the running words in the text should already be familiar to the learners. Carver (1994) indicates that even 98% coverage does not make comprehension easy [8]. Kurnia (2003) found that few L2 learners gained adequate comprehension with 98% coverage [9]. Laufer and Ravenhorst-Kalovski (2010) pointed out that it is useful to call 95% coverage minimal coverage and 98% adequate coverage [10].

To test reading materials, Corpus provides abundant research samples for corpus linguistics by collecting a large number of authentic texts, and it provides new methods for English vocabulary teaching. The emergence of corpus linguistics makes it possible to assist daily English teaching and students’ efficient learning. The paper is going to use this method to discuss the text coverage of extracurricular materials and discuss methodologies for ESL instructors regarding to extensive reading materials by using examples of *The Little Prince* and *Pride and Prejudice*.

3. Data Analysis

3.1 Analysis and Modification of *The Little Prince*

The English Curriculum in the whole basic education stage (including compulsory education and senior high school) sets nine levels according to the learners’ English levels, forming a gradual and sustainable English learning procedure. According to English Curriculum Standards for Compulsory Education (2017-year edition), the total number of vocabulary in the compulsory stage is 2400 [11]. Level 2 is the basic requirement to meet at the end of grade 6, the required vocabulary of which is 800. Level 5 is the basic requirement that should be met at the end of grade 9, the required vocabulary of which is 1600.

As stated in the High School English Curriculum Standards, levels 6 to 9 are the objectives and requirements of ordinary high schools, and the total number of vocabulary is 4200. Level 7 is the basic requirement for high school graduation, the required vocabulary of which is 3500. Level 8 and level 9 are designed for high school students who are willing to further improve their English level. In the phase of post-secondary education, colleges and universities in China set the requirement of passing
CET 4 to graduate. In the syllabus for College English Test, the required vocabulary of CET 4 is 4500.

3.2 Analysis and Modification of *The Little Prince*

The data provided in Table 1 show the word coverage in chapter 21 from the book *The Little Prince*. According to the chart, this chapter has total 912 running words. The first row shows that the first 1,000 word-families from BNC account for 690 tokens, the coverage of which is 86.95%. The second row shows that the second 1,000 word-families from BNC account for 38 tokens, and these 38 words make up 4.17% of the total running words in the text. In addition, 24 of the running words in the text are in base list three and these 24 words make up 2.63% of the total running words in the text. Moreover, 28 of the running words in the text are in base list four and these 28 words make up 3.07% of the total running words in the text.

After detailed analyzing word list 16, it is obvious to see words “ah” and “oh” are all modal particles, and cannot influence the reading process. As for the word not found in the list, “grain fields”, it is a compound word. According to the chart, the minimum requirement to understand the text is mastering the most frequent 4000 words with the text coverage of 97.15%. However, students who master the most frequent 3000 words may find this chapter a little hard to read with 94.19% reading coverage, as they have not reached the minimal coverage: 95%. Preparing stage is needed for this group of students to read this chapter.

Connecting to general Chinese students’ situations, on the one hand, to read this chapter as the extracurricular reading material, the most suitable group of students is university students and a small amount of high school students in Level 8-9, because they are capable of decoding information in the chapter with their existing ability.

On the other hand, high school students in Level 7 need to do some preparing actions before reading it such as searching background information. Tuinman and Brady (1974) found that enough pre-teaching resulted in little change in comprehension [12]. Nation (2013) claims that if the vocabulary is an important factor in reading and readability measures, then pre-teaching the vocabulary that will occur in a reading text should increase the readability of the text [13]. To begin with, with word list three, there is a word “prince”, occurring 14 times in this chapter. Similarly, the base list four shows that the word “fox” occurs 20 times in this chapter. For these two words, pre-teaching is an effective way to increase the readability of the text, since these two words are the most two important nouns in this chapter, showing two main characters of this chapter: a prince and a fox. Second, objects, pictures and so on are often considered as the most valid way of communicating the meaning of the word. Because these two words are nouns, teachers could use pictures or flash cards, helping students get the meaning of words. If students could understand these two words before they read the chapter, the text coverage would increase to 95.61%, reaching the minimal coverage. And this chapter becomes a little readable for those students. Third, with such coverage, if students still do not understand the contents, further efforts could be considered. In word list six, there are words “tame”, “tamed” and “tames”, occurring 8 times, 3 times and once respectively. Nation and Moir (2008) said when there are many unknown word families, replacing the unknown words with known or phrases which are likely to be understood by learners [14]. Then, it is a good way for teachers to simplify the text by replacing the word family of “tame” by “control easily”, “controlled easily” and “controls easily” to reach the percentage of 96.93% since both word families of “control” and “easy” are in the base word list one and two in BNC. Beglar et al. (2012) found that the learners who made the most progress in the development of reading fluency over a year-long extensive reading program were not those who read the most, but those who read the most simplified material [15].

Concluding analysis above, it is understandable that *The Little Prince* is an outstanding extracurricular reading material with its interesting contents, but chapter 21 is not suitable for ESL learners from Grade 1-8 in China, which means further data analysis of the remaining chapters are needed.
3.3 Analysis of Pride and Prejudice

Table 2. Tokens, types and families at each word in chapter one in Pride and Prejudice

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WORD LIST</th>
<th>TOKENS:%</th>
<th>TYPES:%</th>
<th>FAMILIES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>one</td>
<td>690/88.47</td>
<td>236/77.38</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>two</td>
<td>38/4.87</td>
<td>30/9.84</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>three</td>
<td>8/1.03</td>
<td>7/2.30</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>four</td>
<td>6/0.77</td>
<td>5/1.64</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>five</td>
<td>4/0.51</td>
<td>4/1.31</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>six</td>
<td>2/0.26</td>
<td>2/0.66</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seven</td>
<td>2/0.26</td>
<td>2/0.66</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eight</td>
<td>0/0.00</td>
<td>0/0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nine</td>
<td>1/0.13</td>
<td>1/0.33</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ten</td>
<td>0/0.00</td>
<td>0/0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>1/0.13</td>
<td>1/0.33</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0/0.00</td>
<td>0/0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>0/0.00</td>
<td>0/0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>0/0.00</td>
<td>0/0.00</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>20/2.56</td>
<td>10/3.28</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1/0.13</td>
<td>1/0.33</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not in the lists</td>
<td>7/0.99</td>
<td>6/1.97</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>780</td>
<td>305</td>
<td>251</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 provided above is the Chapter 1 from Pride and Prejudice. According to the chart, the running words of this chapter are 780 words. Based on the first two rows, the text coverage is 93.34%. Besides, the coverage in word list 15, the proper nouns list, is 2.56%. In word list 15, most vocabularies are persons’ names like “Benny”, “Bingley”, “Jane”, “Lizzy”, “Lucas”, “Lydia”, “Morris” and “William”, a holiday like “Michaelmas” or a place like “Chaise”, which would not influence the procedure of reading. In addition to it, in the word list 16, words “oh” is a modal particle, which would not influence students’ understanding as well. With these four lists, the text coverage of this chapter is 96.03%. Connecting to Chinese students’ situations, students mastering the most frequent 2000 words (Level 6) or above are capable of reading this chapter as extracurricular reading material.

For students from Level 3-5, teachers need to make further efforts like giving glosses to students, making it appropriate for doing speed-training activities.

4. Reflections and Discussions

Based on the above data analysis, further reflections and discussion is going to be expanded regarding to the text coverage in ESL reading. Instructors need to give more attention to the text coverage of any materials during and after the class to assist L2 learners to improve language ability effectively and confidently. During the class time, when instructors do the part of presentation, direct and indirect vocabulary learning activities should be involved. The most important principle in handling format and presentation is ensuring the vocabulary occurs across the four strands, namely meaning-focused input, language-focused learning, meaning-focused output and fluency development.

For example, in an extensive reading course, two strands should be considered [13]. For the fluency development strand, reading materials should not contain any or very few unknown words because the goal is to read the book as quickly as possible in order to develop reading speed. For the meaning-focused input strand, the book should contain a few new words, but not too many, so that reading is not burdensome and there is the opportunity to learn new vocabulary incidentally while reading, making use of the guessing from context strategy. Carver (1994) argues that in meaning-focused language use, learners should know most of the language they need for a particular task, but a small percentage of words, about 1% to 5%, should be unfamiliar so that there is an opportunity for these items to be learned [8].

If the teachers’ aims are to do the meaning-focused training, teachers do not need to make further effort after modification for the Chapter 21 from The Little Prince. In terms of the Chapter 1 from Pride and Prejudice, they could directly provide the chapter to students and they do not need to anything to help students understand more unfamiliar words. However, if teachers focus on speed-training, it would be better to deal with more unfamiliar words for students [13]. It is assumed that the highest density of glossing should be no more than 5%, and preferably around 3% of the running words. Therefore, taking the chapter from Pride and Prejudice as an example, this chapter could have around 24 to 39 glosses. With 24 more glosses, the text coverage would rise to more than 98%. Then this chapter could be used to do speed-training after adding glosses.

5. Conclusions

On a whole, there is no doubt that extensive reading is an effective way to improve language ability through 100% L2 input so that L2 learners’ can output like native speakers. However, the precondition of selecting reading materials is the readability; otherwise, this method would easily lead to counter-productive result. The percentage of L2 learners’ text coverage is one of the measuring tools of the readability, which is neglected by a large number of instructors.

One the one side, instructors need to create as many opportunities of immersing in L2 contexts as possible to make sure L2 learners receive enough input. One the other side, before requiring or recommending any original
materials, instructors should analyze the vocabulary in reading materials to make sure whether it is suitable for a certain level of students and design appropriate teaching plans to assist L2 learners in different levels so that they would benefit from the selected material to the maximum extent.
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1. Introduction

College students are the reserve force for China's socialist modernization construction and development and the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation. Therefore, the stability of college students' mental health has an important impact on the sustainable development of society. At this stage, our country’s college students are facing more severe challenges. Such as competition for survival and greater pressure for employment. Therefore, the situation of college students’ psychological confusion and mental health problems is not optimistic. Improving college students’ psychological adaptability, cultivating college students’ positive psychological qualities, and shaping college students' healthy psychological qualities have been becoming the focus of college psychological education.

2. The Causes of College Students' Psychological Confusion and Mental Health Problems

1) Reasons and performance

The university period, which is a key life stage, brings various challenges to college students. These challenges involve the changing environment, physical maturity, sense of independence and autonomy of the family, sense of personal identity, new interpersonal relationships, academics Stress, future career choices, romantic relationships, etc. In addition, with the development of the times, the country and society have put forward higher requirements for college students. College students are faced with the uncertainty of social development and the unknown of future development, which are all the possible reasons...
of psychological confusion and mental health problems. Psychological confusion and mental health problems can cause college students’ life confusion, emotional tension, negativity, irritability, sensitivity, loss of confidence in future development, depression, and suicide, etc. [1].

2) Existing obstacles

Although many college students are influenced by psychological confusion and mental health problems, there are only a small number of them to seek help for psychological problems actively [2]. There are many reasons why this phenomenon happened. First of all, the society’s awareness of psychological problems is limited. "Psychological stigma" is the discrimination and prejudice against mental health problems and mental illnesses caused by the uncivilized social environment. And it is the negative attitude towards mental illnesses caused by the stereotypes related to mental illnesses. Society has limited awareness to psychological problems such as depression and even the society has prejudice against college students with psychological problems. Although some students know that they have mental health problems, they give up seeking help for worrying about the "psychological stigma" of negative evaluations by others. Secondly, for the students themselves, when they find that they have psychological confusions or mental health problems in their minds, they just choose to avoid or despise the needs of psychological problems. Because they think psychological health problems are not important and have no necessaries to be dealt with. Thirdly, the cost of psychological consultations is generally very high and most health insurance paid by college students does not include psychological consultations, which makes the cost of psychological consultations become heavy economic burdens to college students for they have to spend a lot of money if they have psychological problems. Fourthly, although mental health education has become as a general course in university, the goal of it is not clear enough. Universities often seek help from professionals after psychological problems have been formed. The lagging of psychological interventions in universities is a big problem [3]. Mental health education fails to take the needs of students for long-term development and sustained physical and mental health into account. It only focuses on the highlighted parts and solves one problem after another with exhaustion but ignores the importance of mental health education skills in daily life.

3. The Countermeasures of Psychological Confusion and Mental Health Problems of College Students

3.1 The Outside Perspective

A. Strengthen positive psychological guidance

Colleges and universities should focus on creating positive thinking and experience for college students. Promoting college students’ positive thinking in terms of psychology, study, interpersonal relationships, and daily lives is a common measure to solve college students’ mental health problems. The mental health education of college students should be based on the theoretical connotation of positive psychology, which setting up "cultivating positive experience and shaping positive personality" as its core education goal. It can start from a macro perspective to explain to students the mechanism of positive emotional experience in shaping positive personality. And it also can also ask students to recall the recent scenes of being immersed in positive emotions, and to reproduce the psychological activities at that time from a micro perspective. So as to guide students to pay attention to the physical and psychological changes that have occurred after the positive emotional experience [4].

B. Promote health education for college students

In order to implement the education’s policy of the Ministry by emphasizing mental health education, colleges and universities have opened mental health and behavioral suggestion courses based on social needs. The contents of these courses cover introduction to mental health, interpersonal psychology and adaptation, emotional interference and control, loving psychology and adaptation, learning psychology and adaptation, etc. Specifically, in most colleges and universities in China, as general education courses, Mental health education for college students and Guidance on innovation and entrepreneurship for college students are required general education courses that help to answer college students’ career or development problems and provide experience and guidance for solving college students’ confusion. In addition, I believe that more in-depth and extensive psychology courses such as interpersonal psychology, emotional interference and control, love psychology and psychological adaptation, and learning psychology and adaptation can be added to help college students to prevent and solve mental health problems.

C. College counselors should play their roles

As helpers and leaders of college students’ study and life, college counselors are the best groups that know college students well. College counselors should pay close attention to the psychological conditions of students, conduct regular psychological education and give appropriate guidance to college students, and can also invite professional psychological teachers on or out of campus to give lectures. For college students who are psychologically confused or have mental health problems, college counselors can take the forms of organizing individual conver-
sations or group discussion activities to provide targeted helps [3].

D. Give full play to the role of clubs and campus activities

Based on the principles of “helping others and helping yourself”, “prevention first” and “early detection and early intervention”, most colleges and universities have established psychological clubs or mental health-related campus activities, which allows students to gather together to discuss their confusions and solve their psychological problems. Sometimes also provide psychological courses that are used to pay attention to students’ psychological confusion or mental health problems through the intervention or guidance of professional teachers who can provide feasible solutions.

E. The society should pay more attention and provide more helps

The painful news about college students’ mental health problems are often to be heard and seen every year, but the society’s attention and understanding of this problem is very limited. When tragedies occur, most people in society to blame the college students themselves, which can even cause secondary harm and influence. I hold the view that the society should become more tolerant and understanding to provide necessary helps for college students’ mental health problems. It is also a good measure to include college students’ psychological confusion and mental health problems in the insurance coverage, or to provide professional teachers who can provide feasible solutions.

3.2 The Individual Perspective

A. Know yourself

The ancient Greek philosopher Socrates used to say "know yourself". Understanding your own inner thoughts is a process of self-discovery. Keep a calm mind for psychological confusion and mental health problems of college students are common. So do not care about the “mental stigma” or negative evaluations of others for those who need mental health helps. Keep a normal heart by constant self-discovery and communication with family members and friends who can help you to better understand your own inner thoughts, which can help you to deal with some psychological confusion. At the same time, your family members and friends can serve as mirrors to reflect what kind of person you are from an objective angle, which helps you to better understand yourself and also helps you determine your life goals and make life plans.

B. Make a personal plan

The situations of college students themselves vary from person to person. A practical life plan should be formulated according to like personal values and interest. Clear life goal that suits themselves must include short-term learning goals, from semester goals to students Career goals, and long-term career planning, from career choice to realization of life value.

C. Take appropriate venting and mitigation methods

When college students have psychological confusion and mental health problems, they often feel emotional tension, negative irritability, sensitivity and depression. When problematic emotions arise, we must actively adopt appropriate methods to vent and relieve them, such as doing sports, travelling or listening to music. Do not suppress negative emotions too much which can lead to producing counterproductive consequences [7].

D. Seek professional help

When college students find that they have psychological confusion or mental health problems, or have feelings of helplessness and pain, they must seek helps in time. Roommates, classmates, seniors, parents, counselors, career planning teachers, psychology teachers and psychological counseling teacher all can provide college students with comparative suitable and free services and can help college students to solve most of their psychological confusion and general mental health problems. If you encounter more complicated and serious psychological problems or even have a tendency to depression, you must seek more professional help and go to psychological counseling institution to find a professional psychological counselor for consultation without hesitation [8].

4. Conclusions

Under multiple pressures such as academic work and future career, college students facing with mental health problems cannot be ignored. Coping with the psychological confusion and mental health problems of college students can start from both the outside helps and the college students themselves, to adopting self-regulation planning, seeking effective help, guiding active mental health, using college students’ mental health education. In that case, the society, colleges and students themselves can form joint efforts to help college students to prevent and solve their psychological confusion and mental health problems.
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ABSTRACT
With the process of globalization and integration, more and more people tend to be bilingual. Undoubtedly, mastering a second language is significant. This thesis aims to explore how to conquer the difficulties in learning British English sounds through analyzing a British cartoon Peppa Pig. Chapter one begins with the research background, significance and purpose of research. The thesis takes the cartoon Peppa Pig as the starting point to demonstrate the role of distinctive features for Chinese learners to conquer negative transfer. The empirical research could be found in Chapter two, because of requiring to know the concrete circumstance of Chinese learners. Through the collection and analysis of data, we can know these problems which Chinese learners exist in the process of learning British English. Based on the comparison of Chinese and British English, Chapter three clarifies the difficulties in learning British English. As for Chinese learners, mastering distinctive features can promote learners to master British English sounds better than stress and rhythm. Chapter four states the role of the distinctive features in helping conquer Chinese negative transfer in the cartoon Peppa Pig. The final chapter is the conclusion of this thesis and involves a new study for Chinese learners to learn British English sounds under the distinctive features.

1. Introduction
With the process of globalization and integration, foreign languages have become a window for people to know the world, which makes it necessary for Chinese learners to master the language of English.

The thesis mainly researches the difficulties and key points that Chinese learners have confronted in learning British English. In the process of learning English, pronunciation is an essential part. For non-native English learners, whether they can have a fluent tone and standard pronunciation is closely related to their listening, speaking, reading, understanding and perception. In order to arrive at a harmonious and successful communication, the study shows that Chinese learners still need to promote their English pronunciations learning at first.

For non-native English learners, mastering standard and fluent English pronunciations requires not only making full use of the technological convenience, but also paying attention to the change of concepts and modes of thinking.

First of all, the thesis probes into the general difficult
British English sounds for Chinese learners by means of the empirical findings. Second, factors resulting in negative transfer were clarified. It is more important for Chinese learners to master the difficulties than the study of stress and rhythm of British English sounds. Besides, the role of the distinctive features is stressed, which is good for Chinese learners to conquer Chinese negative transfer. And in the last chapter, it is the conclusion of this thesis and involves a new expectation for Chinese learners to learn British English sounds under the distinctive features.

To sum up, the study has certain guiding significance for Chinese learners to learn British English pronunciation and overcome the negative transfer. They should deepen their understanding of the differences in phonetics between English and Chinese. Only in this way can they promote the levels of speaking British English.

2. An empirical Research

2.1 Research Questions

Is there negative transfer for Chinese learners to learn British English sounds? If the answer is yes, how can we conquer the negative transfer?

2.2 Hypothesis

Negative transfer is the very source for Chinese learners to learn British English sounds. Negative transfer could make it difficult for Chinese learners to learn British English sounds. Differences between Chinese and British English sounds are the source of negative transfer for Chinese learners.

2.3 Design

Through survey for learners, we can roughly find out the phonetic errors faced by Chinese learners in learning English sounds at this stage. Due to the limitation of comprehension ability for the second language’s learners, some difficult sounds are hard to master.

The reason why many incorrect sounds in pronunciation are hard to correct is that they have a very close relationship with their native language expression. Sometimes, some subtle mistakes are hard to detect for Chinese learners and require feedback from teachers or classmates.

For this problem, learners are bound to make the same mistake again and again without obtaining comprehensive feedback. These habitual errors in learning the target language can be classified as a kind of errors.

Error analysis, put forward by S.P. Corder in the 1970s, is a systematic analysis of mistakes made by learners in British English learning, and a study of the causes of errors, so as to reveal the process and principles of learners’ second language acquisition.

To understand the errors in the process of learning English, we are supposed to know the different types of errors. Corder divides inaccurate points into two types: performance errors and competence errors [1]. Performance errors refer to the accidental slips of tongue or pen made by learners when they are tired or hurried. Normally, this kind of error has no regularity. It happens occasionally even for native speakers, and thus the performance errors are not serious and can be avoided with little effort by the learners.

Competence errors, on the other hand, refer to a regular error caused by inadequate competence of the target language, which is more serious than performance errors. It deviates from the track of the target language and reflects the speaker’s language ability and level. For instance, Chinese learners often forget to add “s” to the verb of the third person’s present tense. Another striking example what can express the error of Chinese learners is Chinese learners’ habitual mixture of personal pronouns (e.g. the misuse of “she” and “he” in conversation).

For such errors, learners are difficult to detect and correct themselves. Most importantly, the same errors will occur repeatedly in the use of the Chinese learners. Therefore, in the process of learning English, the emergence of errors should be paid enough attention by Chinese learners.

2.3.1 Choice of Material

The fact proves that, the study will be instructive for Chinese learners to conquer negative transfer and grasp British English sounds.

Through a comprehensive consideration, the cartoon Peppa Pig was judged as a better choice for Chinese learners to learn English and overcome negative transfer. The specific reasons are as follows.

For starters, there are frequent and exaggerated sounds in the cartoon. It is the feature that can arouse the learners’ attention to certain words or sentences. Through the cartoon Peppa Pig, the audience can appreciate the humorous stories, and master some typical pronunciations.

Secondly, these sentences used by Peppa pig are simple and short; these representative sentences exist in every aspect of life, which enables learners to recognize the differences more clearly.

Thirdly, the cartoon’s speed is moderate. Such characteristics are suitable for learners of different ages. If they can follow the speed of Peppa Pig, it will be conducive to promote the capacity of hearing. Even if they may encounter a few problems and setbacks through the cartoon, they can overcome them by themselves.
Finally, the cartoon *Peppa Pig* involves many an interesting conversation, which can trigger Chinese Learners’ interests to learn British English. Out of concern for the comprehensive consideration, this paper finally decides to take the cartoon of *Peppa Pig* as the starting point of the thesis.

Accordingly, based on the cartoon, the thesis expounds the phonetic features and the differences between British English and Chinese, which is beneficial for Chinese learners to learn British English sounds. The study not only can help Chinese learners to conquer the negative transfer, but also it is good for children to reshape accurate pronunciations of British English sounds.

Concerning the social background of learning English, scientific and technological product has brought us many pronunciations of learning English. That is to say, in the new era, people’s linguistic concepts should master a language in a more scientific and effective way.

In the thesis, distinctive features are stressed, which distinguishes the difference between each phoneme and highlights the difficulty of learning British English sounds. Realizing the point, a series of studies is conducted gradually.

First of all, the study collects five clips from the cartoon *Peppa Pig*. And then, subjects are chosen from different majors and age groups. Finally, through analyzing the 34 samples, some statistics involving the British English sounds were shown clearly. Based on the research, the thesis analyzes some phoneme which is hard to speak for Chinese learners and makes a contrast with Chinese.

### 2.3.2 Data-collection

The aim of the study is to conclude general difficult British English sound for Chinese learners. At the beginning, select 34 samples as the objects of study (different genders, ages and majors). And then, the study collects five clips from the cartoon *Peppa Pig*. After having a general understanding of the above basic information, these people will be asked to read the same text in the next step (see the details in the Appendix to the text). Finally, their recorders will be analyzed to know which sounds are more likely to make mistakes for Chinese learners.

In the research, there are 10 males (accounting for 29.4%) and 24 females (accounting for 70.6%) in this research. Male and female were taken into consideration, which can the research objective and exclude the gender factors.

According to the Table 3, we can realize that different age groups have been studied. Therefore, the research result accord with different ages and the difficult sounds are suitable for different ages to learn British English.

### Table 1. Age distribution of Chinese learners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Account</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. under 15</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. 16—25</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. 26—35</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. over 36</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Major distribution of Chinese learners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Majors</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A. English language majors</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. French language majors</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>20.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. Japanese language majors</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. Artistic design majors</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. Nursing majors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Accounting majors</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. Computer science majors</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. Pre-school education majors</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I. Structural engineering majors</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The research covers as wide fields as possible, so that the analysis structure can be more objective and general. At the same time, the key and difficult pronunciations analyzed will be used more comprehensively by different majors.

### 3. Negative Transfer: Language Acquisition Difficulties Resulting from Language Differences

#### 3.1 Negative Transfer Hypothesis

The theory of transfer was put forward by Robert Lado in the mid-1950s. In psychology, transfer refers to the influence of knowledge, skills, methods and attitudes acquired in the learning process on the learning of new knowledge and skills. Some of these influences are positive and some are negative. Its positive and promoting effect is called positive transfer, and its hindering effect is called negative transfer, also called interference.

Robert Lado holds the view that positive transfer occurs where the structural features of the two languages are the same, while negative transfer occurs where they are different, which is the contrastive analysis hypothesis.

As for Chinese learners, the main difficulties to master second language come from the interference of Chinese. It is necessary to predict the difficulties and errors in second language learning by contrasting the similar and different points of the two language structures, so as to stress the difficult points and key points in the teaching process.
only can the idea overcome the interference of mother tongue but also establish new habits for Chinese learners.

3.2 Distinctive Features of Phonemes

The idea of distinctive features was first put forward by Roman Jacobson (1896-1982), one of the representatives of structuralism Prague School, in the 1940s as a means of working out a set of phonological contrasts or oppositions to capture particular aspects of language sounds. The pronunciation characteristic with the function of distinguishing phonemes is called the distinctive features of the phoneme.

Jacobson pointed out that the core of distinctive features is binary features and a phoneme is the sum of several distinctive features. The phoneme system of each language may only have a part of the distinctive features, but not all the distinctive features.

Each phoneme can be decomposed into several distinct features. It is easier to make clear the characteristics of phonemes in specific languages by using distinctive features.

3.2.1 The distinctive features of unvoiced and voiced sounds

Since the inception of the phonological analysis of distinctive features in the 1950s, features traditionally have been specified by binary values to signify whether a segment is described by the feature; a positive value, [+], denotes the presence of a feature, while a negative value, [−], indicates its absence.

Next, we compare the distinctive features of English and Chinese phonemic systems from two perspectives: pronunciation method and pronunciation location.

Table 3. Distinctive features of English and Chinese phonemic systems Features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Place of Articulation</th>
<th>Manner of Articulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vowels</td>
<td>Consonants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vowels</td>
<td>Consonants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>[+palatal]</td>
<td>[+dental]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[+glottal]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[+Palatal]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[+alveolar]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[+round]</td>
<td>[+unvoiced]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>[+palatal]</td>
<td>[+apical]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(+apical]</td>
<td>[+retroflex]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[+palatal]</td>
<td>[+blade]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[+palatal]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[+round]</td>
<td>[+aspirated]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Distinctive features are often regarded as Jakobson’s greatest contribution to phonology. The table expounds the distinctive features of English and Chinese phonemic systems.

In the process of English learning, learners can also analyze every pairs’ distinctive features (e.g. the difference of /p/ and /b/ is whether they are aspirated, hence the aspirated and unaspirated opposite is their distinctive features of /p/ and /b/). Accordingly, the contrastive research is expected to provide some implications and reference for the further research of the learning of British English.

3.2.2 The Importance of Distinctive Features

Through the analysis of the distinctive features, the subtle differences between languages can be highly strengthened in cognitive thinking, and the bad habits of learners in second language learning can be gradually corrected. When their problems are constantly overcome, the progress can be intuitively reflected in communication, and then their learning can also get positive feedback from others.

This kind of feedback is likely to become a benign trend. On the one hand, it can promote the improvement of level of learners in other aspects, such as listening, writing and reading. On the other hand, learners’ interest in second language will be constantly stimulated, which makes learners more enthusiastic about learning a language.

3.3 Differences between Chinese and English Sounds

Understanding the differences between Chinese and English and highlighting the key points and difficulties is a new perspective for second language learning. This method could be useful than learning a language in isolation.

3.3.1 An Overview of Chinese and British English Sounds

Mastering a language involves the study of speech sounds, grammar, and vocabulary. Sounds are produced through the human vocal organ, respectively, the larynx and vocal cords. It is a medium that conveys semantic information and can be understood by the recipient. Sounds are a special physiological and psychological phenomenon.

Voice has three attributes: (1) physical attributes. They are pitch, intensity, length and timbre. Among them, Chinese belongs to tone language. The pronunciations of Chinese are mainly determined by pitch, while English is determined by intensity. (2) Physiological properties; Sounds were produced through the human vocal organ, respectively, the larynx and vocal cords. Human voice organs include respiratory organs, vocal organs and reso-
nance organs. Sounds are a medium that conveys semantic information and can be understood by the recipient. (3) Social attributes, which is the most essential attribute of speech.

Chinese and English are different language systems, that is, Sino-Tibetan and Indo-European language. Both of them have a complete and very different phonetic system. Although many a morpheme is same or similar in the hearing, they possess subtle differences in the places and manner of articulation.

3.3.2 Different Vowel and Consonant Systems

In British English and Chinese, some phonemes seem to be the same, but in fact they are slightly different. English vowel system is relatively simple, consisting of 20 vowels and 24 consonants, while Chinese vowel system consists of 10 vowels and 22 consonants.

For the vowels and consonants of these two languages, if learners can clearly find out the differences and focus on learning, it will help Chinese learners to break through their obstacles of learning British English.

3.3.3 Different Characteristics of Syllable Structures

The syllable structures of the two languages are quite different. If they do not discern the differences in syllable structures between the two languages, Chinese learners are prone to meet many problems in conversation.

The syllable structure of Chinese has the following characteristics. First, the syllable structure is concise and the boundary is clear. A Chinese character is usually expressed as a syllable. Each syllable must possess a phoneme and must be a vowel. There are at most four phonemes, which constitute a rhyme head, a rhyme belly and a rhyme ending. Thus the boundaries between syllables and syllables are clear. (e.g. [tsuan]).

Secondly, most of the sounds are loud and melodious. As for Chinese, a syllable may have no consonants, but it must have vowels. Vowels are absolutely dominant in syllable structure. Two consonants are not allowed to appear continuously in the same syllable, that is to say, Chinese syllables do not have multiple consonants.

Third, the tones of each syllable in Chinese have their own rhythm. Every syllable must have a tone, which is an indispensable part of Chinese syllables. Even if two syllables are the same but the tones are different, they often have different meanings (e.g. mā, má, mā, mà).

Concerning the syllable structures of British English, there are several prominent features. On the one hand, its combination is free while the combination of Chinese syllables is restricted by the pronunciations position and rhyme head. Furthermore, English has more types of syllabic structures in English than in Chinese.

On the other hand, in English syllables, there are more consonants than vowels, and there are consonant clusters. There may be two or three consonants at the beginning or end of a word continuously. In Chinese syllables, fewer consonants and vowels are dominant. Each consonant in the syllable has a vowel before or behind it.

Accordingly, when Chinese learners realize the differences in syllables between the two languages, they can highlight the key points of learning. For example, many a Chinese learner habitually adds vowels to English consonants. If they can realize the distinction, it will be a great progress in the process of learning English.

Realizing different characteristics of syllable structures, Chinese learners will establish a new recognition to the learning of the second language. If they talk with others with British English, or learn English through watching Peppa Pig, they will be subconsciously concerned about the differences in syllable structure between the two languages. This change is conducive to the mastering of English pronunciations.

3.3.4 Tone language and Stress Language

In a stress language like British English, intonation changes indicate attitudinal and emotional meanings, while in a tone language like Chinese, pitch changes in intonation mark different expressions of meanings.

Based on the previous study, Chinese is determined by pitch while English is determined by stress. Therefore, that is why Chinese is called tone language while English is regarded as "sing-song" language.

Contrasting the difference of tone language and stress language, it would be meaningful for learners to learn a language. There is a common phenomenon to notice that western learners cannot distinguish the tones of Chinese (e.g. “bēi zi”, “bēi zi”). Conversely, Chinese learners cannot discern the stress of English (e.g. conduct /ˈkɒndʌkt/ noun, /ˈknɒndʌkt/ verb). For Chinese learners, if they can fully realize the differences between the two languages, the pronunciation and intonation of British language will be more natural.

3.4 Difficulties for Chinese Learners to Learn British English

For Chinese learners, the mastery of stress and intonation is an important part of pronunciations learning. Because of the influence of Chinese tone language for a long time, it is not easy for learners to grasp English tone
naturally.

As for some typical phonemes, this chapter makes specific analysis and distinction from the two dimensions of place of articulation and manner of articulation. This is designed to help learners recognize the differences between the two languages, so as to better overcome the barriers of learning English.

3.4.1 Stress and Rhythm

To understand the knowledge of English stress and rhythm, we should know the changing rules of stress position and accurately grasp the stress of sentences according to a context or grammar.

The boundary of Chinese is clear among syllables, because each syllable has its own tone, and can speak clearly \(^9\). Stressed syllables have high pitch value, clear and long pronunciation time. Weak syllables have low pitch and the pronunciations sounds vague.

For Chinese learners, what should they do is to avoid the influence of Chinese rhythm in English. On the contrary, several light syllables should be compressed together so that the pronunciation sounds native and easy to understand.

Many learners’ English sounds are shown that they have no rhythm, cannot express certain emotions, and it is difficult to arouse the interest of the audience. If Chinese learners can grasp these characteristics and practice regularly, they will have a better grasp of the phonetic rhythm.

In terms of tone, although there are some similarities in pronunciations, Chinese tones only appear for a single word, while English tones act on the whole sentence. Therefore, different tones need to be considered according to different situations. However, Chinese learners do not have a good command of English pronunciation. Sometimes they put Chinese pronunciation habits into single English words, which will also cause difficulties or mistakes in English pronunciation.

Compared with the great difference between Chinese and English in terms of words and grammar, nevertheless, English pronunciation problems do not cause too much difficulty for Chinese students. In any case, if Chinese learners can pay attention to the above problems and carry out targeted training, it will be easier for Chinese learners to overcome the differences in stress and rhythm.

3.4.2 Analysis of Difficult Distinctive Features/ Sounds for Chinese Learners

Undoubtedly, difficult sounds are the biggest obstacles for Chinese learners to master British English. Sometimes, for speakers, just several sounds were spelt incorrectly, which makes the whole talk unnatural. Thus it is good for learners to promote their English levels through finding these sounds that were spoke habitually and trying to overcome it.

They should know which difficult sounds are before learners are determined to conquer non-standard pronunciation. C. Practor comes up with a difficulty level theory that divided difficulties into six levels, that is, from zero to five. With the higher the level, the more difficult it is.

According to the theory, difficult sounds which are hard to spell for Chinese learners can be divided two types: similar but different sounds and completely different sounds. If new knowledge or skill involves some content that have been mastered long before, it will be easier relatively. Because when a learner is triggered to establish a connection, the efficiency of learning knowledge is high.

On the contrary, if new knowledge differs with former contents completely, learners cannot build effectively the connection. At the same time, learners naturally do not produce knowledge confusion. However, when some contents are similar but different, learners could establish an incorrect connection. What’s worse, it’s hard for learners to detect their errors, so it’s also very difficult to correct them. Involving the aspect of English phonetics, this problem is still prominent and hard to overcome. In the process of learning English, Chinese learners are disturbed by their mother tongue. When learning certain phonemes which is similar but different, learners are tend to make mistakes and hard to perceive. Theoretically speaking, similar but different sounds are harder to acquire than different completely sounds.

Furthermore, each learner has their own habits on speaking British English, therefore, different learners exist different difficulties in sounds. Even if that is complex, we can still get a general recognition of which sounds are hard to spell and often confused with their mother tongue. The research is conductive for Chinese learners to find several common difficulties and overcome the obstacles.

4. Distinctive Features: A Possible Solution to Conquer Chinese Learners’ Negative Transfer in Learning British English

In the process of second language acquisition, there are two important linguistic concepts that need to be focused by Chinese learners, namely, the distinctive features of phonemes and the negative transfer. If we can establish a certain relationship between the two, it will help learners overcome the negative transfer to a large extent, and master a second language better.

4.1 Distinctive Features to be Mastered

Through the collection and analysis of 34 samples,
the result is presented in the form of data so as to clarify which concrete sounds are the biggest obstacles for Chinese learners to learn British English.

(1) The analysis of consonants in British English

The research divides consonants into two types, voiceless consonants and voice consonants. These tables show the consonants that Chinese learners habitually make when reading the text Peppa Pig.

Table 4. Percentage of pronouncing voiceless consonants incorrectly for Chinese learners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voiceless consonants</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/f/</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/θ/</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʃ/</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/tʃ/</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the survey data, /ʃ/, /tʃ/, /s/ are often mispronounced (e.g. shopping, trolley and actually). According to the table, the sound /ʃ/ is misread most frequently. The reason why Chinese learners make the mistake habitually is that learners often confuse the sound with /ʒ/.

Two sounds have the same place of articulation. They are lateral and fricative. Voiceless consonants and voice consonants are their distinction. That is to say, when pronouncing these two sounds, we can observe if the cords vibrate to judge whether they are /ʃ/ or /ʒ/. If the vocal cord vibrate, this is the sound /ʃ/, and vice versa.

Table 5. Percentage of pronouncing voiced consonants incorrectly for Chinese learners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voiced consonants</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/d/</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/t/</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/s/</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/b/</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/z/</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/g/</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ŋ/</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>26.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ŋ/</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/ʃ/</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/θ/</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/dʒ/</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>13.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the table of voiced consonants, /ʃ/ and /θ/ are often confused. Meanwhile, learners often confuse these sounds with other similar sounds (/v/ and /w/, /b/ and /d/, /n/ and /ŋ/). Next, we will make an in-depth analysis to the three pair of similar but different sounds.

The fricative /ʃ/ and the semivowel /θ/. Two sounds similar extremely, but you can perceive the subtle distinction when hearing two pronunciations carefully and repeatedly, such as very and wine.

The former is not only a fricative, but also it is a labiodental. The latter is a semivowel. Because there is no the sound /v/ in Chinese, learners are not particularly familiar with it, therefore, they will habitually link with their mother tongue and find similar sounds corresponding to it. Chinese learners tend to articulate /v/ into /w/. This is a common phenomenon for most Chinese learners in the process of learning English.

The voiced consonant /b/ and the voiceless consonant /θ/. The pronunciation parts of the two sounds are basically the same when they are pronounced. The tongue is placed between opened upper and lower teeth. The tip of tongue exerts as much force as possible on the lower teeth. The airflow is pronounced by friction between the tip of the tongue and the gap between the upper and lower teeth. The following is a detailed analysis of the similarities and differences between the two sounds.

On the one hand, they are both dental sounds which are made by the tongue tip or blade. Only fractures [ð, θ] are found to be strictly dental. On the other hand, they are fricative. A fricative is spoken when there is close approximation of two articulators so that the airstream is partially obstructed and turbulent airflow is produced.

However, whether or not the vocal cords vibrate during pronunciation is the subtle difference between the two sounds.

The distinction of nasal sounds: /n/ and /ŋ/. As for the two sounds /n/ and /ŋ/, nasal is their common feature. If the air is stopped in the mouth but the soft palate is down so that it can go out through the nasal cavity, the sounds are nasal stops. Even if both types of sounds are stops, phoneticians have retained the term stops to indicate a stop and used the term nasal to indicate nasal stops. [n, m, ŋ] are nasals found in both English and Chinese.

What distinction they exist is that the former is alveolar while the latter is velar. This is their main difference in sounds.

(2) The analysis of vowels in British English

In order to make a more accurate and objective analysis, the research divides vowels into two categories: monophthong vowels and diphthongs. The following tables show vowels that Chinese learners habitually make mistakes when reading the text Peppa Pig.

According to the table of monophthong vowels, it is clear that /e/ and /æ/ is spoken incorrectly by Chinese learners. Distinguishing the differences of vowels, we are supposed to consider the front, center, back of the tongue and the levels of tongue height.

The following is the difference of monophthong vowels.
els /e/ and /æ/. The two sounds have subtle distinction. If learners ignore their differences and confuse /e/ with /æ/, their British English will sound unnatural. In the text *Peppa Pig*, it is too hard for Chinese learners to distinguish the difference between /e/ (e.g. head, *peppa*, red) and /æ/ (e.g. rash, actually, hat).

The level of tongue height is a main factor to distinguish the two sounds. The more open the mouth, the lower the level of tongue height. Therefore, contrasting the two sounds, the mouth is more open than the sound /e/ when spelling the sound /æ/.

**Table 6. Percentage of pronouncing monophthong vowels incorrectly for Chinese learners**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Monophthong vowels</th>
<th>Amount</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/i/</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/e/</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/æ/</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Diphthongs are not as fixed as monophthong vowels. On the contrary, diphthongs slide from one vowel sound to another. The process leads the position of tongue and the shape of mouth to change.

Based on the table of diphthongs, we can know that the sound /aɪ/ is the biggest obstacle for Chinese learners in the learning of diphthongs. The reason is that learners cannot distinguish the difference between /aɪ/ and /eɪ/. In the research, many people speak incorrectly “hide and seek” as “head and seek” in the text of *Peppa Pig*.

As a matter of fact, as long as we can distinguish the difference between /aɪ/ and /eɪ/, the pair of diphthongs can be spoken accurately. When reading the sound /aɪ/, the mouth is rounded, the tongue rises, and the tip of the tongue shrinks backwards. The “/aɪ/” sound transitions smoothly to the “/u/” sound. This sound is the pronunciation of the letter “I” or “Y” in the word

When practicing this sound, the tip of the tongue touches the teeth and the lips are flat. From the “/eɪ/” to the “/æ/” long sound. It is the pronunciation of the letter “A”.

### 4.2 The Role

As an important factor, the negative transfer influences Chinese learners to master British English. The opinion that the mother tongue has negative impacts on the learning of British English was emphasized as early as the forties and the fifties by Fries (1945) and Lado. Until now, negative transfer has been recognized as an important factor in second language learning. The factors of negative transfer mainly include avoidance, fossilization, simplification, over-generalization, hypercorrection, inadequate learning, faculty teaching.

As for the hypothesis, Lado holds the point that we cannot make a comprehensive interpretation to the problems if the circumstance that students learn a second language has not been observed. Therefore, no matter what theory, research, behavior must be combined with the actual situation to get the correct results [10].

In the process of learning English, besides recognizing the differences between Chinese and English in phonetics, Chinese learners should practice repeatedly, and gradually right their incorrect phonetic habits.

In addition, learners should actively use the second language to communicate with people, and pay attention to the mistakes they do not realize according to the effective feedback from others. Through feedback from others and their own practice, learners can effectively promote their own pronunciations, which is instructive to acquire a fluent and standard British English.

The distinctive features are an effective means for learners to overcome the negative transfer in learning a second language. By comparing and analyzing the two languages, learners can find out the subtle differences of phonemes and strengthen the learning of the key and difficult points in the process of second language acquisition.

If learners only learn a language in isolation, their perception of errors is also very one-sided. Therefore, the distinctive features are an important means for learners to overcome the negative transfer and master a second language. For example, Chinese learners have some difficulties in learning these /v/ and /w/. They tend to articulate /v/ into /w/. The former is not only a fricative, but also it is labiodentals, and the latter is a semivowel (see the details in the 3.23-3.24). When Chinese learners hear the exaggerated pronunciation and tune on the cartoon *Peppa Pig*, they can try to discern the distinction (e.g. Why is Papa so serious? George likes to play with his sister very much).

If learners try to connect the two languages and try to make a further distinction, the difference between them should also be the most important aspect which learners...
should pay attention to. This way of learning enables learners to gradually change from single learning to conscious learning after they realize their mistakes.

5. Conclusions

There are similarities and differences in phoneme systems and pronunciation characteristics between English and Chinese phonetic systems. Understanding the differences in phonetic systems and the specific manifestations of negative transfer in Chinese can help Chinese learners overcome the negative transfer in English learning.

The contrastive study of English and Chinese has certain guiding significance for Chinese learners to learn English pronunciation and overcome the negative transfer. By means of comparative analysis, the learners make a basic comparison between English and Chinese about phoneme systems, syllable structure features and tones, and find out the differences between the two systems.

As for Chinese learners, in order to promote the pronunciation of spoken English, they should deepen their understanding of the differences in phonetics between English and Chinese. At the same time, learners can also listen to more original materials and watch films, imitating the outstanding features of native speakers and improving their English level. The reason why the thesis takes the cartoon Peppa Pig as the breakthrough point of the study is also considering this aspect.

In addition, learners are supposed to improve their ability of thinking in English and actively understand the differences between the two modes of thinking, so as to cultivate the capacity of perception to the British English, which is essential for Chinese learners to overcome negative transfer and master a second language.
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1. Definitions and Explanations of Key Terms

1.1 The Theory of Feedback

Feedback is widely acknowledged that plays a crucial role in the instructional process \(^7\). It is defined differently by different researchers. Truscott, J. \(^{11}\), for instance, states that any method used to reflect the right and wrong of teaching to learners can be regarded as the feedback. When it is used in the study of second language writing, feedback is still considered as the essential part for improvement of second language writing skills \(^7\). Biber et al. \(^1\) also argue that both first language (L1) and second language (L2) writing skills can be enhanced through feedback. This means that feedback can be used to make learners more focused on effective self-expression than just practicing the multi-draft composition \(^7\). The presentation of feedback has changed over the past two decades. It is no longer just teacher’s written feedback but also combined with other forms. For example, feedback can be given by teachers, other peers, or computer system even though the writing workshop and oral feedback. Learners can get progress from feedback because there are many focuses of feedback. It can include the content like ideas, organization and also focus on the aspects of language such as grammatical form and usage \(^1\).

1.2 The Classification of Feedback

In the field of second language acquisition, Shao \(^{9}\) points out that scholars use the clarity of feedback as a criterion for classification. Direct feedback, also known as explicit feedback, is that the teacher directly pointed out the learners’ error and corrected the error. On the contrary, indirect feedback which is also as implicit feedback means that the teacher underlined the error without giving correct format but left it to the students to correct it \(^{2}\). Ferris and Roberts \(^{6}\) claim that indirect feedback is more
helpful for learners’ second language acquisition since learners are involved in error corrections which could make them more impressive so that enable to achieve long-term improvement in writing. Besides, Hyland, K & Hyland, F [7] also mentions that feedback can be divided into summative feedback and formative feedback due to the purpose. The former is regarded as comment given after writing used to estimate the outcomes of writing while the latter focuses on the learners’ improvement of writing ability rather than ability in assessment. He asserts that formative feedback normally assists the summative feedback during the writing pedagogy.

1.3 The Theory of Error Correction

Written error correction is also called grammar correction and corrective feedback which is one of the most important components in the feedback. Based on Truscott, J. [11], error correction composes of the following parts: explicit, metalinguistic feedback, elicitation, recast, repetition, clarification, and translation. Teachers can consider these aspects when giving feedback to learners, which can make feedback more effective and thorough. Furthermore, it is also useful for the teacher to notice that error correction cannot treat various linguistic error types in an identical way. Because they do not represent the same period of time, these linguistic knowledge are in the same main position respectively [12].

2. The Key Issues in Written Feedback

2.1 The First Issue about Effectiveness of Corrective Feedback

One of the most controversial topics in the error correction is whether it is effective for improvement in the accuracy of second language learner’s writing [2]. Different scholars hold different opinions and attitudes on this issue.

2.1.1 The oppositions of using corrective feedback

Truscott [10] suggests that the error correction would not only help the second language writing but also have a negative impact. He advocates that this method should not continue to be used in teaching. The study did by Bitchener, J. [12] also find that students who are given four very different categories of feedback still make no obvious differences in their writing ability. Another strong evidence comes from Truscott, J. [11], whose experimental study concludes that students measured by grammar and vocabulary errors are less advanced than content-based students. Ineffectiveness of error correction also can be verified by Bitchener, J. [12]. Based on the results of Bitchener, J. study, the content groups are more advantageous than error group. Even in the aspects of the use of words, both groups improve considerably and do not make the great differences. Bitchener, J. [12] also argues that students who often experience modified mistakes are more likely to be restricted in writing. Additionally, Truscott, J. [11] claims that it is meaningless to give students error correction since it has no effect on the improvement of students’ longitudinal writing. Teachers are also asked to shift the focus of feedback to the content and writing process of student writing [11]. Hence, the grammar correction is useless for second language writing [10], but also leads to a possible decline in the quality of students’ writing because of the lack of attention to content.

2.1.2 The supports of using corrective feedback

In order to against the viewpoint of Truscott [10], a great number of researches did by opponents. Ferris [4] argues that written corrective feedback should not be abolished because it does help the learners promote their accuracies in writing. He points out that the Truscott’s argument is pretty immature and overly strong. The study of Truscott, J. [11] also verify that through the revised manuscript, it was found that the group that was given the error correction obviously had only a small number of grammatical errors compared to students who did not receive feedback at all. Besides, Ferris and Roberts [6] conclude that based on past literature, 80% of errors can be successfully corrected by students through feedback from teachers.

Scholars also try to focus on students’ attitudes toward teacher corrective feedback. Most results of studies indicate that students’ view on teacher corrective feedback is positive. Ferris and Roberts [6] as well as points out that compared with peer feedback and oral feedback, ESL students have a consensus that teacher written feedback is more helpful for their writing. Furthermore, students wish their writing mistakes to be commented by the teacher. Otherwise, they will be disappointed [10].

2.2 The Second Issue about Effectiveness of Direct or Indirect Feedback

Direct feedback and indirect feedback which promotes the accuracy of students’ writing has attracted the attention of many scholars Ferris [9]. Different scholars have expressed different opinions on this issue.

The discussion of both two feedbacks

In terms of effectiveness of indirect feedback, Ferris and Roberts [6] suggest that indirect feedback allows students to personally participate in the correction of errors.
and the resolution of problems which can achieve long-term second language acquisition by improving students’ attention and noticing. Another instance for this is that Ferris [4] discovers that through indirect feedback, the accuracy of students in writing is increasing. Moreover, indirect feedback is more effective in reducing students’ errors of writing in the long run [6]. From the students’ perspective, the several studies show that students tend to indirect feedback with coded error is more helpful to them [3]. Indirect feedback also promotes students to review themselves and self-correction [3].

However, when it comes to direct feedback, other scholars’ research proves its effectiveness. Ferris [4] experimented that in a survey of 5,000 teacher feedbacks, students prefer to apply direct feedback in the writing process because they are allowed to directly use advice from teachers into their new pieces of writing. The view that direct feedback is helpful also support by Ferris [4], whose study shows that direct feedback can make the correct rate as high as 80% or more while indirect feedback is only 77%. In addition, Chandler [1] emphasizes that direct feedback helps students understand the correct format of the target language by reducing student confusion. It is also useful for lower proficiency students to correct complicated errors [3].

To sum up, since various factors have to be considered, it is difficult to give a very clear conclusion to the above two issues.

3. Conclusions

3.1 Author’s Voice on the Topic

In my view of point, students can benefit from appropriate feedback, which means that various factors should be considered not just focusing on the grammar errors when teachers give feedback to individual students, so the effectiveness of feedback can be increased. For example, Chandler [3] mentions that teachers should take into account the social function of feedback and meaning-related issues in learner’s writing. Ferris, Pezone, Tade, and Tinti [5] did the research reveals that experienced teachers adjust their feedback based on the student’s background such as the capability, the personality of each student. Considering contextual features, it can also be proved that giving appropriate feedback is effective by combining different types of feedback in teaching writing. For instance, students with a high degree of language are more suitable for indirect feedback, leaving students with space for self-modification (Lalande, 1982), whereas low-level language learners due to lack of the language proficiency are not able to correct errors by themselves [5]. Hence, using different feedback to different language level students are allowed the teacher to improve the effectiveness of feedback.

However, although feedback actually has advantages for English language learner’s writing, it still exists some limitations in feedback. For example, Ferris [4] states that according to his own teaching experience, she finds that her suggestions about feedback only more available for students’ treatable errors. Another limitation is that students show their interests in teachers’ direct feedback while the previous studies demonstrate that indirect feedback chronically facilitates students’ writing ability. As a result of this, the teacher should make adequate preparation if they choose indirect feedback on their students’ errors [6]. But these shortcomings are not unsolvable. In order to address the issue, Ferris [4] argues that do not use the changeless method to correct those untreatable errors in students writing and these errors can be handled by training and explicit feedback. As for the second limitation, developing students’ independent self-editing and self-reflection skills could be the solution. Besides, giving students expatiation also could be helpful to overcome the limitation [6].

In summary, it can be drawn a conclusion that feedback plays an extremely central role in English language writing. In addition, it is necessary to give students feedback on their writing since it is advantageous for them to enhance their writing ability.

3.2 Author’s choice of most effective feedback

Personally, the author prefers that indirect feedback is most effective for English learners, especially in terms of long-term benefits. In the process of using indirect feedback by students, they must learn to solve and correct their mistakes according to the clues left by the teacher. This means that in this process the student’s learning motivation is stimulated which leads to the development of the long-term second language knowledge acquisition [3]. The impact of indirect feedback on students’ accuracies of writing is continuous and can keep it for a long time. Ferris & Roberts, [6] also reports that students who received indirect feedback had a higher rate of error decline than students who received direct feedback. She also mentions that the short-term correction ability of students who receive direct feedback will not develop into long-term ability. Language acquisition is a long-term accumulation of learning [6], therefore, indirect feedback that has a lasting impact on students becomes more important and more effective for improvement in the accuracy of second language learner’s writing.
4. Interview

Because of the respect for the interviewer’s personal privacy, the teacher who was interviewed would use a pseudonym, which means that the letter “Z” refers to the teacher in the interview report.

4.1 Teacher Profile

Z is a Chinese teacher who has been teaching English in the university of China for 21 years, and she also is a teacher with rich teaching experience. Her teaching subjects are comprehensive English, English listening and English Lexicology which are all the compulsory courses for Chinese students who study in English major.

4.2 Report of Interview

Z holds the view that it is necessary that the English language teacher should give the students feedback. Z [13] argues that feedback is very crucial for motivating students learning, in the field of second language (L2) writing, most scholars admit the importance of feedback. Her argument also is verified by Hyland, K & Hyland, F [7] who asserts that feedback is regarded as the essential part and its importance is acknowledged in the academic world. When Z was asked which kinds of writing feedback are valuable for learners, Z [13] thinks that different feedback should be used since teacher should give different writing comments on individual students’ writing. She also mentions that the standard of effective feedback is variable, depending on the actual situation of the student’s writing. For example, when there are too many grammatical errors in the student’s writing article, then you should pay attention to grammar correction. However, sometimes if the content of the student article makes you feel confused, you should give the student a content evaluation. Sometimes when the cohesion and coherence in students’ paper are poor, organizational issues should be pointed out in the feedback. Z [13] insists that the effective feedback should be able to students realize their errors and weakness in their writing and also can help students write better in a long term. Besides, Z [13] suggests that in the effective feedback, text-specific should be considered since it plays a key role in writing feedback. When discussing the pros and cons of feedback, Z said “As for advantages, I think, it is obvious that it can help students easily locate their problems and revise their text correctly, and it is also very useful for developing students writing ability. While in terms of disadvantages, maybe it is time-consuming, and inappropriate comments maybe undermine students’ confidence in writing.” When asked if she prefers indirect feedback or direct feedback, Z [13] states that it depends on the actual teaching situation, but direct feedback is more targeted for students to locate their errors accurately so that they can correct them better. Chandler [3] concludes that direct feedback allows students to better understand feedback and make full use of feedback to modify their own errors. Furthermore, when asked about the attitude of students about feedback, Z [13] notes that according to her teaching experience, the attitude of Chinese English learners is very positive. She points out that students are inclined to receive feedback from teachers. In the study of Hyland, F. [13] also finds that most students are willing to receive the feedback from teachers.

In brief, the questions and answers of the interviews are closely related to the issues I discussed in part A. For example, the first to fourth questions in the interview were all raised for the first issue. Another instance is that the seventh question in the interview is for the second issue. Hence, interviewed teacher’s ideas provide me different perspective and understanding of feedback.

From the above teacher’s beliefs and experiences, there are some implications for my future teaching. First, the factors affecting the effectiveness of feedback is various, so teachers cannot just use a single type of feedback in the teaching process. Giving feedback to students in different forms can enhance the positive impact of feedback on teaching. Second, in the face of different students, the teacher should give different comments on the individual writing situation of the students. Third, it is extremely important to choose the appropriate method to give feedback. Giving students simple and less information feedback is maybe not proper in teaching.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, all universities and colleges have paid more and more attention to modern education, adopt various education methods, introduce diverse education concepts, try to improve education level and consummate teaching effect, and cultivate well-rounded talents for the society. Influenced by ideological and political courses in professional teaching, the teaching objectives include two aspects: one is to teach the expertise about pediatric nursing to students and the other is to train and educate the students to improve their vocational quality as well as ideological and moral level so that the students can have multi characters facing the future and the society.

2. Overview of Ideological and Political Courses
With a view to learn about the specific implementation modes of ideological and political courses of pediatric nursing, we shall firstly learn about the ideological and political courses and cognize the ideological and political courses in detail through definition, form, essence, concept, structure, methods and current status.

2.1 Definition, form and essence of ideological and political courses
The ideological and political courses mainly refer to the whole process that professional education and ideological & political education through teaching. Professional
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teaching and ideological & political education are mutually independent but mutually coordinated, and their basic objective is to realize all-round education on students. Compared with other education concepts, they are more integrated and global \(^1\). In the process of ideological and political courses, teachers will take ideological and political education including basic academic knowledge and intellectual values as the basic form, combine ideological & political work with professional courses, influence the awareness of students by routine teaching and promote their behaviors to change toward anticipated directions.

Different from professional courses, ideological and political courses are a kind of education in essence and can help students realize the construction of good moral character and professional quality. Ideological and moral education has always been the key point of education. China has insisted on ideological & moral education and ideological & political education all the times, and such educations have run through the whole process of study career of students from primary schooling, so they are characterized in durability \(^2\). In recent years, in face of the changing domestic and foreign environment, with a view to enhance the ideological awareness of new generation youngsters, the concept of ideological and political courses has been proposed and widely recognized. The implementation of ideological and political courses is conducive to helping students consolidate fine thought, and cultivating and reshaping correct outlooks; in addition, to insist on ideological and political courses can inherit and carry forward Chinese fine traditional morals and cultures.

### 2.2 Concept, structure and method of ideological and political courses

The purpose of any education is to promote students’ all-round development, so ideological and political courses are homodromous with and not opposed to professional teaching. The implementation of ideological and political courses doesn’t represent the negligence of professional teaching and the key point for students to survive and develop in the society is still the professional ability. But the fine characters under the influence of ideological and political courses will last for the lifetime. If they are compared, the courses will be put in opposite to the fine characters. In fact, only the interaction and coordinated development can realize the essential value of education.

The economic foundation determines the superstructure. With the change of economic society, people’s sense has also changed. Education has always been the focus of national people. During the advancement of education modernization, the general structure shall be changed in time to adapt to the modern society. The launce of ideological and political courses manifests the reform of educational structure. The traditional educational structure focusing on professional performance has disappeared while well-rounded and multi-vector quality education has emerged. Ideological and political courses have changed the traditional and dissociated educational structure and realized the integration of ideology & politics and professions.

Ideological and political courses can be regarded as an education way different from professional teaching and based on ideology and morality of students. The training on talents covers professional ability and ideology & morality, but it shall be realized by multi-element system. Specially, the training includes textbook settings, teaching contents, disciplinary construction and comprehensive management. During the implementation of multi-element system, professional teaching and ideological & political courses run through the system and form an interactive relationship \(^3\). The schools shall implement the concept of ideological and political courses, guide teachers, realize all-round communication and education of ideology and politics by optimizing teaching objectives, upgrading contents, renovating structure and changing model, enable students to have a consistent and correct political view, try to cultivate students’ confidence in nation and culture, help students build national awareness and promote the formation of fine characters.

### 2.3 Combination of ideological and political courses and pediatric nursing

A new policy will be definitely launched based on a certain practical situation. Why the ideological and political courses are launched is that a lot of problems occur in students’ cultivation in universities. Some universities lack of organic combination of ideological & political courses and professional courses cannot give play to the role of coordination. For instance, certain students of pediatric nursing only attach importance to learning nursing expertise and improving skills and neglect the construction of professional quality and ideology & morality, which will definitely trigger severe education problems and impact talents cultivation and far-reaching development.

It is a fact that the combination of ideological & political courses and pediatric nursing is not close. The current pediatric clinical nursing lacks nurses, most of the areas haven’t formed vocational recognition for pediatric nursing and the durable pediatric nursing faces severe real test, which will definitely lead to rise of separation rate of pediatric nurses. With a view to satisfy the requirements, hospitals will definitely reduce the industry entry threshold of pediatric nurses, which will impact nursing quality.
to a certain extent, lead to frequent change of pediatric nursing industry and hinder industrial steady operation as well as development. In face of severe real problems, it has been a great concern for universities about how to effectively conduct ideological and political courses and how to combine ideological & political courses and pediatric nursing professional teaching.

3. Launch of Pediatric Nursing Education and Ideological & Political Course Model

During combination of pediatric nursing with ideological & political courses, five aspects shall be started. Firstly, teachers shall attach importance to moral education embarked on ideological awareness; secondly, teachers shall reform educational syllabus in time, and optimize teaching objectives; thirdly, teachers shall attach importance to element exploitation and give play to the function of education; fourthly, teachers shall teach curricular and extracurricular contents; fifthly, teachers shall stress the importance of evaluation on teaching.

3.1 Cultivate ideological and political awareness and pay attention to moral education

Though students are the subject of study and their initiative and cooperation are needed for teaching, as general designer of teaching, teachers are also important. An excellent teacher shall have advanced ideological awareness, namely ideological and political awareness, and full sense of responsibility and mission, run ideological and political awareness through teaching work and silently influence students [4]. The ideological awareness and teaching ability of teachers who are independent individuals will be affected by a lot of aspects and it is impossible to keep their pace completely consistent, so with a view to push forward ideological and political courses, teachers shall change ideological opinions, cultivate ideological and political awareness, try to learn ideological and political knowledge, and learn and cognize ideology and politics deeply and completely, which can lay a foundation for subsequent teaching. Apart from teachers, universities and colleges shall take effort, enhance the assessment on teachers, and focus on teachers’ morality and teaching style. Moreover, schools shall combine teachers’ assessment results and promotion, and create a fair competitive environment and mechanism for teachers. Only in this way, teachers can better conduct moral education without worry.

3.2 Reform syllabus and optimize teaching objectives

The syllabus has an important position in teaching process. The syllabus of pediatric nursing usually contains the teaching objectives of pediatric nursing, specifies main contents and scope of teaching, clarifies key points and difficult points of pediatric nursing and even covers the choice of teaching methods. With a view to carry out ideological and political courses and run them through the whole process of teaching of professional pediatric nursing, we shall reform the syllabus, re-specify methods, contents and scope pursuant to real teaching requirements and status, better guide teachers in work and guide students to study hard [5]. Universities, colleges and teachers shall cognize the syllabus in detail, improve the attention to reform of the syllabus, and get ready to push forward ideological and political courses. It is indispensable to reform the syllabus. Teachers shall prepare contents in combination with students’ comprehensive ability. When formulating relevant assessment and evaluation standards, teachers shall consider ideology & morality and comprehensive quality, improve the scientificalness of the syllabus and give full play to its role of globality and guidance.

3.3 Enhance element exploitation and give play to the function of education

The integration of ideological and moral courses and pediatric nursing needs an accurate connection point and there are not only one connection point but multi connectable links. The absence of the connection point will make it difficult to introduce ideological and political elements and to arouse the interests of students in study, so it is important to exploit connection points and ideological and political elements. The teaching of pediatric nursing will definitely contain a lot of educational elements and resources. Teachers shall improve the identification ability, exactly exploit relevant resources and elements, take relevant knowledge as carriers and connection points, and achieve effective linkage. Because professional teachers are not familiar with ideological and political knowledge, they can design curriculum with ideological and political teachers at the stage of teaching research and assure the effectiveness of curriculum teaching.

3.4 Fully combine curricular teaching contents with extracurricular teaching contents and improve teaching effect

From the perspective from environment, the current pediatric nursing teaching can be mainly divided into the curricular and the extracurricular. The opportunity of curricular teaching and extracurricular teaching shall be fully utilized for ideological and political contents. In terms of curricular teaching, teachers can apply all teaching means...
and devices flexibly, fully mobilize the enthusiasm of students, achieve the objectives of interactive teaching, add ideological and political contents and constantly improve teaching effect [6]. In terms of extracurricular teaching, teachers may request students to get mass teaching resources by multimedia and other technical means, enable students really feel the main work of pediatric nursing in accordance with internship and other curricular requirements, conduct ideological and political education using actual cases, enhance students’ sense of identity and empathy, so as to improve the teaching effect and boost the work of ideological and political courses.

3.5 Stress teaching evaluation and attach importance to teaching feedback

Teaching evaluation is a link which are often neglected. In fact, it is significant for improving teaching effect to conduct efficient and scientific teaching evaluation. It is a new teaching mode to reform pediatric nursing teaching and merge ideological and political courses. As it is unknown that whether the teaching objectives, contents and modes are scientific and rational, teaching evaluation can clarify the rationality and scientificness of the foregoing work, help teachers discover problems in time and optimize teaching work [7].

Teaching evaluation mainly includes two aspects. One is to evaluate the study effect of students. It is necessary to measure effect from the perspective of students and attach importance to teachers. Teachers shall combine students and teachers, take performance, skills and ideological morality as standards, and pay attention to whether students have the fine characters such as coordination, dedication, patriotism and professionalism apart from grasping expertise and skills. The other is to evaluate the teaching effect, request students to insert questionnaires, take teachers’ teaching ability, teaching attitude and ideological morality as standards and conduct comprehensive evaluation on teachers [8]. Based on foregoing evaluation, teachers shall learn about the comprehensive effect of teaching reform, analyze the strengths and deficiencies, take positive measures to make up defects and promote coordinated development of pediatric nursing and ideological & political courses.

4. Conclusions

To be concluded, ideological and political courses provide new modes and new routes to current teaching in universities. With constant exposure of defects in teaching modes of traditional professional courses, teachers have gradually realized that it is necessary to reform the existing professional teaching work, and ideological and political courses can be a new direction of reform. It is a key point for the teaching of universities about how to formulate scientific educational theories and how to transfer theories to practices. Therefore, we explore the new modes and believe good teaching effect can be achieved by taking expertise as carriers and adding ideological and political contents. Pediatric nursing teaching can be reformed in the direction mentioned above, and nurses with high professional level and strong ideological & ideological awareness shall be cultivated.
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1. Introduction

One of the values of Conversation Analysis (CA), which serves as a research principle, is its power of engaging researchers on obvious communication characteristics as well as break down the principles out of the expectations (Richards & Seedhouse 2004) [1] The study of Conversation Analysis is of great values for the classroom teaching and learning. Based on ethnomethodology, conversation is described as the discourse which is created and talked by people involved in the conversation, and it has certain principles and is guided in some certain ways (Cook 1989). As for conversation, it has turns-taking, and this is due to the fact that there are participants in the conversation. Cook (1989) in his book depicts that the mechanisms of turn-taking is how participants make the flow of the conversation, and the mechanisms changes according to cultural and linguistic elements [2].

As for the definition of turn-taking, Sacks et al. (1974) explain turns-taking is the order movements during games, for distributing political offices, arranging traffic at crossroads, giving service to customers at the business buildings, and for the speech exchange [3]. Sachs’ explanation gives the general view of turn-taking in daily life. Actually, in the EFL teaching and learning, turn-taking deserves great attention. Turn-taking is guided by a set
of principles which refer to the linguistic elements, and many phenomena acts as the cues of turn-taking. According to Cook (1989), effective turn-taking not only includes linguistic elements, and eye-contact, body language, intonation as well as volume together make a difference to turn-taking. Ford and Thompson (1996) depict that turn-taking happens in the coincidence of melodic, syntactic and pragmatic completion. However, turn-taking in EFL classroom seems to not so easy. Many factors are involved in the classroom teaching and learning. It is common that there is some failure of turn-taking in the EFL classroom conversation.

During the daily conversation, turn-taking is very common. In the first language conversation, turn-taking occurs in an easy and natural way. One of the most important roles of turn-taking in daily life is that consideration and respect should be taken into consideration since the subjects in the conversation are human beings. However, it is accepted that turns-taking is very difficult for EFL learners, and this is due to the fact that it demands the intercultural elements and multi turns-raising signals. Many EFL learners encounter problems about how to continue the speech, and Cutler and Pearson (1986) states that when a conversational communication breaks down, this phenomenon arouses from the unsuccessful efforts of turns-taking. It is true that EFL learners always feel anxious and silent when they are cued to speak in the foreign language classroom. Therefore, the study of the patterns of turn-taking is beneficial to the management of EFL classroom conversation.

2. Literature Review

Burgoon (1976: 62) claimed that “individuals with communicative reticence exhibit the predisposition of unwillingness to communicate.” This phenomenon is very common if there is an observation of Chinese students’ performance in the foreign language classroom conversation. Teachers feel frustrated to manage the flow of the classroom conversation. There are several causes related to this situation. It is widely accepted that the feeling of shame and lack of language proficiency and confidence, to some extent, result in the failure of turns change among teachers and students. As a matter of fact, students feel pressed and stressful or even tend to be silent if they are cued to speak a foreign language. The need of the students’ language performance in foreign language classroom increasingly becomes salient among many researchers. A self-report measurement, the unwillingness to communicate scale (Burgoon 1976), nonverbal and relational communication associated with reticence, and nonverbal communication performance and perceptions associated with reticence (Burgoon, Pfau &Manusov 1987) together make a difference to the study of students’ silence in classroom turn-taking phenomenon.

In the traditional foreign language teaching, teacher governs the whole flow of the classroom communication, and dominants the central role in the class. During the discussion between students and teachers, many students fear of making mistakes so that they keep silent in the conversation. Therefore, when teachers create the turn-exchange with the class, it is reasonable that students have no reaction with the cues. This phenomenon is correspondent with Liu and Jackson’s (2008) study, which shows that the anxiousness of foreign language learning is closely related with the level of self-confidence of learners’ own language proficiency. This means the more students feel confident with their own language proficiency, the more they will be willing to make an utterance in the EFL classroom conversation. In addition to this, in the classroom turn-taking conversation, the traditional teacher-governed speech reveals the information to students that teacher is the information provider and tend to be more knowledgeable than themselves. As a consequence, students always have a sense of inferiority in terms of knowledge capacity. This is regarded by many researchers as language anxiety. There are variable turn-taking patterns in foreign language classroom conversation. The relationship between turn-taking patterns in classroom discourse and EFL students’ language anxiety can bring benefits to the management of the turn changes in the class.

Jacobs (1986: 151) claims that classroom communication seems like a game which is a “goal-oriented activity involving moves by one or more players, mutual dependence and constraints on moves, and the need for strategy and tactics.” The talk of classroom has some certain patterns and roles. For ESL teachers, it is demanding for them to have a clear understanding of what kind of turn-taking patterns can facilitate their control of classroom communication. Some researchers have explored the relationship between EFL students’ language anxiety during the classroom talk and the patterns of turn-taking. In fact, students’ language anxiety and performance in EFL classroom is influenced by a variety of factors. For example, students’ own confidence in their language competence may make a difference in their contribution in the classroom discussion. This means students with higher level of confidence in their foreign language proficiency tend to join the classroom communication frequently. In addition to this, according to Koul, Roy, Kaewkuekool and Ploisawaschai (2009), the actual language proficiency and language superiority have a negative on students’ language anxiety in class. However, in this essay, great
interests are shown in the relationship between turn-taking patterns and EFL students’ language anxiety and performance in the classroom communication.

According to ethnomethodologists, one type of turns taking is an adjacency pair (Cook 1989). This often happens when the utterance of one participant in the conversation is very similar with that of another participant. Adjacency pair occurs in everyday life. Cook in his book gives the examples of adjacency pairs, like offer (acceptance/refusal), assessment (agreement/disagreement), blame (denial/admission) and question (expected answer/unexpected answer). Adjacency pair occurs in the daily life, and the question and answer utterance happen through a series of turn exchange. In the EFL classroom communication, the turns-taking patterns are traditionally defined as Question-Answer-Comment (Q-A-C) and Question-Counter Question-Answer-Comment (Q-CQ-A-C), and this clarification is on the basis of Nicholls’ (1993) statement. In the classroom discourse, these two patterns occur throughout the talk. In the following part of this essay, a detailed illustration of the two patterns will be created to explore how they help get students’ more contribution and involvement in the classroom conversation.

As for the Question-Answer-Comment (Q-A-C), it is very similar with Initiation-Response-Evaluation (I-R-E). In daily conversation, turns are governed as adjacency pair or Question-Answer (Q-A), but in the classroom discourse, turns are governed as Q-A-C pattern [15]. After a pair of question and answer, there also comes to a comment on the answer. This can be seen in the sentence pair below:

(1) A: Have you finished your assignment?
   B: Yes, I have submitted it yet.
   A: That’s great.
   (2) A: Do you know what the capital of China is?
   B: Of course. It is Beijing.
   A: Fantastic.
   (3) A: Did you enjoy the piano concert?
   B: Yes.
   A: It was great performance.

From the perspective of McHoul (1978), teachers hold the dominant role to comment on students’ responses, despite of the fact of the optional role of this C-part [16]. The problem of the pattern is that the answer is not always what the teacher wants to get. The rationale behind this phenomenon is that teacher in this kind of turn-taking pattern is dominant, and this traditional teacher centered classroom implies the “power inequalities” (Nicholls 1993). This is very similar with Long’s (1983) “unequal power” discourse [17]. The teacher’s dominant role in this turn-taking communication may impair students’ confidence so that they hesitate to make a contribution to the classroom interaction.

In terms of the Question-Counter Question-Answer-Comment (Q-C Q-A-C) pattern, it results in the turns changes in the group. According to Nicholls (1993), this C-Q part is the significant turns move to teachers, and teachers take the responsibility to guide the discourse. When teachers dominate the conversation and distribute the questions, students raise their questions they encounter. The process can be seen in the following sentence:

T: Do you know how to get to the first crossroad from here?
   Q S1: What is crossroads?
   CQ T: Does anyone know the meaning of crossroad?
   A S2: A road that crosses another road.
   T: Could you explain it to S1?
   S2: It is the junction where one street crosses another.

Form the example above, the C-Q part is also directed by teacher which is a traditional teacher-fronted classroom. Teacher directs the question raised by student to the classroom. Teacher directs the question raised by student to the class group. Thus, teacher has restructured the turn-taking in the classroom discourse.

Whether the traditional turn-changes in classroom discourse fosters students’ involvement in the discussion has elicited heated debate. Actually, turn-taking patterns in classroom have some certain effects on classroom interaction and communication [18]. Nevertheless, some researchers, like Rymes (2009), argue that the traditional patterns block the students’ involvements in the communicative text and learning process. Based on the former analysis in this essay, it is clear that teacher acts as the head of the discourse. Teacher is the information provider and holds an upper position than students in the classroom communication. Muller (1988) also claims that teacher is the only information provider, and students seem to be of less knowledge, and only teacher takes the responsibility to make comments on students’ utterance. In this situation, students obviously feel stressful in the classroom talk and hesitate to take their turns to make an utterance. In Zhang’s (2011) study, she states the ideas that the traditional turn-taking patterns should focus on learners instead of teacher-fronted classroom. Teachers should better make learners direct the classroom, and importantly, the students-students communication should be emphasized in the turns taking. It seems that the students-centered turn-taking approach can better facilitate the turns exchange and learning process.

In the following part, there will be an analysis of several turn-taking patterns in classroom discourse. The traditional teacher-fronted turn-taking patterns and students-centered turn-taking approach will be analyzed. Es-
especially, there will be a specific focus on the students-centered turn-taking pattern. There is an assumption that this kind of learners-centered turn-taking can reduce learners’ anxiety and enhance the effective turns change during classroom communication and interaction. The written transcripts about students-centered turn-taking will be created and presented in the essay. Besides, there will be a contrast and comparison of traditional teacher-centered turn-taking pattern and students-centered turn-taking pattern, and this can check the efficiency of whether the approach of students-centered turn-taking can better enhance the flow of the classroom interaction and communication.

3. Discussion in Teaching and Learning

If the topic is determined, and the conversation is aroused, the conversational and interactional turn-taking should be taken into consideration. There are variable turn-taking patterns in the classroom discourse. The traditional Q-A-C and Q-C Q-A-C patterns have some certain influence on students’ class performance. In the traditional teacher-fronted classroom, these two traditional turn-taking approaches are widely applied in the classroom teaching. In this part, there is a comparison and contrast between teacher-fronted turns change in EFL classroom and students-centered turns change. Based on the related literature to Q-A-C and Q-C Q-A-C turn taking patterns, it reveals the some certain disadvantages behind the traditional teacher-centered approach. Moreover, on the basis of Zhang’s (2011) study, she proposed that the teaching of turn-taking should absorb the idea of students need to direct the dominate role in the turns exchange process.

In light of the traditional turn-taking patterns, Q-A-C or IRE frequently happens in the daily life conversation as well as the classroom discourse. Example of the teaching of this turn-taking pattern has been given in the previous part. There will be a deep look into this pattern. During this transcript, teacher dominant the class talk. This process can be shown by the following sentences.

Q: How long have you surfed internet each day? (5’)
A: S1: Several hours. (4’)
A: S2: Always.
C: T: Yep. Quite a long time.

In the conversation, teacher elicited the question. However, instead of answering the questions immediately, students replied several seconds later. There another type which is Initiation-Response-Feedback (IRF), and this can be seen from the following example:

I: T: What kind of website have you searched for such long time?
R: S2: Hmm, I often search for sports news. (5’)
R: S3: I, you know, listen to the BBC news every day.
F: T: That’s sounds great. Have you found that listening BBC news brings you any benefits?

In the first teaching of Q-A-C turn-taking, several turns later, teacher is likely to find variable responses. However, in the I-R-F turn-taking, similarly, students do response the questions within several seconds thinking. Then, teacher gives his or her feedback and continues with another question. At the beginning, turns exchange smoothly. However, after several pairs of turn exchange, students got tiered to continue the turns. This is due to the fact that the difficulty level of the questions grows, and students fear of making mistakes and getting negative feedback. Therefore, students became reluctant to make responses. This shows than the teacher-centered teaching of the Q-A-C and I-R-F turn-taking patterns, to some extent, impeding the flow of the classroom talk instead of facilitating it.

The teaching of EFL learners often encounters the turn-taking pattern of Q-C Q-A-C. This kind of turn-taking is also traditionally teacher-centered control of conversation talk. This means teacher still takes the responsibility to arrange the talk. Here is a Q-C Q-A-C turn-taking.

Line 1: S3: Listening BBC news helps me broaden my horizons.

(2’)
Line 2: C: S4: Teacher, what is the meaning of horizon?

(2’)
Line 3: Q: T: Well, Linda, do you know the meaning of this word?

(3’)
Line 4: S5: Hum.

(2’)
Line 5: Q: T: Does anyone have any idea about the meaning of horizon?

(4’)
Line 6: A: S1: Broadening horizons means opening our eyes.

Line 7: C: T: Yap, that’s it. Good job.

From the general view of this process, students still do not take the turns to make responses until they think for a while. Specifically, during students’ discussion, they encountered problem. In line1, they ask questions for teacher to help solve the problem. Instead of answering the question the teacher himself, he directed the question to the student named Linda. At this point, teacher dominated the
talk and allocated the talk to another student. However, Linda did not take the turn to answer the questions. Again, teacher held the dominate role to allocate the question to the whole class. Several seconds later, students came up their ideas eventually. In line 7, teacher made his comments, and the conversation continued. It is similar with the Q-A-C and I-R-F patterns, and Q-C Q-A-C turn-taking pattern in this conversation also is the traditional teacher-fronted. The class talk is managed by teacher. It is evident that teacher restructured the talk through employing a CQ part in the turn-taking process. It is practical to foster the flow of the talk. However, when this process continues, there tend to be a silence during the conversation, even though teacher dominant the talk. This is due to the fact that students feel stressful during the turns exchange process. They encountered language anxiety at this stage. In actual fact, teacher still took the control of making comments, and students tended to feel anxious to make mistakes and get negative feedback. They are pushed by teachers’ power to answer the questions. Similarly, they are afraid of making errors and getting negative comments. Students silence and hesitation to take turns at this process mainly results from language anxiety.

From the analysis of the teaching of turn-taking patterns, it can be concluded that these traditional turns exchange in classroom interaction and conversation, to some extent, blocks the flow of the EFL classroom talk. This can be seen from many studies which reveal that the unequal power in the classroom talking can elicit students’ language anxiety. McHoul (1978) suggests that the allocation of the different speakership in classroom shapes the organization of classroom interaction and communication [19]. In the traditional teacher-fronted classroom, teacher is centered and has the power to manage the flow of the conversation. Students tend to be in an inferior position. In this process, teacher acts as the classroom manager and information provider, and he or she tends to know more than students do. According to Long, this phenomenon is kind of ‘unequal power discourse’ (1983:11). This unequal power in class is the main reason why students encounter language anxiety during the turns-taking process, and this plays a significant part in the failure of EFL turns change. Importantly, students can be the director of the classroom conversation, and take the responsibility to manage the flow the talk. Students should have the right to choose the next speakership, like any students or even the teacher, to continue the turn (McHoul 1978). This students-centered turn-taking in classroom discourse help reduce students’ nervousness, get their more involvement and engage more attention. There is another written transcript which we can find something new about the teaching of turn-taking.

This turn exchange is more students centered.

(1) L9: Mary? ((formally))
(2) T: uh huh?
(3) L9: your input plea// (h huh //huh//huh)//
(4) T: //huh//
(5) L11: // (h huh //huh//huh// huh) <huh>
(6) Q L9: there is this e::h (+) some sort of an idiom you pretend to
(7) pay us and we pretend to work
(8) CQ T: ok. What do you think that could bet (+) do you have any
(9) idea?
(10) L11: do you know what the word pretend means
(11) (+)
(12) T: do /know what the word pretend means
(13) L11: yeah (+) I- I doubt (+) I don't know that see
(14) CQ T: oh ok who - do - does anybody know what the word pretend
(15) means.
(16) L5: //pretend??//
(17) L6: //pretend?//
(18) LB: pret(h)e:nd? ((LB sounds disbelieving))
(19) L7: //pretend??//
(20) A L6: //pretend// to be (+) like you're trying to show something
(21) from
(22) you that u:h
(23) A L9: is not?
(24) A L6:is actually not you
(25) (+)
(26) L11: a::h
(27) L5:pretend
(28) L11: ok
(Nicholls 1993)

From the above mentioned, a general view of the transcript is that the turn-taking process continues smoothly. Specifically, in line 6 and line 7, students aroused the question creatively, instead of the teacher’s dominant role in the class. This disturbing the power imbalance in the traditional EFL classroom talk. In line 1, student directed the turn to teacher. Then, in line 6, students continued dominant talk and raised a new topic. This Q-part breaks down the traditional principles of turn-taking in EFL class where teacher is centered. Then, in line 8, teacher inserted a C-Q part. However, in line 10, interestingly, students self-shifted the topic to teacher. Instead of answering the question instantly, teacher repeated the question and wanted to get response from this student. Without getting the right answer, teacher took the responsibility to insert another C-Q part and allocated the question raised by the former student to the whole class. In the following part,
students provided their own understanding with sounds delivering. From line 15 to line 28, turns exchange happens among students automatically and freely. There was less reluctance to take the turns. Obviously, there is less teacher’ involvement in the following part. It seems that during the student-student communication, turn-taking in class continues smoothly.

4. Conclusions

From the analysis above, the traditional teaching approach of teacher-centered turn-taking pattern tends to impede students’ learning and the flow of the classroom talk. Long regards dominant teacher role as the “predetermined ability to control topic and speaker” (1983: 11). The unequal power allocation in classroom discourse can arouse students’ language anxiety. For ESL students, it is very common that they hesitate to take the turns to express them in class. Many ESL students believe making mistakes in front of the whole class and teacher is kind of shame. Many studies have explored this phenomenon. Worde (1998) reveals that almost one half EFL students encounter language anxiety in variable degrees [20]. That is why the failure of turn-taking always happens. From the analysis of the patterns of the turn-taking, the traditional ones are teacher-fronted classroom talk, and this kind of interaction and communication does not go smoothly. During the classroom process, students are more likely to feel stressful. In contrast, when students are put in the central role of the classroom talking, especially when there is the student-student communication, the conversation continues naturally and smoothly. In the last written transcript, even though teacher plays the C-Q part, the teacher’s role in this process is not so strong and explicit. This, to some extent, helps decrease students’ language anxiety. In conclusion, the key factor of solving the problems embedded in the turn-taking process in EFL classroom is to reduce the students’ language anxiety and let students, instead of teacher, be the power to manage the flow of the talking.
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ABSTRACT

Student evaluation in the new era should be rooted in the educational macro background of "cultivating people by virtue" and comply with the overall policy orientation of educational evaluation reform. This research focuses on the construction and implementation of value-added evaluation system. Combined with the characteristics of vocational school students, this paper constructs a four-level index system and refines the student evaluation standards. The evaluation subjects are students, head teachers, teachers, parents and enterprise managers. Through the development of the related APP, it is convenient for each evaluation subject to input information, and finally use K-line chart to visually present the change process of the appreciation in students' literacy. A value-added evaluation system with strong timeliness, objectivity, motivation and operability is constructed.

1. Introduction

Student evaluation in the new era should be rooted in the educational macro background of "cultivating people by virtue" and conform to the overall policy orientation of educational evaluation reform. The reform of educational evaluation is an important content to promote the construction of high-quality talent training system in the new era. The evaluation of students is an important part of the overall reform system of educational evaluation, and it is also the focus of the general concern of the society. The reform of student evaluation method is imminent, which has become the most critical and core field in the process of the current educational reform and development. In this process, how to carry out student evaluation and realize the increase in value of students' growth is a top priority and a more difficult problem.

2. Research Background

2.1 Background of the Times

At present, the world is undergoing profound changes unseen in a century, and China has embarked on a new journey to build a modern socialist country in an all-round way. Education evaluation is related to the high-quality development of education. What kind of evaluation baton there is, there is what kind of school-running orientation. In 2020, the CPC Central Committee and The State Council issued the "Overall Plan for Deepening the Reform of Educational Evaluation in the New Era" ("Overall Plan" for short), marking that the reform of China's educational evaluation system in the new era has entered a new stage from partial reform to overall reform. "Overall plan" proposed to establish a correct employment orientation. We should reverse the employment orientation of "only
famous universities" and "only educational background", and establish a talent use mechanism that is guided by moral character and ability and targeted at job demand. The "overall Plan" adheres to the problem orientation, starts with the concerns of the Party Central Committee, the people and the society, and advances the reform of key areas of education evaluation to achieve substantial breakthroughs. Adhere to scientific and effective method, improve the result evaluation, strengthen the process of evaluation, explore value-added evaluation, perfect comprehensive evaluation, make full use of information technology, and improve the scientific, professional and objective nature of educational evaluation. For the first time, "value-added evaluation" was advocated and promoted in the central policy documents [1].

2.2 Vocational Education Background

In April 2021, at the National Vocational Education Conference, General Secretary Xi Jinping made important instructions on vocational education that vocational education should develop towards high quality and cultivate hundreds of millions of high-quality technical talents, skilled craftsmen and Great Country Craftsman. The Implementation Plan of National Vocational Education Reform proposes to establish and improve a perfect evaluation, supervision and evaluation system of vocational education quality, emphasizing the establishment of a vocational education quality evaluation system centering on learners' professional ethics, technical skills and employment quality. In the context of the establishment of a modern vocational education system, some vocational school students choose to participate in the higher education, and some students choose employment. It is found that the existing student evaluation model of secondary vocational schools is basically based on the traditional academic evaluation model of ordinary schools, and the academic performance is evaluated according to the examination results of each subject, except that there are some skill rating or skill testing related to specialty and work. Moral education evaluation is the head teacher's "scoring" according to the students' daily performance, but this "scoring" lacks the corresponding standards, process, empirical data and information support, resulting in the relatively common distortion phenomenon of "scoring". Whether secondary vocational schools can train the students to become self-supporting workers, and then become technical talents, become the physical fitness, healthy personality, mental health, moral, intellectual, physical, aesthetic and labor all-round development of the socialist builders and successors, will be an important basis to measure the value-added results of vocational education. Value-added evaluation is especially suitable for the types and characteristics of vocational education and the actual situation of students [2].

2.3 School Background

Our school is a national model secondary vocational school, and the school is committed to the development of education and teaching connotation. In terms of evaluation research our school has a certain basis, "multiple quantitative evaluation research and model construction of secondary vocational school students majoring in numerical control technology", "reform pilot of the implementation of grade point evaluation system in secondary vocational schools", "teaching quality evaluation research of the major of secondary vocational accounting" and other scientific research projects have been concluded. The multivariate quantitative evaluation model established by our school has "four evaluation subjects" and "three ability indicators", and finally "one score" will be given to students, which gives students a comprehensive evaluation based on the ranking of students' score in the class, grade or major. This evaluation model has changed the traditional evaluation method of "one examination to determine the merits and disadvantages", realized the multiple evaluation subjects, and paid attention to the process management. The project of reform pilot of the implementation of grade point evaluation system in secondary vocational schools will focus on the evaluation of students' academic performance, use credit grade point evaluation system for student course learning, professional qualification, skills contest, and enterprise practice to conducted a comprehensive evaluation, and determine whether a student has reached the standards of graduation, employment and entering a higher school. The current evaluation system can be used to assign a value to students' academic level or moral quality by "scoring", but it cannot play the "value-added" function of evaluation and cannot better reflect the longitudinal development and change process of students. Therefore, it is necessary to conduct in-depth research on the original basis and build a value-added evaluation index system [3].

3. Research Value

3.1 Theoretical Value

The value-added evaluation index system for "comprehensive development" as the guiding ideology, based on the evaluation of students' core quality, the evaluation process made it from the "tools" to "humanistic", from "single" to "pluralism", from "assigning a value" to "value-added", from the transformation of "speculation" to
"positive", and highlighted the value concept of "Humanistic Development". The series of theoretical achievements can provide reference for vocational education evaluation.

3.2 Practical Value

Taking Chongqing Education Management School as the pilot school, this project conducts action research from the aspects of the construction of value-added evaluation index system, the implementation of value-added evaluation, the establishment of database and APP development. It provides practical experience for students’ all-round development and personalized growth, diagnosis and reform of school education [4].

4. Definition of Core Concepts

4.1 Vocational School

It refers to all kinds of vocational schools offering full-time vocational education, mainly recruiting junior and senior high school graduates or those with the same educational level. The basic schooling system is mainly three years. It is to train high-quality workers and skilled personnel who have all-round development of morality, intelligence, physique, art and labor and have comprehensive professional abilities to work in the front line of production and service [5].

4.2 Value-added Evaluation

China's value-added evaluation research originated from the West. The American Comprehensive Education Reform Act was enacted in 1983. Sanders and Robert McLean began a preliminary exploration of value-added evaluation. In 1988, the Tennessee Department of Education formed the Education Improvement Act, and value-added evaluation became the legal method for evaluating students, teachers, and schools in the state. Since the end of 1980s, China has carried out value-added evaluation reform in Hong Kong, Shanghai and Suzhou.

In this paper, the definition of value-added evaluation is quoted from The introduction of School Value-added Evaluation Model by Lai Han of Chongqing Institute of Education Evaluation: School value-added evaluation is by tracking research, the method of tracking students over a period of time, and the changes of their scores at different time, and through the establishment of multilevel analysis model, separate school uncontrollable factors such as demographic factors, students' family background, school students quality, etc. from the influence on student achievement, and separately investigate the "net effect" of the impact on student achievement from school, so as to achieve a more accurate evaluation of school effectiveness [6].

Domestic scholars Zhang Liang, Zhang Zhenhong and Miao Heming discussed two viewpoints on the connotation of value-added evaluation in the paper School Value-added Evaluation Strategy and Implementation Suggestions: one refers to the evaluation of students' academic progress, namely "achievement theory"; the other is the evaluation of all aspects of the quality of students, such as the degree of intellectual, social and emotional development, that is, the "comprehensive view". This study supports the second view. Citing the views of scholars such as Zhang Liang, the connotation of value-added evaluation is interpreted as follows: First, the content index of value-added evaluation has realized the transformation from the narrow changes in grades to the improvement of students' quality in all aspects. Second, "value added evaluation" is a concept. It attaches importance to the overall development of students' quality, reflects the process of students' development, and takes into account the differences of students, so it is a more comprehensive, scientific and desirable view. Third, "adding value" is a standard. The measure of school effectiveness is basically the value-added development of school education on students. Fourth, adding value is a method. One is the remainder of the comparison between the observed value and the predicted value; the other is the extent of the progress of students' own achievements [7].

4.3 System

"System" is a whole of similar things in accordance with a certain law and a specific connection. "Evaluation system" can be defined as a whole composed of evaluation content. The "value-added evaluation system" in this paper is an evaluation system guided by the value-added evaluation theory, which takes "human" development as the essence and records the growth and development of students in a comprehensive, truthful and dynamic way.

5. The Research Content

5.1 Study and Research on Value-added Evaluation Theory

Citespace software is used to analyze and summarize the collected literature to form a literature review of value-added evaluation, and then deeply study and research the theory of value-added evaluation.

5.2 Construction of Value-added Evaluation Index System for Vocational School Students

The value-added evaluation index system is constructed
with the three aspects of "cultural foundation, independent development and social participation" as the first level index system, and the six qualities of "cultural deposits, scientific spirit, learning to learn, healthy life, responsibility and practice innovation" as the second level index system, and the eighteen basic points of "Humanity accumulation, human feelings, aesthetic temperament and interest, rational thinking, critical questions, having the courage to explore, willing to learn and good at learning, diligent in reflection, the information consciousness, cherishing life, healthy personality, self-management, social responsibility, national identity, international understanding, labor consciousness, problem solving, technology application" as the third level evaluation index system. Combined with the characteristics of vocational education, this study refined the fourth level quantitative indicators, and assigned the values according to the fifth level scale method to form a scientific and rigorous value-added evaluation index system [8].

The evaluation subjects of this system are students, homeroom teachers, teachers, parents and enterprise managers.

The evaluation system has four characteristics: first, it is timeliness, which can evaluate students at any time and observe the "value-added" changes of students' various aspects of literacy, so as to provide a basis for students' development and education diagnosis and reform; Second, strong objectivity. All of the students' performance or behavior at any time will be recorded, which is objective and fair; Third, strong incentive. Students can see the vertical changes of their own scores, can also compare with others, which can stimulate the internal motivation of students; Fourth, it is highly operable. Any evaluation subject can input data through the port, the system will automatically calculate the score, and the "K" graph can be seen directly using the APP.

5.3 The Formulation and Implementation of Value-added Evaluation Individualized Program

Study the formulation of educational evaluation program and the design of implementation plan and implementation scale. According to the five different subjects of evaluation such as students, teachers, head teachers, parents and enterprise managers set up working groups, respectively focus on the evaluation program and a variety of evaluation questionnaire of the different groups, collect data through the method of observation, live recording, test method, questionnaire survey method and other methods, through the port enter the data into the database and the APP of students' growth, and regularly record the data in the student's personal growth portfolio.

5.4 Development of Value-added Evaluation Database System and Value-added Evaluation APP

In today's era of big data, with "artificial intelligence + education", it is convenient to collect, sort out, process and use student evaluation information. Value-added evaluation is an evaluation method based on big data collection and sorting. In order to make data processing more scientific and accurate, this study uses information technology to develop a database system whose content matches the four levels of the value-added evaluation index system. The APP sets a port to connect to the database, and the input end of each evaluation subject is opened. The collected growth data of students can be generated into a K-line graph, which can intuitively and conveniently present the changing course of students' literacy.

5.5 Data Analysis and Conclusion Study of Value-added Evaluation

Analyse and compare the data results of the pre-test, stage test and post-test of the evaluated students, verify the data through the value-added evaluation model, write the research report, and draw a research conclusion.

6. Research Ideas

This study conducts specific research according to the basic idea of "review of theoretical and practical results -- analysis of current situation -- construction of evaluation index system -- formulation and implementation of evaluation plan -- research and development of database and APP -- operation adjustment -- research conclusion". Through investigation, the evaluation status of secondary vocational schools was understood, and Citespace software was used to sort out the related literature on value-added evaluation theory and the development of Chinese students' core literacy. The key point of this study is to explore the value-added evaluation index system on the basis of the existing "431" multiple quantitative evaluation model and the evaluation project of the grade point system. The system can be demonstrated by experts and tested in pilot schools before implementation. After
correction and adjustment, the database system and value-added evaluation APP are developed. Finally, the system enters the implementation stage to form a value-added evaluation index system with perfect value added.

Figure 2. Research Ideas

7. Research Methods

7.1 The Literature Research Method

The literature research method is a research method that collects and reads a large number of relevant literature, logically processes and inferences the literature according to the needs of the research topic, and makes it meet the needs for the research and demonstrations. In this study, professional software was used to conduct quantitative and visual analysis of the effective literature after strict screening, seeking useful theoretical support and technical guidance for this project.

7.2 Questionnaire Method

(1) Investigate the quality requirements of the enterprise industry for employees in the aspects of humanistic background, scientific spirit, learning to learn, healthy life, responsibility, practice and innovation.

(2) Investigate the existing evaluation models of relevant secondary vocational schools, analyze the pros and cons, and provide an empirical prototype for this research.

7.3 Action Research Method

Action research method is a method adapted to conduct the research on the work and practice of practical workers in the social field. This topic tries to build a value-added evaluation system to solve the problem of moral education evaluation. In order to make the evaluation system feasible and effective, we must participate in the actual work of moral education evaluation in schools. Find problems in practice, adjust and revise the evaluation index system in reflection, further improve the database system and the evaluation APP, so as to continuously push forward the whole research project.

8. Expected Research Results

A. Value-added Evaluation Index System for Vocational School Students;

B. Value-added Evaluation Implementation Plan and Scale for Vocational School Students;

C. Value-added Evaluation Database System for Vocational School Students;

D. Value-added Evaluation APP software for Vocational School Students;
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ABSTRACT

Machiavelli, a famous Italian politician, stated that as long as the final aim is proper, a king can use whatever means despicable in order to achieve the supreme position. His thought is summed up as Machiavellianism later. His point of view fits into the dominion strategy of Feudal Chinese Emperor, which can be concluded as confucianism and legalism. Through the analysis of Machiavellianism from the oriental perspective, we find that the art of imperial rule whether western or eastern happen to share the same view. Through out the history of ancient China, analogous to Machiavellianism, Legalism had been proved useful in rule since early. Moreover, different from the west, Chinese dominator used confucianism ethics on the surface for morale, and applied legalism in practice.

"Machiavelli's exposition in The Prince freed political theoretical views from morality, and took power as the basis of law, thereby turning the basis of politics from morality to power."
-Karl Marx

1. Political Reform--Machiavellianism

In the history of political science in Europe, starting from Aristotle, politics has been considered as a branch of ethics, which is the practice of ethics.

In reality, politics has always been treacherous and callous, especially in Italy. But in theory, scholars always describe politics as something solemn and sacred, requiring politicians to pursue purity in perspective of morality. As if politicians can govern the country as well as long as they cultivate good morals without considering political reality. This kind of argument is a bit similar to what Confucianism calls "sageliness within and kingliness without".

Machiavelli changed this tradition. He separated ethics and politics upholding a cruel spirit of realism, and developed political science into an independent discipline. Instead of what the ideal king should do, he only discussed what the monarch in the real world should do.

In the political theory of the Middle Ages, dominion is seen as "blessing from God", that is, "Divine Right of Kings", which means that the king's power of ruling the secular country comes from God's permission. This custom has a profound relationship with the doctrine of Christianity. It is clearly stated in the Bible that "all secular rule comes from God." This is why in the medieval Christian world, the king must be crowned by the pope. Because the king must be authorized by God before achieving secular dominion. Moreover, authorization can only be implemented by the pope---God's agent in the sec-
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ular world.

By the time of Machiavelli, with the development of Renaissance and the prosperity of commerce in the Italian states, it was difficult for the statement like "Divine Right of Kings" to convince the public, especially the wealthy and prominent clans who developed by means of industry and commerce during the Renaissance, such as Medici which Machiavelli depended on. These clans were particularly dissatisfied with this serious of political theories. The reason is simple—the church has completely monopolized the authorization of secular rule, so that the burgeoning families cannot obtain the rule that matched up with their strength. Therefore, as a theorist, Machiavelli completely overthrew the statement of "Divine Right of Kings" in his works, and proposed that the dominion should be obtained only through power. In Machiavelli’s own words, the study of right to rule should not chase the “illusion”, that is, the authorization of God, but “the real essence”, which refers to power, in particular, refers to the military power mastered by an individual [1].

In this serious of new theory, elements including morality, tradition, and religious piety etc. which directly affect whether a person can achieve the right to rule, in Machiavelli’s view, only have practical significance. That is to say, one should observe moral rule, traditions and religions, when these are useful for a king to gain real power. Nonetheless, once such observance weakens king’s power and threatens his rule, then these constraints should be discarded. This is why there are mountains of descriptions of conspiracies and tricks in The Prince. The starting point is that Machiavelli believes that power is the only source of dominion, while the means used by the king is an application of this power [2].

The starting point of The Prince is that people are evil at birth, so what he advocates is not kingcraft but arbitrariness, which is a bit like legalism of ancient China. Machiavelli believes that it is better to be feared than to be respected and loved. But sometimes it is necessary to convince the people that the monarch is a person combines of all kinds of virtues in one. That is to say, the ruler should behave humanely and clemently as well as pretend to love the people as his children. For this reason, on the one hand, people should be punished by others rather than monarch himself. Moreover, in the end, the atrocity can be blamed on others and the king would find scapegoats to avoid being condemned as tyrant. On the other hand, benefits should be personally granted. In summary, give people favor bit by bit, so that he will look forward to more; give people a blow fatally, so that there is no possibility to revenge. The monarch should usually keep silent, pretend to be indifferent to anything, and avoid being pried into the heart. But the monarch, in turn, should know his own subordinates well, be able to manipulate them at any time, and use the power of killing if needed. Machiavelli believed that the monarch should absolutely control a well-equipped army.

In addition, the prince must never trust anyone, never confide his sincerity to others in order to maintain the supreme position, and never tie his destiny to others. All people should be suspected. Henchmen should be organized to spy on them secretly. Besides, the prince should bother to organize groups to exclude dissidents, and set up different jobs to restrain each other. In short, in order to protect the position of supremacy, any means are acceptable.

Machiavelli discussed is political strategy on the basis that human beings are stupid, always have endless desires and expanding ambitions; they are always pursuing advantages and avoiding disadvantage. People’s occasionally doing good deeds are seen as an approach to gain fame and profit. People have the natural instinct to submit to power. What the monarch needs is cruelty, not love. Man should be cruel like a lion and treacherous like a fox. The monarch may as well take evil habits as usual, and don’t worry about being blamed for cruel behavior. Compassion is dangerous, and human love can even destroy the country. As long as the final aim is proper, you can use whatever means despicable in order to achieve a noble purpose [3].

He abandoned the medieval scholastic philosophy and dogmatic method of reasoning started from human nature rather than Bible and God, and studied social and political issues based on historical facts and personal experience. He regarded politics as a practical discipline, distinguished politics from ethics, and regarded the nation as a purely power organization.

His theory of the state is based on the theory of evil nature. He believes that people are selfish, and power-and-reputation-oriented. Therefore, there are often fierce fights between people. In order to prevent the endless combats between human beings, the country emerges as the times require, enacting laws, restraining evil, and establishing order. The country is the product of human evil.

So as mentioned above, Machiavelli’s The Prince is a book that teaches people, to be precise, rulers, elites, monarchs, and civilians who have the ambition to become leaders of the country, how to better govern the country. On this basis, any method can be used as long as it isfurther to the country and the happiness of people. This is the core of Machiavelli’s ideology, that is, using unscrupulous means to achieve goals.
2. Machiavelli's Personal Portrait -- Birth of The Prince

Only by living in a chaotic society and experiencing the cruel official career can he wrote such classic The Prince. The era he lived was the end of the Renaissance that originated in Italy, but Italy was still in a state of disunity. Therefore, from his own perspective, Machiavelli strongly advocated ending the state of division and establishing a strong centralized state, so that the great majority of Italian people, including Machiavelli himself, can live a happy life.

To achieve extraordinary accomplishment, what you need are remarkable people, using unusual means. In fact, it is commonwealth that Machiavelli really yearns for. But for the sake of unity of Italy, under the circumstances at the time, great cause had to be done by a strongman. Machiavelli was willing to give counsel to such a person, which coincided with the hundred schools of thought in the Warring States period.

Machiavelli had high hopes for Cesare Borgia, and later for Lorenzo de’ Medici--heir to the Medici family, for whom The Prince was created, hoping to get his family’s favor. But Lorenzo also died soon. As Russell pointed out in A History of Western Philosophy: "It is true that there are many points in his thought that really need to be criticized as that of most ancient politicians, some parts are superficial." [4]

But these points are nothing but the performance of his time. In the final analysis, it was the time that created Machiavelli’s ideas.

3. Oriental Perspective--Confucianism and Legalism in Feudal China

In the distant eastern countries, as early as The Spring and Autumn and the warring states period, the morality opposed by The Prince in the political field has been denied in practice.

The last politician who governed the country with moralism was the famous Duke Xiang of Song--- one of the Five Hegemons of the Spring and Autumn period.

During the battle of Hong River, the army of Song vassal state had already arranged array, while the army of vassal state of Chu just began to cross the Hong River from the other side. The Prince Muyi suggested attacking the enemies when half of the army of vassal state of Chu crossed the river so they could defeat the enemy army in a run-off. However, Duke Xiang of Song said, "We are the army of justice. How can we do this?" He insisted on waiting for the army of vassal state of Chu. After the army of vassal state of Chu crossed the river, another minister, Gongsun Gu, persuaded Duke Xiang of Song to attack the enemy while the hostile force was not ready. Duke Xiang of Song still stuck to benevolence and refused to start first. It was until the army of vassal state of Chu was arrayed that Duke Xiang of Song waged the war against the enemy. As a result, naturally, the army of vassal state of Song was no match for the army of vassal state of Chu, which was beaten to pieces. Duke Xiang of Song himself was hit in the thigh, fleeing back to vassal state of Song destructively [5].

Although Duke Xiang of Song has been ridiculed by people for thousands of years, what Duke Xiang of Song embodied are nothing else than the ancient etiquette, virtue and morality. Despite the small scale of the battle of Hong River, it is one of the signs for propriety disintegration in the Spring and Autumn and the warring states period. Since then, there’s no vassal state adhering to the ancient etiquette any more. The mode of operation coming down from the Shang and Zhou Dynasties --beating a drum after arranging array, has been completely replaced by a more agile combat method that pays attention to strategy since the war.

Among the thinkers of the "Axis Age", Confucius and Mencius called for Rites of the Zhou as well as righteousness and virtue, but no country dared to try to govern the nation with justice and morality.

However, a group of legalists, including Shen Dao, Shen Buhai, Shang Yang, and Han Fei Tzu, put forward a realistic strategy of ruling the country similar to that of The Prince. Han Fei Tzu summarized his theory of governance to "shi"--power, "fa"--regulation and "shu"--method. He added that a king’s calamity lies in being credulous. Once the king trusts others, he will be controlled. He advocated strongly that being too kindhearted is forbidden for a prince. If not, regulations will be difficult to establish and it’s hard to generalize and apply laws. Moreover, laws should be promulgated to the people. While strategy should be hindered in king’s mind, using to control the officials in secret [6]. In the end, the State of Qin, which implemented the legalism, unified the six vassal states.

In the following history--July 626 AD, Li Shih-Min launched a mutiny at Xuanwumen, shooting his brother and prince Li Jiancheng to death. His younger brother Li Yuanji also died in this mutiny. In order to remove the source of the trouble, he killed all the children of Li Jiancheng and Li Yuanji. At the end, he obtained the throne of the empire and through this foul method. But after that, he worked hard to rule and created Golden Years of Zheng-Guan for the Tang Dynasty, becoming famous Emperor Taizong of Tang in the history. The example is enough to prove that no matter how cruel the methods a king uses in
the eyes of others, as long as he is able to defeat the enemy and obtain the throne, any strategy are acceptable and excusable. The ethical tragedy that he killed his close kin has faded to "war for winning tomorrow". Similarly, there is Emperor Yongle--Zhu Di who launched the campaign of Jingnan and seized the throne of his nephew.

However, it is impossible to govern the country solely by legalism. The Qin Dynasty ended in the second emperor’s hand for the sake of the bloody, violent rule.

People always take it for granted that history advances in the dialectical cycle like "positive-negative-combination". In the Han Dynasty, on the one hand, the rulers adopted Confucianism to decorate their governing strategy. On the other hand, they continued to rule the country by legalism in practice--that is, confucianism within and legalism without.

The well-known scholar Qin Hui believes that "China has a political tradition of "confucianism without and Legalism within". Using confucianism ethics on the surface for morale, and applying legalism in practice. To be precise, the ruler carry out both etiquette and law at the same time. Outwardly the prince raves about justice and morality, while practicing legalism in fact, which fits neatly into what Machiavelli advocates: "The monarch does not necessarily have to possess all the qualities that are considered good, but it is indeed necessary for him to be considered that he has all the qualities mentioned above in people’s eyes."

There is also an interesting case in the Han Dynasty: Wang Mang.

Before and even during the early days of Wang Mang's accession to the throne, he won the devout support of almost the entire elite class of Confucian scholars. All the words and deeds of Wang Mang corresponded to Confucian standards, which is the sole example in Chinese history. Wang Mang was regarded as the "new saint" after Confucius. From the era of Confucius to the end of Han Dynasty, only Wang Mang has verily completed the individual fulfillment road in the sense of Confucian from cultivating the self, regulating the family, governing the state to leading the world to peace. All his reform measures were extracted from the Confucian doctrine, and corresponded to the mainstream Confucian ideas at that time, which were policy of benevolence in the real sense. But things go contrary to his wishes. What the Confucian sages said were ill-timed in terms of specific policies. In the end, Wang Mang died and the country was destroyed.

4. Conclusions

The Prince is a book written by Machiavelli based on his political experience, focusing on the political situation in Italy in the sixteenth century. He identified some fundamental general principles about human life from the time he lived in, which are still applicable today. As long as humanity remains the same, the power tactics described in The Prince will not be invalidated, and this book will never fade into history.
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ABSTRACT

Oil and gas storage and transportation safety courses are very important in oil and gas storage and transportation engineering. With the ideological and political construction of the course in the new period, the mode of professional knowledge teaching cannot meet the teaching requirements. The teaching team has been practicing in the course for many years. By inserting typical characters, typical projects, national policies and industry trends into the course, students' patriotism, academic confidence and environmental protection awareness have been cultivated, and remarkable results have been achieved. At the same time, it can provide some reference for the ideological and political education of engineering majors.

1. Introduction

With the frequent occurrence of oil and gas pipeline accidents in recent years, petroleum universities pay more and more attention to the teaching quality of oil and gas storage and transportation engineering safety courses. In order to adapt to the change of the actual form, many petroleum colleges and universities have carried out different degrees of teaching reform [1,2]. Oil and gas storage and transportation safety courses mainly include Strength Design and Safety Management of Oil and gas Storage and Transportation Facilities and Elastic-Plastic Mechanics, etc. Strength Design and Safety Management of Oil and gas Storage and Transportation Facilities is mainly a course for undergraduates, which focuses on allowing students to understand the calculation method of strength of storage and transportation facilities and master each step of integrity management. Elastic-Plastic Mechanics is a theoretical course for graduate students, focusing on cultivating students' ability to use elastoplastic mechanics knowledge to solve practical engineering problems. These safety courses are of great significance for training storage and transportation professionals.

In 2016, General Secretary Xi Jinping stressed that ideological and political work should run through the whole process of education and teaching and create a new pattern for the development of higher education in China at the National Conference on Ideological and Political Work in Colleges and Universities [3]. In 2017, the report to the 19th National Congress of the Communist Party of China (CPC) also clearly pointed out that the fundamental task of cultivating moral education and cultivating people should be carried out to train socialist builders and successors with all-round moral, intellectual, physical and aes-
thet in the new era. In 2018, General Secretary Xi Jinping delivered an important speech at the seminar of teachers and students of Peking University, in which he pointed out that China needs to further strengthen the reform of higher education. In 2020, the Ministry of Education issued the Guidelines for Ideological and Political Construction of Higher Education Courses, requiring ideological and political education to be integrated into the personnel training system, especially to comprehensively promote ideological and political education in higher education institutions and improve the quality of personnel in higher education institutions [4]. In the following national Education conference, General Secretary Xi Jinping emphasized the integration of "enhance morality, foster talents" into all aspects of school education [5]. Ideological and political education is one of the important measures taken by a large number of colleges and universities in response to the call of the state, as well as an important measure of educational reform in the new era. Ideological and Political courses will integrate ideological and political education into all disciplines, in teaching student’s professional knowledge at the same time to expand students' social and political vision, guide students to accept positive socialist political thought and excellent traditional virtues of the Chinese nation, so as to cultivate students into high-quality talents in the new era [6].

The safety courses of oil and gas storage and transportation engineering are so professional that the traditional ideological and political education courses are easy to produce "two layers" phenomenon when integrated into such classes, which may waste lot of teaching resources. Therefore, it is necessary to carry out appropriate curriculum reform to make ideological and political education efficiently integrated into the safety courses of oil and gas storage and transportation engineering [7].

2. Course Status

Take Strength Design and Safety Management of Oil and gas Storage and Transportation Facilities and Elastic-Plastic mechanics as examples. Strength Design and Integrity Management of Oil and Gas Storage and Transportation Facilities first carried out substantive teaching reform, which was combined by Pipeline and Tank Strength and Safety and Integrity Management of Oil and Gas Storage and Transportation Facilities, involving huge content and extensive knowledge. With the large-scale construction of national storage and transportation facilities such as pipelines and tanks, many old standards and methods are no longer applicable and students need to be introduced to the latest standards and specifications related to their majors. Because oil and gas storage and transportation are a very large and complex system, and pipeline accidents occur frequently in recent years. The integrity system of pipeline and storage tank has been paid more and more attention. After the merger, the new curriculum includes a unique training program designed to improve students' practical application of the knowledge they have learned. Compared with previous courses, this course reduces the proportion of traditional closed-book exams, and pays more attention to the examination of master students' practical training projects, so as to continuously improve students' ability to understand, master and use knowledge.

Elastic-Plastic Mechanics is a theoretical mechanics course. As a branch of solid mechanics, it is a course specializing in the study of the stress, strain and displacement of deforming solid under the action of external factors (temperature, pressure, etc.) and their distribution laws. It is a great challenge for teachers to instruct this course to non-mechanics students. In recent years, this course is also trying to carry out teaching reform. In order to better get close to the oil and gas industry in the teaching, many classic cases are integrated into the classroom. A large number of cases are analyzed by elastoplastic mechanics knowledge so that students can connect the knowledge with the actual. Currently, there is no elastoplastic mechanics textbook suitable for the oil and gas industry. The teaching team combines years of teaching experience to compile the elastoplastic mechanics textbook. The textbook focuses on theoretical explanations and combines knowledge of the oil and gas industry with the aim of teaching students’ basic theories, and then students can improve their ability to use knowledge through practical cases in the book.

3. The Dilemma of Ideological and Political Teaching

At present, the ideological and political education courses of the university are still mainly taught by teachers from the School of Marxism. In the undergraduate stage, there are Ideological and Moral Cultivation and Legal Foundation, Introduction to the Basic Principles of Marxism, Outline of Modern Chinese History and Introduction to Mao Zedong Thought and Socialism with Chinese Characteristics. For graduate students, there are courses such as Research on theory and Practice of Socialism with Chinese Characteristics and Dialectics of Nature. These courses focus on ideological and political education for students, but they focus on the theory and system of knowledge in the teaching, and the memory of knowledge points in the exam, resulting in many students’ mind wandering in class and reciting before the exam.
Obviously, this teaching method cannot meet the increasingly important ideological and political education objectives. In response to this phenomenon, many colleges and universities have carried out corresponding teaching reforms, such as "smart classroom", "flipped classroom" and other new teaching methods. These innovative teaching methods break the traditional classroom teaching mode and improve the quality of teaching. However, due to the large classroom teaching, students of different majors are in the same classroom, ideological and political education is difficult to involve students' own field, cannot fully mobilize students' enthusiasm in the classroom, and reduce the quality of ideological and political education classroom.

The quality of ideological and political education can be improved by conducting ideological and political education to students by teachers of this major. However, too much ideological and political education will obviously occupy the time of many specialized courses, resulting in the deterioration of the teaching quality of specialized courses. In the teaching process, because the ideological and political education content is relatively easy to learn, it is easy to lead to students' weariness of more difficult knowledge points.

4. Attempt and Exploration of Curriculum Reform

In the new era, it is extremely urgent to integrate ideological and political education into the whole teaching process in order to carry out the two major educational tasks of "cultivating moral characters" and "cultivating socialist builders and successors". China University of Petroleum (Beijing), as a domestic petroleum institution of higher learning, has explored an ideological and political education curriculum reform suitable for oil and gas storage and transportation safety courses.

4.1 Introduce the Patriotic Story of Oil Workers

It is very important for teachers to give students an impression at the beginning of the course. At the beginning of the course, introducing the patriotic story of the famous oil workers can enhance students' recognition of the course and even professional pride. Therefore, the early design of the course requires teachers to vividly introduce the patriotic story of the oil men to students.

From "iron man" Jinxi Wang, to "new era iron man" Qimin Wang, and then to "Daqing new iron man" Xinmin Li, there have been three generations of "oil iron men" in China's oil industry. Jinxi Wang, as the first generation of "iron man", people are most familiar with a sentence is "would rather live less than 20 years, try hard to win the big oil field". Iron man was the title given to Wang Jinxi by the society at that time. From an ordinary worker to a well-known oil man in China and even the world, he has devoted his whole life to the development of China's oil industry and is a national hero who shares the country's worries. His "iron man spirit" has inspired generations of oil workers. Qimin Wang, as the second generation of "iron man", took base in Daqing Oilfield and put forward the "efficient water injection production method", a new method to stabilize oil production in the middle and low water cut stage. He took 10 years to find out the method of stabilizing and increasing production in Daqing oilfield. After 7 years, Daqing oilfield increased more than 20 geological reserves. After a series of attempt and exploration, Daqing oilfield had maintained a stable production of 50 million tons for 27 years. Qimin Wang has given a new connotation to the "iron man spirit". Xinmin Li, as the third generation of "Iron man", introduced China's drilling team to the world. From the expedition in Sudan to Iraq, Xinmin Li created a new name card of "Iron Man" drilling. Xinmin Li let the image of "Iron Man" show a new era style and spiritual temperament.

The introduction of the three generations of oil "iron man" in the course, while carrying forward the "iron man spirit", can deeply infect students, give students a spiritual impact and improve students' political sentiment in the study of professional courses. At the same time, it also stimulates students' fighting spirit to fight for the oil industry, the motherland and the national rejuvenation, and increases students' motivation to learn professional knowledge.

4.2 Cultivate Students' Academic Confidence

In the process of teaching, teachers let students gradually feel the charm of the subject and cultivate students' academic confidence is also an important goal of the course ideological and political. Oil and gas storage and transportation engineering safety courses as an important content of oil and gas storage and transportation engineering safety is an extremely important part of oil and gas storage and transportation engineering. Oil and gas storage and transportation safety includes essential safety, public safety and supply security, and any link problems will lead to very serious consequences. Materials and load factors of pipeline system will cause structural failure of the pipeline due to defects. The nature of oil and gas storage and transportation cannot be guaranteed. Because piping systems inevitably appear Because of inevitable appearance of pipeline system in human living areas, or some ecologically fragile areas, when the essential safety
of the pipeline system is in question, it is easy to cause some disasters, and pose a threat to public safety. At the same time, accidents in the pipeline system may cause the problem of shutdown, leading to some phenomena such as "gas shortage" and "oil shortage", which pose a threat to the supply security. Especially in "gas shortage" and "oil shortage", which pose a threat to the public supply security. In particular, the "gas shortage" and "oil shortage" problems, which pose a threat to the national energy security, can be solved by introducing these famous projects to students, such as Central Asia oil and gas pipeline, China-Russia crude oil pipeline, China-Myanmar oil and gas pipeline and the China-Russian eastern natural gas pipeline. From this accident, the China-Myanmar oil and gas pipeline has created a new energy channel for China, so that China's energy security has been further improved. From the political point of view, the China-Myanmar oil and gas pipeline is not only an ordinary oil and gas pipeline project, but also an important achievement and crystallization of the establishment of diplomatic relations between China and Myanmar for 60 years. The project is mutually beneficial to the people of both countries and has been highly valued by the leaders of both countries. It is also one of the most representative projects in the oil and gas storage and transportation industry. The China-Russian eastern natural gas pipeline adopts the pipe diameter of 1422mm, the high-grade steel of X80 and the operating pressure of 12 MPA, which represents the highest technical level of oil and gas pipelines in China. The China-Russian eastern natural gas pipeline is also an important part of China's four strategic oil and gas channels. It is a major oil and gas pipeline project of strategic significance, which further guarantees China's energy security. By introducing these famous projects in the course, students can have a deeper understanding of their major, feel the process of knowledge transforming into practice, and cultivate their academic confidence, and be confident that what they have learned can have a great potential in engineering.

4.3 Transmit the Concept of Environmental Protection

The transmission of environmental protection concept in the course is based on two aspects. One is the macro national policy and industry development trend. The other is the oil and gas pipeline industry accident cases. In terms of national policies, China highly values ecological and environmental protection. Guided by the conviction that lucid waters and lush mountains are invaluable assets, the country advocates harmonious coexistence between humans and nature, and sticks to the path of green and sustainable development. At present, China's national energy structure is transforming to low carbon. Carbon dioxide emissions will reach the peak in 2030 and achieve carbon neutrality in 2060. Oil and natural gas plays a pivotal role in the energy transition. China's oil and gas storage and transportation facilities are constantly developing to high quality. In the process of high-quality development, oil and gas storage and transportation security will face more new challenges. The country is bound to invest more forces to strengthen technical breakthroughs. In terms of industry development, with the establishment of the National pipeline network Company, "a national network of oil and gas pipelines" is being built orderly. The establishment of the National Oil & Gas Pipeline Network Corporation is conducive to the rational allocation of oil and gas resources and improve the allocation efficiency of resources. At the same time, the establishment of the national pipeline company can make an overall plan for the construction of national oil and gas pipelines, reduce the waste of pipeline resources and improve the transportation efficiency of oil and gas resources. From the perspective of national policy and industry development trend, while teaching students the concept of environmental protection, students' understanding of oil and gas storage and transportation major is strengthened and their academic confidence is enhanced. Many oil and gas accidents have occurred due to the rapid urbanization of population, frequent occurrence of natural disasters and substandard engineering construction. These accidents not only caused economic losses, but also caused serious ecological losses. The Oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico is an oil and gas accident with a very large impact on the environment. The oil contaminated the ocean area of 100,000 square kilometers with 8,332 species in the affected area. A decade later, high levels of oil contamination are still being found in thousands of fish species, including many popular seafood. It can be seen from this accident that the oil spill has a great impact on the environment. Students can feel the importance of oil and gas storage and transportation safety to environmental protection in this case, and this accident can guide students to establish the concept of environmental protection in their professional study.
5. Conclusions

Oil and gas storage and transportation safety courses include several courses, among which Strength Design and Safety Management of Oil and gas Storage and Transportation Facilities and Elastic-Plastic Mechanics are the representatives. Such professional and theoretical courses need to deeply explore ideological and political elements of the course, and teach ideological and political contents to students through ingenious design by teachers. At the beginning of the course, the oil spirit is used to guide students' patriotic feelings, and typical projects are inserted into the course to enhance students' academic confidence. At last, the course is closely related to the realistic development of the country and the industry, and constantly transmits the latest ideological and political knowledge to students. In recent years, the teaching team has constantly deliberated and designed ideological and political elements in the course of oil and gas storage and transportation safety, which has improved the quality of ideological and political construction of the course and gradually achieved the effect of "Mute, it moistens each thing". The ideological and political elements of oil and gas storage and transportation safety courses are far more than these. In the future, it is still necessary to further explore, accumulate and utilize ideological and political elements to make unremitting efforts to improve the quality of education and teaching.
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ABSTRACT

Strengthening the team construction of part-time teachers is required by the transformation and development of the universities, the realization of their goals of being developed into an application-oriented universities and their talent cultivation and long-term development. The existing problem regarding the part-time teachers in current application-oriented universities are the low proportion of part-time teachers, a shortage of high level part-time teachers, the absence of relevant laws and regulations, a lack of systematic policies or financial support for part-time teachers as well as the unsound management mechanism with insufficient scientific and reasonable employment scheme for part-time teachers. To strengthen the team construction of the part-time teachers in application-oriented universities, firstly we should improve the existing laws, regulations and policies and broaden the financial support channels. Secondly, we should develop the recruitment channels for part-time teachers and pay attention to introducing high-tech and highly-skilled talents. Thirdly, we should improve the management over part-time teachers and promote their value. Fourthly, it should adopt a people-oriented management concept and establish an effective evaluation and incentive mechanism for part-time teachers.

1. The Significance of Team Construction of the Part-time Teachers in Application-oriented Universities

Part-time teachers are the masters and users of the latest production technology, and the masters of professional standards in relevant industries. They have rich experience in professional projects, and are able to teach with differential styles and types according to needs with potentials to develop their functions in multiple ways. Part-time teachers should meet four necessary criteria: signing employment contracts with colleges and universities according to laws; being able to independently undertake teaching tasks of specific majors; having rich professional and practical experience; being the professional technical personnel and highly-skilled talents in relevant industries or enterprises.

With the development and transformation of common local colleges into application-oriented universities and the advocating of integrating the production and education in the new education era, the practical education is becoming more and more important and the significance of team construction of part-time teachers has become increasingly prominent. The central government has repeatedly issued documents advocating the adjustment of existing team structure of teaching staff and the increase of part-time teachers during the transformation of ap-
plication-oriented universities, especially to encourage outstanding talents with working experience in industries, enterprises, institutions or other areas to join the team of teaching staff.

1.1 Strengthening the team construction of part-time teachers is required by the university transformation and development

The talent cultivation goals of application-oriented universities are targeted at applicable and technical-skilled talents who can directly serve for the regional economic and social development, and the technological progress of industrial enterprises. The cultivation of talents ultimately depends on the teaching practice; therefore, it requires the application-oriented universities to add more teaching staff with professional skills and practical experience to the existing teachers team. However, at present, the teaching staff structure in application-oriented universities in China are commonly featured with a low portion of teachers hired from enterprises while a big portion of teachers directly graduated from colleges and universities, who, although having solid professional theories, lack professional skills and social practical experience and knowledge on the current development status of industrial enterprises. At the same time, they also tend to follow the traditional teaching modes, emphasizing the theory, underestimating the practice, being relatively weak in teaching technical skills, thus causing students to be lack of practical and operational capabilities.

The transformation and development of universities require numerous of teaching staff with practical experience and professional skills. However, it takes a certain period for common universities to cultivate talents with both theoretical knowledge and practical ability, and the output of practical talents with practical experience and professional skills also takes some time. The part-time teachers can well make up for the shortage of professional teachers and practical education instructors who are required during the development and program adjustment of universities, so that they can relieve the working pressure of full-time teachers who need more time and energy for scientific research, and realize the optimal allocation of teaching staff resources.

1.2 Strengthening the team construction of part-time teachers is required by the talent cultivation goal of application-oriented universities

The application-oriented universities are targeted at cultivating and training applied technical and skilled talents. Such a position of talents training and cultivation puts forward clear directional requirements on the structure of knowledge and ability of teaching staff. Teachers in application-oriented universities should not only have a solid theoretical foundation, an open knowledge system and an in-time update of their knowledge reserve, but also need to have skilled and professional practical ability and practical education ability, so that they will be capable of theoretical teaching, guiding students’ practical training and cooperating with enterprises on applied research. Such a team of teachers can train and cultivate comprehensive talents with both solid basic theoretical knowledge and necessary specialized knowledge, as well as with basic abilities and skills required by the practical work in the professional field.

However, the full-time teachers in application-oriented universities have relatively heavy teaching tasks, lacking of time and experience to consistently conduct first-line practical and technical operation. They are often unable to solve the practical problems in the specific field, and at the same time, they may also have difficulties tracking and mastering new technologies and processes of industries or enterprises in time. Therefore, in order to achieve the goal of cultivating and training high-quality talents, the application-oriented universities should actively introduce professionals recognized by the industry and enterprises, and hire part-time teachers from excellent professional and technical personnel, management personnel and highly-skilled talents, who have rich practical work experience and strong professional practical ability, are capable of bringing students with the latest technology, information and production cases from the industry and enterprises in orientation of actual needs and by integration of theory with practice. It is significant for the cultivation and training of the first-line technical and skilled personnel and the innovative scientific and technological talents of professionalism and adaptability, the enhancement on the practical and applicable capabilities of students in specific majors, the promotion of their employment, the strengthening of the schooling distinctiveness and the contribution to local economy, society and industry. Therefore, the talent cultivation goal of application-oriented universities determines that part-time teachers are an important and necessary part of their teaching staff team.

1.3 Strengthening the team construction of part-time teachers is required by the highlight of schooling distinctiveness

Strengthening the construction of part-time teacher system is an adaption of the application-oriented universities in China to the current requirement of transforming from the extension development to the connotative develop-
ment. At present, the application-oriented universities in China are still in the early stage of transformation and development with a serious shortage of teaching staff, especially the "double-qualified and dual-capability" teachers. To establish a relatively stable team of high-quality part-time teachers will not only meet the needs of universities on "double-qualified and dual-capability" teachers in their transition stage, but will also improve the structure of current teaching staff team and their teaching quality, promote the employment rate of students, further strengthen the contact and communication between universities and society, industries and enterprises, and enhance the influence and core competitiveness of universities.

At present, the proportion of part-time teachers in the total number of teaching staff in application-oriented universities is increasing year by year. They play an important role in their respective positions, however, due to the lack of special team construction and management, in the process of recruiting part-time teachers there are still many problems which affect the role of part-time teachers to a certain extent. Therefore, strengthening the team construction of part-time teachers in application-oriented universities and formulating relevant management systems are conducive to the standardized and orderly management of part-time teachers, improving their teaching quality, and thus giving full play to the value of this special team.

2. Difficulties in the Team Construction of Part-time Teachers in Application-oriented Universities

Driven by the dual forces of realistic needs and national guidance, local undergraduate colleges are under constant transformation and development, during which their teaching staff team is also under constant adaption, which indicates the instability of quantity, scale and teaching staff team of the application-oriented universities in China. Part-time teachers, as an important supplement to the teaching staff in application-oriented universities, are recruited from various channels. They have rich working experience and superior professional skills, and can well apply the theory to the practice. However, at present, among the teaching staff of application-oriented universities the part-time teachers accounts a low portion, which is far behind a reasonable portion. In the applied science and technology universities in German, the proportion of part-time teachers accounts for 30% or more, and even more than 50% in some schools. While in the application-oriented universities of China, there is a lack of high-level part-time teachers.

2.1 Difficulties in government level

First, there is a lack of relevance laws and regulations. At present, the management of part-time teachers in application-oriented universities lacks the support of corresponding laws and regulations. Although it may be referred in some legal provisions, there is still a lack of clear stipulations and specifications on the recruitment and dismissal procedures of part-time teachers in application-oriented universities, their post responsibilities, salary and training, which not only affects the management of part-time teachers in application-oriented universities, but also brings difficulties to the protection of their legal rights and interests.

Second, there is the lack of systemic policy for part-time teachers. Although the central government has issued a series of policies to encourage the application-oriented universities to actively hire more part-time teachers to expand the teaching staff team, most of these policies and government documents only put forward advocacy suggestions, without any specific and targeted directions for implementation. For example, there is no clear evidence of specifying the qualifications, recruitment procedures, job description, assessment criteria, salary system and training standards for part-time teachers in application-oriented universities, especially their coordination between the two status being an enterprise employee and a part-time teacher.

Third, there is a lack of financial support for the part-time teachers. In many policy documents issued by the government, it actively encourages application-oriented universities to hire more part-time teachers, but without any clear regulations explaining the financial sources of recruiting part-time teachers. Although the cost of hiring a part-time teacher only accounts for 1/3 or 1/2 of that of a full-time teacher, due to the lack of stable sources of funds, many application-oriented universities can only rely on the surplus funds to pay the salaries or training expenses of part-time teachers. The shortage of funds causes the application-oriented universities lacking motivation for the team construction of part-time teachers, which greatly restricts the development of team of part-time teachers.

2.2 Difficulties at university level

First, there is a lack of sound management mechanism for part-time teachers. First of all, the long-term training and planning of part-time teachers are insufficient in most of application-oriented universities, in which the post-employment training of part-time teachers is limited to attending classes by other teachers or external study,
without any systematic training on their teaching skills. Secondly, the assessment system of part-time teachers needs to be improved, and there is a lack of multi-dimensional assessment system over the teaching quality like the teaching content and means, and the supervision and management mechanism over teaching process. Thirdly, the lack of evaluation incentive system for part-time teachers causes it difficult to mobilize the teaching enthusiasm of part-time teachers.

Second, there is a lack of scientific and reasonable employment scheme for part-time teachers. Many applied undergraduate universities only recruit the part-time teachers based on the completion of teaching tasks with a random process, lacking an overall planning, or a scientific and reasonable employment scheme. Although some colleges and universities hire part-time teachers with the original intention of improving the existing structure of teaching staff and ensuring the teaching quality, in fact, they regard the professional titles and academic qualifications as the priority conditions for hiring part-time teachers. In addition, many application-oriented universities have an incomplete understand on the outstanding professional and technical personnel, management personnel and highly skilled talents from the industry and enterprises, without hiring the experts who are most suitable for teaching as part-time teachers urgently needed in the current local economic and social development. At the same time, the application-oriented universities generally publish the recruitment information of part-time teachers only on the relevant teacher recruitment websites with single and limited information publication channels, which cause those who are willing to become part-time teachers but not familiar with education industry being unable to obtain recruitment information, and missing the application opportunity, therefore it limits the source of part-time teachers.

3. The Strategies for the Team Construction of Part-time Teachers in Application-oriented Universities

With the deepening development of ordinary local colleges to application-oriented universities and the proposal of integrating production and education in the new era, part-time teachers have become a force in the teaching staff that can not be ignored in application-oriented universities. No matter in making up for the shortage of full-time teachers, enriching the strength of teaching staff, optimizing the allocation of resources, relieving the financial pressure of universities, or in enhancing the universities and society communication improving the social adaptability, vitality and flexibility of schooling, and strengthening the schooling distinctiveness, etc., the part-time teachers all play an irreplaceable role. Therefore, the strengthening of team construction of part-time teachers, the establishment of a stable team of part-time teachers, the improvement of the teaching quality of part-time teachers and the assurance of sustainable development of part-time teachers have become a major issue that needs to be urgently solved in the development of application-oriented universities.

3.1 Improving the existing laws, regulations and policies and broadening the financial support channels

3.1.1 Improving the existing laws and regulations to protect the legal rights and interests of part-time teachers

In order to secure the legal rights and interests of part-time teachers, to ensure their income and social status, to strengthen the standardized management of them, and to continuously optimize and promote their overall quality, the relevant national legislative authorities should issue targeted and defined documents on rights and obligations, qualifications and appointments, training and education, and assessment and rewards of part-time teachers in the form of formal legal regulations.

The national legislative authorities and education departments should revise the existing relevant laws and regulations such as Law of the People's Republic of China on Education, Law of the People's Republic of China on Teachers, Law of the People's Republic of China on Vocational Education and Administrative Measures for Part-time Teachers in Vocational Schools. In Law of the People's Republic of China on Teachers, it should revise the concept of teachers by adding an extensional type of "part-time teachers who should be stipulated as special type of teachers and an indispensable and important part of the teaching staff. In the revision of the Law of the People's Republic of China on Vocational Education, it should adopt a qualification system, clarifying and completely regulating the nature, status, role, employment ratio and management measures of part-time teachers. In this way, the employment and team construction of part-time teachers in application-oriented higher education institutions should be placed within the mandatory norms and requirements of national laws and implemented according to laws.

On this basis, it should also improve the management measures over part-time teachers in application-oriented universities by clarifying the rights, responsibilities and obligations among the enterprises and institutions where part-time teachers are employed, the application-oriented
universities and the part-time teachers to provide a basis for standardizing the management and establish and improve rules and regulations such as selection and appointment of part-time teachers, salary incentives, training and professional qualifications, so as to provide a legal basis and assurance.

3.1.2 Formulating and improving the educational management policies and moderately increasing the proportion of part-time teachers

At present, the evaluation scheme of teaching quality in application-oriented universities follows the Evaluation Scheme of Undergraduate Teaching Quality in Colleges and Universities (Trial) issued in 2004 (Jiao Gao Ting No.21), and the schooling criteria refers to the Basic Schooling Criteria for Colleges and Universities (Trial) (Jiao Fa No.2), which are applicable to all kinds of undergraduate colleges and universities. According to the provisions in these two documents, the eligible ratio between students to teachers should be 18:1. When being added to the total number of teaching staff, the number of part-time teachers should be multiplied by 0.5. In principle, the number of total part-time teachers should not exceed one quarter of the total number of full-time teachers. Obviously, these regulations play a positive role in restricting some colleges and universities from hiring too many part-time teachers while neglecting team construction of full-time teachers. However, it is unreasonable to over limit the proportion of part-time teachers who are important to the schooling target and distinctiveness of application-oriented universities.

It is suggested that the statistics of the total number of teachers should be adjusted, and the number of full-time teachers and part-time teachers should be evaluated separately. Moreover, the team construction of full-time teachers should be improved by specifying the ratio between the number of students and the number of full-time teachers. In recent 10 years, the proportion of part-time teachers in the total number of teaching staff in colleges and universities in China has been less than 24%. While referring to the development of application-oriented universities in many developed countries abroad, although the situation varies from country to country, the proportion of part-time teachers is relatively higher, even over 50%. Therefore, it is also suggested formulating and improving the assessment scheme for the professional construction by part-time teachers and their teaching quality which are beneficial to their development in application-oriented universities, "to promote the reform, construction and management by assessment, to combine the assessment with construction, and to focus on the construction". In assessing the professional construction, it should adopt the basic criteria of whether part-time teachers are included in the teaching staff team and whether they reasonably and effectively play the teaching role. The existing teaching evaluation system should also be improved, by which the team construction of part-time teachers in colleges and universities can be supervised by the administrative authorities. Application-oriented universities shall be empowered in schooling, so that they will be able to flexibly employ high-quality and high-skilled part-time teachers based on the schooling goals and distinctiveness, reduce the ratio of students to part-time teachers, and increase the proportion of part-time teachers among the teaching staff. Therefore, the colleges and universities will be able to effectively overcome the spontaneous arbitrariness in the team construction of part-time teachers, and standardize and institutionalize the management of part-time teachers.

3.1.3 Broadening the financial support channels to provide material guarantees for the team construction of part-time teachers

At present, wage and training cost for hiring part-time teachers are entirely borne by universities, which often fail to hire high-quality part-time teachers due to lack of funding. Although universities do not have to bear other welfare expenses except the wage, in order to ensure the quality of teaching, they should arrange the part-time teachers to attend some training, which will virtually bring extra expenditure to the application-oriented universities. In terms of enterprises, for the sake of maximizing their own interests and management convenience, they often lack the enthusiasm to supply part-time teachers. The outstanding talents from enterprises, who are willing to be part-time teachers, are still based on their own interests and intention rather than encouraged by government and enterprises, and many part-time teachers have their own concerns. Therefore, the government and education management authorities, the application-oriented universities and the enterprises should cooperate tightly, broadening the financial support channels for the team construction of part-time teachers and enhancing the relative material guarantees.

3.2 Developing the recruitment channels for part-time teachers and emphasizing the introduction of high-tech skilled talents

3.2.1 Determining the qualifications of part-time teachers and formulating the recruitment criteria

The relevant administrative departments of the government authorities should formulate the employment
criteria of part-time teachers in line with the development of application-oriented high education and undergraduate universities in China, strengthen the standardization and appraisal system of part-time teachers qualifications, and establish the management system over their employment and qualification certificates. Each application-oriented universities should distinguish the requirements of various positions and different curriculum based on their schooling scale and distinctiveness, clarify and refine the recruitment criteria for part-time teachers, establish appropriate academic requirements and increase the weight of practical ability and industry experience in the appraisal index. In the evaluation of part-time teachers who teach theoretical courses, their education background should be more important than work experience; while in the evaluation of those who teach practical courses, their work experience, practical and scientific research ability are more important than academic qualifications. If necessary, the requirements on their academic qualifications of the part-time teachers with high practical ability and rich industry experience can be appropriately mitigated. Although there is a positive correlation between age and social experience to some extent, in order to ensure the successful implementation of the teaching plan, it should set up an upper limit to the age of part-time teachers.

3.2.2 Developing diversified talent recruitment channels and expanding the source of part-time teachers

According to its own situation, application-oriented universities should recruit part-time teachers through school-enterprise cooperation, make full use of the convenience of the network information age, open up the network channels for part-time teachers recruitment, and publish the demand of part-time teachers in multiple channels. The local human resources administration, social security departments and education management authorities should play active roles in communication and service providence, collecting and publishing the information of part-time teacher demands of application-oriented universities, organizing communication and exchange meetings between enterprises and universities, inviting senior technical personnel and skilled technicians from enterprises to visit application-oriented universities, and regularly holding technical seminars to help enterprises and universities establish good cooperative relations. The government authorities should also formulate relevant regulations to encourage enterprises to send qualified employees as part-time teachers to colleges and universities, and set up a target on the number of qualified employees sent by the enterprises part-time teachers so that to develop an efficient channel for the flow, access and exit of part-time teachers.

3.2.3 Establishing a database for the potential part-time teachers and emphasizing the introduction of high-tech skilled talents

Based on the concept of teaching resources sharing, the database for the potential part-time teachers should be built for the sake of optimal allocation and resources sharing of high-quality part-time teachers among several regional universities. Local governments and education management departments should take the lead in establishing a regional database of the potential part-time teachers together with application-oriented universities, enterprises and scientific research institutions in the region to advocate and encourage highly skilled talents of enterprise, experts of the industry and skilled technician who are qualified as part-time teachers to actively apply the positions in application-oriented universities. Local leading enterprises shall recommend their high-tech skilled talents to the database, and upload their information or short videos of practical operation for the vast publicity. Colleges and universities can also upload the information of part-time teachers and short videos of course teaching with their permission for the convenience of being selected by other colleges and universities. At the same time, in order to ensure the teaching quality, colleges and universities should manage and upgrade the information of part-time teachers such as their teaching quality, morality, service period, reasons of resign and other information in the database. Therefore, other colleges and universities can refer to the corresponding information in the database and reduce the time of background investigation when hiring part-time teachers.

If the application-oriented universities want to hire high-quality part-time teachers for their needs, they should not "wait for it happens", but taking the initiative to contact enterprises and institutions, strengthening their cooperation with enterprises, and actively exploring and inviting senior technical and skilled talents and excellent management talents from outside the school to work as part-time teachers. "Being proactive and initiative, sending out warm invitations, closely communicating and precisely docking with the talents and providing them with personalized service and pleasant conditions are the keys for the colleges and universities to hire suitable part-time teachers, especially the high-quality ones." Based on the principle of multi-party collaboration, joint training and mutual benefit, colleges and universities, together with industrial enterprises, scientific research institutions, especially the industry-university-research cooperation
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units, should establish a teacher sharing and cultivation mode of "school-enterprise cooperation", establish the "School-Enterprise Teacher Cooperation Agreement" to clarify the job responsibilities, obligations and rights of both colleges and enterprises, and determine the relatively concentrated and flexible channels for selecting part-time teachers.

3.3 Improving the management over part-time teachers and promoting their value

3.3.1 Improving the management system of the team construction of part-time teachers and adopting humanized and standardized management measures

Part-time teachers, as being non-formal-staff members of the system, are different from full-time teachers, and they are featured with temporaries and mobility. Therefore, in accordance with laws, regulations and policies, and based on their needs of professional talent development, application-oriented universities should set up specialized institutions to be responsible for the employment and management of part-time teachers, establish and improve the management measures, set up employment plan, specify the employment conditions, standards and procedures, and establish the mechanism of training, evaluation and incentives for part-time teachers.

The establishment of rules and regulations and the standardization of management over part-time teachers should be oriented in the humanity value and implemented on the basis of people-oriented management concept. First, it should give enough respect, care and concern to part-time teachers, avoiding bring them the identity illusion of "part-time job taker", and retain the talents by mechanism and emotion care, therefore, to enhance the work enthusiasm and professional identity of part-time teachers. Second, it should take initiative in communicating with part-time teachers, organizing them to attend regular teaching meetings, having regular talks with them, understanding their teaching progress and ideological trends, giving them humanistic care, rationally planing their teaching tasks, and setting up a full-time position to communicate with them. Third it should adopt flexible curriculum management to adapt the schedule of part-time teachers [3]. Fourth, it should regard part-time teachers as a part of the school, creating an atmosphere of respect and tolerance, and providing them with equal benefits and resources such as libraries access, school lounges and office space, parking and dining services, etc.

3.3.2 Establishing and improving the training mechanism for part-time teachers and emphasizing their career development

Part-time teachers have the right to be provided with relative training, which is also an obligation of colleges and universities. Application-oriented universities should set up training plans and programs for part-time teachers to ensure that they can receive the training regularly. For those part-time teachers with no teaching experience, the Academic Affairs Office or the Teacher Professional Ability Development Center of colleges and universities should actively provide them with pre-job training, which, on the one hand, should be a cultural integration to the school organization, and on the other hand, should include the training on teacher literacy, and teaching philosophy and skills.

Due to the time limitation of part-time teachers by their formal jobs, the training of part-time teachers should be flexible and diverse, reducing the centralized classes, and appropriately adopting more flexible activities such as symposiums, salons, thematic seminars, workshops, in-class observation and academic lectures. In order to break through the time limit and geographical limit of centralized training, it should make full use of the online training for part-time teachers to improve their teaching ability.

Application-oriented universities should strengthen the team construction of "double-qualified" teachers and promote the coordinated development of full-time and part-time teachers. They should invite full-time teachers and part-time teachers with rich teaching experience to establish a "teacher partner alliance", in which the full-time teachers provide part-time teachers with teaching materials, assessment requirements, students information and so on, and assist them in setting up teaching plans, selecting teaching methods, conducting teaching tasks, and designing and correcting homework, etc. The "teacher partner alliance" is bidirectional, and the interaction between part-time and full-time teachers can make them learn from each other and improve each other.

3.3.3 Extending the work domains of part-time teachers based on the whole process of talent cultivation

Application-oriented universities should constantly encourage part-time teachers to participate in the management of teaching and scientific research, empowering them the same right as full-time teachers in participating and making decisions on important issues, improving their recognition and participation in various activities in colleges and universities, and enhancing their professional
pride and professional role awareness. Part-time teachers have rich social experience and excellent professional skills, and are familiar with the latest development of industry and enterprises. The team construction of part-time teachers in application-oriented universities should promote the extension of their work domains based on the whole process of talent cultivation. For example, in demonstrating the positioning of professional posts and talent cultivation specifications, it should also include the part-time teachers; In the construction and development of professional curriculum system, it should listen to the opinions and suggestions of part-time teachers; In the design and implementation of practice education, it should focus on the part-time teachers; In the teaching reform and teaching evaluation, it should involve the part-time teachers from the perspective of industry enterprises[4].

3.4 Adopting the people-oriented management concept and establishing an effective evaluation and incentive mechanism for part-time teachers

3.4.1 Improving the teaching evaluation system of part-time teachers to ensure their teaching quality

Application-oriented universities should add the evaluation system of part-time teachers to the existing assessment system, comprehensively and systematically evaluating their teaching quality as a routine assessment of teaching quality. The criteria for teaching quality evaluation of part-time teachers should be distinguished according to different professional backgrounds and teaching contents. The teaching supervision group constituted by senior teachers should carry out the teaching quality evaluation of part-time teachers from four dimensions: the supervisor assessment, the institutional assessment, the student assessment and the self assessment. The criteria for teaching content evaluation should be comprehensive, including not only the professional quality of part-time teachers, but also the design of teaching plans, the teaching styles and methods, the teaching contents and the attendance, etc. The teaching supervision team can check and supervise over the teaching quality of part-time teachers by various ways, such as randomly attending the lectures, conducting students questionnaire, arranging symposiums, and referring to test scores, academic performance and skills learning outcomes of students. In addition, colleges and universities shall regularly adopt various means such as selecting and assessing the excellent teaching plans or course ware and arranging class demonstration and so on to improve the teaching quality of part-time teachers. Colleges and universities should set up a database to keep the teaching evaluation results of part-time teachers, so as to provide basis for future rewards and penalty, contract renewal and employment postponement.

3.4.2 Paying attention to the feedback and incentive effect of part-time teachers evaluation and deepening the school-enterprise cooperation

The feedback on teaching evaluation should be provided to, first the part-time teachers, and second the enterprises and institutions where part-time teachers formally employed. The feedback to part-time teachers on their teaching evaluation results can help them improve their self-cognition. At the same time, the evaluation results should be linked to their salary and rewards, working as the incentive mechanism of “high efficiency and high salary” to set up a salary gap and establish competition relationship among part-time teachers thus to enhance their work enthusiasm. The feedback on the teaching evaluation results of part-time teachers to the enterprises and institutions where they are employed can strengthen the management of part-time teachers, so as to gradually improve their enthusiasm and initiative.

3.4.3 Adopting diverse incentive measures to improve the treatment of part-time teachers

A floating and flexible compensation should be adopted to provide part-time teachers with a reasonable treatment according to their ability. The compensation of part-time teachers is constituted with basic class hour wages and floating incentive bonus of which the former is paid for the completion of basic teaching tasks and the latter, as an incentive mechanism of “high efficiency and high salary” to set up a salary gap and establish competition relationship among part-time teachers thus to enhance their work enthusiasm. The feedback on the teaching evaluation results of part-time teachers to the enterprises and institutions where they are employed can strengthen the management of part-time teachers, so as to gradually improve their enthusiasm and initiative.

In addition, a flexible employment can be adopted to improve the compensation of special talents. Limited by the schooling cost, the part-time teachers generally receive the class hour wages as their teaching compensation, which is basically differentiated according to their
professional titles and technical positions, and somehow harms the enthusiasm of part-time teachers who have low professional titles and technical positions but with rich practical experience, high skill level and strong teaching ability. Therefore, this group of talents should be hired under a flexible employment, such as the one of "high employment from low positions", by which they will be hired as part-time teachers of higher-level posts, together with corresponding higher compensation packages.

In addition to monetary incentives, colleges and universities should also establish and improve the reward system for part-time teachers, such as organizing a series of activities like teaching evaluation, scientific research evaluation and commendation of achievements for part-time teachers, and issuing written certificates of excellent performance or honors. Government departments should select outstanding part-time teachers in the province or city, issuing honorary certificates and providing rewards to them. Enterprises and institutions should also take the praise and honor won by employees for their excellent teaching performance as a necessary parameter for their performance evaluation. The multi-dimensional and comprehensive incentives are conducive to improving the overall incentive effect on part-time teachers.

To sum up, as an important part of the teaching staff, part-time teachers play a key role in the development of application-oriented universities. The part-time teachers, with their professional technical knowledge, technical ability and rich practical experience in the industry, provide irreplaceable and valuable resources and services to the structural construction of "double-qualified" teachers. Therefore, the application-oriented universities, relevant government departments, enterprises and institutions must cooperate with each other, paying attention to and striving for the team construction of part-time teachers, improving the relative policies and regulations as a guarantee, standardizing the recruitment process, enhancing the management and services, and promoting the effectiveness of incentive mechanism for the evaluation of part-time teachers. Only in this way can the part-time teachers play a full role to their overall educational value and to the promotion of developing application-oriented universities with high-schooling quality and distinctiveness.
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ABSTRACT

Since China’s reform and opening up, from the Third Plenary Session of the 14th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China that put forward "efficiency first and fairness" to the 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China, "first distribution and redistribution must deal with the relationship between fairness and efficiency, and redistribution pays more attention to fairness". Distribution policy, in 2021, the tenth meeting of the Central Finance and Economics Committee clearly stated that it is necessary to promote common prosperity in stages. The relationship between fairness and efficiency has always been the basic principle and standard for the country to formulate policies, and it is also the core issue discussed by scholars. Both utilitarianism and Rawls' two principles of justice provide us with different perspectives to explore the relationship between fairness and efficiency. This article focuses on Rawls's critique of utilitarianism and the specific content of the two justice principles, and makes a simple discussion on the relationship between fairness and efficiency and its enlightenment on the formulation of distribution policies in our country.

1. Criticism of Utilitarianism

Since Bentham and Mill, utilitarianism has become an independent theoretical system and has been improved and valued. Utilitarianism believes that the concept of justice is to maximize the realization of the goodness of the majority of people. In order to realize this goodness, even the interests of a small number of people can be sacrificed. The utilitarian view of justice is a teleological view of justice. The reason why it is teleology is that it only examines the purpose of the system and behavior, that is, whether the result of the system and behavior maximizes the goodness of the majority of people, and defines justice as a means to increase goodness. Between goodness and goodness, goodness is given priority and justice is subordinated. Although on the surface the goodness and justice of utilitarianism are independent and separate from each other, in fact justice only exists as a dependency of goodness. “This classical form of utilitarianism offsets the goodness brought by an institutional arrangement. The net increase after the loss of damage or dissatisfaction is used as the basis for judging whether it is moral or justice, which makes utilitarianism always use efficiency as the standard of justice.” Therefore, it is not difficult for us to draw the following conclusion: utilitarian justice According to the view, efficiency is the priority and fairness is a means to achieve efficiency. In order to achieve efficiency, fairness can even be sacrificed.
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Rawls’ critique of utilitarianism starts from the investigation of intuitionism. Intuitionism believes that the determination of any principle is made by intuition. Based on the sum-division dichotomy of intuitionism, Rawls proposes two types of intuitionism. The basic principle of distribution: efficiency principle and equality principle. Since this is an "intuitionist viewpoint", the two principles are adopted in no order. Therefore, Rawls believes that intuitionism can be either deontological or deontological. It is teleology, which also creates the flaws of intuitionism. Based on this defect and the uncertainty of intuition, utilitarianism deeply criticizes intuitionism, and tries to resolve the conflicts between various ideas by establishing a single standard, and give a specific and clear standard for the construction of behavior and system. So as to get rid of the influence of intuition. From this perspective, utilitarianism’s stipulation on the priority of the principle of efficiency can make up for the intuition’s interference with reason and the deficiencies in the priority of the two principles of distribution. However, in human society, either The establishment of this kind of system and the production of behavior are inseparable from the role of intuition. Rawls believes that the biggest flaw of utilitarianism is that it completely negates the role of intuition, and chooses goodness as the only criterion, putting efficiency principles in the first place. Only pay attention to the investigation of behavioral results, and ignore the consideration of fairness. Rawls said that “the intuitionist view of justice is only half a view of justice.” [2] In order to make up for the theoretical flaws of intuitionism and make it a complete deontology, Rawls introduced the lexicographic sequence as a balance standard. The principle of efficiency and the principle of equality have been stipulated in the order of priority, thus proposing their own two principles of justice: the principle of equality and freedom, the principle of fair opportunity and the principle of difference. If according to the utilitarian view of justice, efficiency and efficiency should be the priority of efficiency, then Rawls’s view of justice is fairness first, taking into account efficiency. [3]. Rawls criticized utilitarianism by introducing procedural fairness, but did not deny the importance of considering results. “We define deontological theory as a non-teleological theory, not as Regarding the legitimacy of institutions and behaviors as views independent of the nature of their results, all ethical theories worthy of our attention must consider the results when judging the legitimacy. Ethical theories that do not do this are strange and unreasonable. “Following, Rawls tried to amend the utilitarian teleology to deontology, and to transform the relationship of good first to justice first, so that through the ordering of the two justice principles, he can comprehensively give priority to fairness and justice under the premise of fairness first. Efficiency is cared for and considered.

In summary, from Rawls's investigation of intuitionism and his criticism of utilitarianism, his theory of justice is actually a revision of intuitionism and utilitarianism, and is formed by combining and improving the two to a certain extent. Rather than adopting a stance of totally negating the two theories. Take the essence and remove the dross, so as to form a more complete theoretical system.

2. Rawls' Two Principles of Justice

Aristotle said, "The good in politics is justice, and justice is based on the public interest. According to the general understanding, justice is the concept of "equality" (equal) of certain things." [4] For the definition of "justice" by J.R. Rawls, we can regard the discussion of justice in Rawls' "A Theory of Justice" as a discussion of fairness to a certain extent. Rawls starts with the research method of contract theory, hypotheses and defines the "primitive state" as the premise of his justice principle. In order to eliminate the influence of accidental factors that cause people’s conflicts and prejudices on the principles of justice, Rawls described the “primitive state” as people who are rational and indifferent to others but only care about their own interests. Hobbies, good and evil, and other factors are completely ignorant of the social state, that is, Rawls's so-called "veil of ignorance" concept, only rational and caring about personal interests behind the "veil of ignorance" justice Only principles can embody fairness and justice to the greatest extent, and abandon the influence of personal interests and world outlook on the principles of justice. In this original state, Rawls chose to prioritize the right to the good as the basic feature of his view of justice.

Aristotle believed that good is justice, that is, public interest, that is, equality. In Aristotle’s theory, justice and good are the same concept, but later, many philosophical schools and philosophers divided justice and good into Two independent concepts are defined, and the priority relationship between the two is the object of discussion. From this, we can see the teleology of utilitarianism that prioritizes goodness, while Rawls's view of justice is deontology that prioritizes justice. Rawls introduced Kant’s procedural justice into his justice principles. What he proposed was a pure procedural justice, rather than "imperfect procedural justice." He concluded: "The basic sign of imperfect procedural justice is: When there is an independent standard for judging the correct result, there is no procedure that can guarantee it." In Rawls's view, a fair procedure not only means that the standard for judging the result is fair, but the process of reaching the result must
also be fair. However, Rawls also carefully discovered that following a fair procedure may not be able to achieve fair results, such as fair gambling. Therefore, in order to ensure the full realization of fairness, he proposed two principles of justice: “The first principle: Everyone should have an equal right to a similar system of freedom that is compatible with the broadest basic freedom system owned by others. The second principle: social and economic inequalities should be arranged in such a way that they are reasonably expected to be suitable for everyone’s interests; and they are dependent on status and position and are open to everyone.” In summary, this The two principles are the principle of equality and freedom, the principle of equality of opportunity and the principle of difference. The first principle of justice means that everyone has equal rights to freedom, and the second principle of justice means that under the condition of fair opportunity, positions and status are open to everyone; social and economic inequality should meet the minimum benefit The best interests of the recipients, that is, the principle of compensatory fairness to compensate the least beneficiaries. The two principles are arranged in a lexicographical sequence to achieve fairness as comprehensively as possible. Simply put, the first principle takes precedence over the second principle, and in the second principle, principle takes precedence over in principle. Rawls tries to eliminate as much as possible the unfairness caused by accidental factors (including physical conditions, family conditions, intellectual conditions and other natural factors) through a feasible way, and perfect the path to fairness by introducing the concept of procedural fairness, and Through investigation and attention to the results, fairness is the criterion, and a compensatory fair method is introduced to compensate the interests of disadvantaged groups. Rawls tried to establish a perfect theoretical system through all-round investigations, thereby establishing an ideal state of fair starting point, fair process and fair result.

3. The Relationship between Fairness and Efficiency: Based on the Interpretation of Rawls’ “A Theory of Justice”

The discussion of fairness in the western world has sprouted since ancient Greece. In China, fairness refers to justice, equality, and impartiality. Some scholars believe that fairness is both specific historical and relative, based on relative fairness and equality under certain unfair and unequal natural endowments. Under this concept of fairness, the principle of distribution according to work, wealth first leads to wealth, and other viewpoints are produced. This view that fairness is not egalitarianism has certain truths, but under this principle, the old and the weak are sick. How can the disabled and those with poor natural endowments be treated fairly and justly? Therefore, Rawls put forward a fair view of justice on the basis of just prioritizing goodness. In order to minimize the unfairness caused by natural accidental factors, Rawls proposed the principle of difference to provide a compensation for correcting unfairness. Mechanism, to a certain extent, Rawls’ view of fairness implies a kind of egalitarian value orientation, but Rawls’ egalitarianism is not absolute average, it is a kind of moderate egalitarianism, and it treats all Differences are allowed under the premise that everyone is beneficial. This is different from the two extreme viewpoints of utilitarianism that blindly pursue the maximization of benefits without hurting the interests of a few people, and that everyone is absolutely evenly distributed. Rawls is very smart in choosing In order to improve the principle of justice in a compromised way, the overall interests and individual interests have been increased. Efficiency refers to the use of limited resources to meet the most demand as much as possible. Ding Huang believes that efficiency can be divided into mechanical efficiency and social efficiency. That is to say, efficiency must be combined with value goals such as public interest, personal value, equality and freedom to make sense.” Therefore, a society that only blindly pursues efficiency without the guidance of fair values is like an out-of-control train. Running too fast can easily deviate from the track of normal social development.

According to the utilitarian point of view, efficiency should be given priority to fairness and efficiency. There are also some views that fairness and efficiency are two incompatible concepts. Pursuing fairness only leads to low efficiency, and pursuing efficiency only leads to extreme unfairness. To comment on the relationship between fairness and efficiency in Rawls’s justice view, I agree with Professor Tong Shijun’s statement that “fairness is the priority and efficiency is given consideration”. To some extent, Rawls’ principle of difference provides a theoretical support for state interventionism. Under the premise of equal freedom and fair opportunity, if the fairness of the results cannot be achieved, the country can only formulate a series of taxation policies and social security policies to ensure compensation for the interests of disadvantaged groups, thereby realizing the fairness of the entire society. According to Liao Shenbai’s interpretation, Rawls’s view of fairness and justice represents a “democratic, equal and free” distribution system. The transformation into a specific national system can be summarized by the following formula: “free market system + compulsory education + minimum welfare Security and property income tax system”. In general, Rawls’s concept of fairness and
efficiency is the pursuit of efficiency. It should be carried out on the basis of fairness. Efficiency and fairness should be unified, just like two sides of a coin, indispensable. China’s 18th National Congress of the Communist Party of China put forward the policy of “giving consideration to efficiency and fairness in both initial distribution and redistribution, and paying more attention to fairness in redistribution”. It has a certain commonality with Rawls’ view of justice, and both try to pass certain compensation. The mechanism provides relief to socially disadvantaged groups.

4. Criticism of Rawls' View of Justice

Rawls’ two principles of justice have positive reference significance for solving the simple relationship between fairness and efficiency, formulating correct economic development and distribution policies, reducing the gap between the rich and the poor in society, and protecting the interests of disadvantaged groups. However, many Western scholars have also put forward different opinions and criticisms on Rawls’s view of justice. Among them, Robert Nozick’s "Anarchy, State, and Utopia" is the most vivid critique of "A Theory of Justice". Nozick raised his own questions from Rawls' original state to the principle of difference: "Why do individuals in their original state choose a principle that focuses not so much on individuals as they are on groups? Maximum minimum value Isn’t the adoption of the standard to make everyone in the original state agree to maximize the status of the worst individual?" [7] Nozick believes that Rawls’s theory of justice is based on nothingness conceived out of thin air. Under the premise of the principle of difference, before the implementation of the principle of difference, it is necessary to create social distributable resources through individuals. Therefore, it is unfair to forcibly distribute the wealth created by individuals through their efforts. In Nozick’s view, disadvantaged groups My misfortune is not a kind of unfairness, but is determined by accidental factors, and it is precisely because of society’s respect for personal values and the existence of differences that make people feel the satisfaction of self-esteem, thereby reducing jealousy to a minimum. From Nozick’s point of view, fairness and efficiency should be the pursuit of efficiency first, fairness will be achieved in the process of pursuing efficiency, and capitalist private ownership and free market economy, private property should be protected and other systems are correct. The state It should be "the country in the weakest sense," and it should not interfere too much in economic, social and personal development, and only act as a night watchman. However, under this view, the gap between the rich and the poor in the capitalist society is becoming increasingly wide. Exploitation and exploitation have become a matter of course. The lives of the disadvantaged and the people at the bottom cannot be guaranteed. In my opinion, Nozick is the capital. The exploitation ofism provides a legitimate excuse and reason to conceal its true unfair nature. Rawls’ view of justice supports a strong view of the state and provides theoretical support for national macro-control to intervene in economic and social development. Only through the means of macro-control can the country apply the principle of difference proposed by Rawls. Practice [8].

Of course, Rawls’s view of justice still has some flaws, such as how to make people as far as possible not to shift their personal interests when formulating justice principles, how can the state of "veil of ignorance" be achieved, and how can they be as far as possible To ensure procedural fairness, how to define which groups should be compensated, how to grasp this degree, and what defects and unreasonable implied under the seemingly comprehensive principles of fairness, fairness in starting point, fairness in procedure, and fairness in results? These problems all existed with my reading of "A Theory of Justice".

5. Concluding Remarks

The discussion on the relationship between fairness and efficiency has always been the most fundamental starting point for the country to formulate policies. From the “Efficiency Priority and Fairness” proposed by the Third Plenary Session of the 14th Central Committee of the Communist Party of China, China will continue to the tenth meeting of the Central Finance and Economics Committee in 2021. The meeting clearly stated that it is necessary to promote common prosperity in stages. It reflects that our country is attaching more and more attention to fair value in the process of rapid economic development. The cake must be bigger, but the distribution must be fair. The economic development must be fast, but also stable. The relationship between fairness and efficiency is unified, and the two cannot be neglected. Regardless of whether it is priority to efficiency or fairness, it is based on the national reality, and the best fits the current situation. Rawls’s "A Theory of Justice" provides a more comprehensive and reasonable path for the discussion of the relationship between fairness and efficiency. Only under the guidance of fairness values, efficiency will highlight its significance and role.
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1. Introduction

Since China Agricultural University took the lead in establishing the undergraduate specialty of "seed science and Engineering" in 2002, more than 36 colleges and universities in China have successively carried out undergraduate and graduate education of "seed science and Engineering", which has trained a large number of professionals for China's seed industry. As early as 2013, our university established the specialty of seed science and engineering to speed up the cultivation of seed industry talents. This paper summarizes the stage of the school level teaching reform project of "Ideological and political demonstration major".

2. Research Significance

Seeds are known as agricultural "chips". When inspecting Hainan in 2018, general secretary Xi Jinping put forward: "we must make up our mind to develop our seed industry and grasp the fine varieties with independent intellectual property rights, and protect the national grain security from the source". At present, Guangdong Province has included "modern seed industry and precision agriculture" in the R & D plan of nine major fields of scientific and technological innovation, listed it as the key work of the provincial government for six consecutive years, and took the lead in implementing the modern seed industry improvement project in the country. On April 22, 2020, the Department of science and technology of Guangdong Province, together with the Agricultural Office of the provincial Party committee, the Provincial Department of ecological environment, the Provincial Department of agriculture and rural areas, the Provincial Forestry Bureau, the provincial poverty Alleviation Office and the Provincial Association for science and technology, jointly formulated the science and technology plan for Ru-
eral Revitalization of Guangdong Province, requiring the organization and implementation of the R & D plan in key areas of "modern seed industry and precision agriculture", carry out the action of "strengthening the core" of the agricultural industry, and seize the commanding height of the modern seed industry.

Curriculum ideological and political education is an important part of ideological and political education in colleges and universities and an important starting point for implementing the fundamental task of building morality and cultivating people in colleges and universities. It organically integrates curriculum professional knowledge with ideological and political education, takes the socialist core values as the foundation, fully excavates the ideological and political elements contained in this curriculum, and realizes the organic integration of curriculum and ideological and political education, and lay a solid foundation for cultivating excellent agricultural talents needed in the new era[1]. The construction of curriculum ideological and political system stands at the height of professional construction, which can better coordinate the implementation of ideological and political construction of various professional courses, better cultivate students’ feelings of "big country, agriculture, rural areas and farmers", family and country feelings and craftsman spirit, enhance national self-confidence and cultural self-confidence, and improve students’ innovation consciousness, cultural quality, legal consciousness and professional ethics. Help students apply the knowledge and technology they have learned to solve the practical problems of the national seed industry, and become compound "three rural" talents in the new era with solid theoretical foundation, excellent operation skills, high innovation spirit and professional ethics.

3. Experience Summary

(1) Guided by the construction of organization and system

Earnestly implement the rules and regulations for undergraduate education management formulated by the University and the college. The president is the first person responsible for teaching quality, the vice president of teaching is the person in charge, and the department head is the person directly responsible. The person in charge system of ideological and political courses shall be implemented. Full time teachers shall act as the person in charge of professional basic courses, and a teaching team shall be established. The person in charge of each course is encouraged to form a team across colleges and disciplines. Responsible for the organization and implementation of ideological and political teaching, quality control, summary and promotion of teaching reform experience, etc.

College leaders, student work department, Party Committee Publicity Department, ideological and political theory teachers, counselors and experimenters are invited to participate in the course team. Improve students’ online teaching evaluation, students’ final questionnaire survey, and add ideological and political evaluation indicators in the questionnaire. Teachers of this major are encouraged to listen to each other and hold seminars on the construction of Ideological and political specialty on a regular basis.

(2) Take the revision of talent training program as an opportunity

In the cultivation of talents in various disciplines in the new era, we should run the ideological and political work through the whole process of education and teaching, excavate and sort out the moral education elements of various courses, improve the curriculum system construction of Ideological and political education, give full play to the educational function of various courses, and realize the great ideological and political pattern of full, whole process and all-round education. We should deeply understand the strategic significance of comprehensively promoting the establishment of curriculum ideological and political education, grasp the key of curriculum ideological and political education, and comprehensively improve the ideological and political level and effectiveness of the professional curriculum.

According to the current construction standards of "new agricultural science" and "golden course" [2], the spirit of the guiding outline for curriculum ideological and political construction in Colleges and universities (JG [2020] No. 3) [3], the development orientation of the University, the social needs of the specialty and the needs of local construction, revise the talent training plan to make it a strong support for the training objectives. Refine the training objectives of ideological and political talents of the major, add relevant courses, and resort out the previous curriculum outline. It is required to closely combine the ideological and political elements with the curriculum content to prepare the syllabus, and establish a set of reasonable evaluation system to achieve the talent training goal of "Building Morality and cultivating people" [4].

(3) Dominated by the ideological and political construction of professional courses

With the construction of professional courses and ideological and political courses as the core, all kinds of courses cooperate with professional ideological construction. Implement the socialist core values, relevant laws and regulations, professional ethics and the work spirit of agriculture, rural areas and farmers into various professional courses, refine the educational objectives, teaching
plans, teaching plans and handouts of various courses [5], and implement them into classroom tests, after-school homework and final exams. Take process assessment and multiple assessment as tools, take results as guidance, and take the satisfaction of students, parents and schools as criteria to implement the whole staff education and the whole process education.

The construction process of ideological and political specialty draws lessons from the achievements and experience of previous educational reform, rather than building ideological and political courses in isolation. It emphasizes the "three integration” of curriculum thought and politics with the concept of "student-centered” and information technology, so as to improve the effectiveness of teaching reform. For example [6], during the ideological and political construction of seed engineering experiment, for the teaching of seed production, students of this major (teachers provide guidance) developed the "virtual simulation" teaching software, which was later recommended as a national innovation project. This not only shapes the value orientation of students’ exploration and innovation, but also cultivates a serious, dedicated and persistent "craftsman spirit", which is the successful integration of curriculum ideology and politics, information technology and student-centered concept [7].

(4) Assisted by teaching and research projects and teaching competitions

Take the application and implementation of teaching and research projects as one of the main measures for the construction of Ideological and political specialty, and implement the ideas and objectives of ideological and political construction in the project. Teachers are encouraged to participate in teaching competitions at all levels to promote teaching and reform. Support teachers to summarize teaching reform and competition experience and publish relevant teaching and research papers [8,9].

In recent years, the major has presided over 5 teaching and research projects at all levels and published 6 ideological and political teaching and research papers. Some honors won by professional teachers are as follows: (1) The second prize in South China in 2018 National Crop Science young teachers’ teaching skills competition. (2) Top ten middle-aged and young teachers of the school in 2020. (3) In 2021, the top four players in the "First National College Teachers’ teaching innovation competition". (4) In 2021, the top eight contestans of the "first undergraduate college curriculum ideological and political teaching competition in Guangdong Province". (5) The 10th "my favorite teacher” school level top ten teachers in 2021.

4. Existing Problems

The construction of Ideological and political system in this major has carried out a lot of practice and achieved many exploration results. However, there are also the following problems:

(1) Some teachers are not enthusiastic. Although many teachers are enthusiastic and actively participate in various reform activities in the implementation process, a few teachers are not enthusiastic and still have resistance to curriculum thought and politics.

(2) It is difficult to assess the effectiveness of teachers’ ideological and political teaching. This study evaluates and summarizes the enthusiasm and teaching effectiveness of teachers’ participation in curriculum ideological and political education, but most of them are qualitative descriptions. How to accurately quantify teachers’ work participation and work effectiveness is still a difficult problem.

5. Outlook

In the future, in addition to trying to solve the above two problems, the project will continue to improve from the following two aspects.

(1) Mobilize the enthusiasm of professional teachers

Professional course teachers are the main body of the construction of “Ideological and political demonstration specialty” of this specialty, which is composed of experienced teachers and newly introduced excellent doctors. Next, through conference discussion, goal decomposition, result assessment, student evaluation, mutual scoring among teachers and other ways, professional teachers will be fully mobilized to participate in the work, and the curriculum ideological and political reform will be promoted in depth [10].

(2) Invite students to participate in the project construction

Give full play to students' strength. Invite student class committee cadres, party activists and other excellent students to participate in the project. Let students make multi-dimensional records and feedback on the effectiveness of curriculum ideological and political implementation, help professional teachers find out the implementation methods of curriculum ideological and political implementation, and improve the effectiveness of ideological and political teaching. Grade and evaluate the behavior and results of teachers’ curriculum ideological and political reform, so as to encourage teachers to better participate in the project [11].

In short, the construction of the ideological and political system of the professional curriculum will continue to
consolidate the existing achievements, promote successful experience, solve the problems found in the practice process, and further promote the construction of the ideological and political system of the professional curriculum of "seed science and Engineering", so as to better realize professional education melts ideological and political education, such as salt dissolves in soup and resonates with the same frequency; ideological and political education promotes specialty, like spring breeze and rain, establishing morality and cultivating people.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid development of China’s economy, housing has become the rigid demand of a family, the scale of real estate development is expanding, and the price is increasing. Market supply exceeds demand, and at the same time, there is a great deal of speculation, which makes housing prices seriously deviate from value, resulting in an economic phenomenon of real estate bubble [1]. The development efficiency of the real estate industry in each city will be affected by local policies and economic factors. At the same time, the real estate industry has an impact on the use of land resources and national economy. This paper mainly evaluates the benefit of the cross-sectional data of real estate in 31 regions of China in 2019. Before that, Meng Chuanjin (2008) selected 500 real estate enterprises in China as the decision-making unit, and pointed out that enterprises should pay more attention to business efficiency [2]. But there is no specific suggestion to improve the business efficiency. Zeng Zhao-fa (2013) used the stochastic frontier production function model to conduct an empirical study on the efficiency level of real estate development in China’s provinces. It is concluded that there are great differences in the development benefits of various provinces and cities in China, but the ranking and specific benefits of different provinces and cities are not given [3]. Yang yingzhe (2017) research shows that: the overall transformation efficiency of China’s real estate enterprises is low, and there is a large room for improvement in both the preparation stage and the implementation stage [4]. But did not point out the specific problems of each province. Yuan Qingmin (2020) used DEA model to give the efficiency values of the three urban agglomerations in different stages, but did not distinguish the super efficiency areas from other areas [5]. In summary, there are a large number of literature on the evaluation
of real estate benefits in China, but most of them are the analysis suggestions given from the perspective of some regions or from the perspective of the market. There is no research based on the benefits of the real estate industry in different regions, and there is no specific benefit value of the real estate industry in different regions. Based on the above problems, from the perspective of the real estate industry, this paper selects 31 regions as decision-making units, uses SBM model to solve the benefit value of different regions, and gives suggestions for the regions with invalid input.

2. Data Sources and Processing

2.1 Data Sources

The data come from the China Statistical Yearbook 2020. Referring to Zhang Qi and Liu Rong, nine indicators are selected as the research objects, which are: number of enterprises, average number of employees, land purchase area (10000 square meters), completed investment this year, newly started housing area this year, completion rate of housing construction area (%), completed value of housing, sales area of commercial housing and main business income. 31 regions in China are selected as decision-making units.

2.2 Selection of Indicators

The real estate investment is mainly considered from two aspects: labor input and capital input. The labor input is the number of enterprises and the average number of employees; Selection of capital investment: land purchase area of this year (10000 square meters), completed investment of this year, a total of four investment indicators. Output indicators from the perspective of labor output, the main outputs are: the new construction area of housing this year, the completion rate of housing construction area (%), and the indicators of capital output are the sales area of commercial housing, the completion value of housing, and the main business income. These five indicators. Nine indicators and 31 regions were studied as decision-making units.

3. The Solution of the Model

3.1 Model Introduction

Based on the existing research results, this paper studies the efficiency ranking and efficiency value of 31 regions in China by using the non oriented SBM model with constant scale benefit. Data envelopment analysis (DEA) is a nonparametric method of technical benefit analysis, among which the most basic models are BCC and CCR. SBM model is evolved from these two models. In the radial DEA model, the measurement of inefficiency only includes the proportion of equal proportion reduction (increase) of all inputs (outputs). For the invalid DMU, the gap between its current state and the strong effective target value includes not only the equal proportion improvement, but also the relaxation improvement. The improved part of relaxation is not reflected in the measurement of efficiency. Tone Kaoru (2001) proposed SBM model \( [5] \). The advantage of SBM model is to solve the problem that the radial model does not include relaxation variables in the measurement of inefficiency. This paper studies the efficiency of China’s real estate industry based on the non oriented SBM model with constant scale efficiency.

Objective function:

\[
\rho_{SE} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{x_i}{X_{ik}} \right) - \frac{1}{q} \sum_{r=1}^{q} \left( \frac{y_r}{Y_{rk}} \right)
\]

Subject to:

\[
\begin{align*}
    x_i & \geq \sum_{j=1,j \neq k}^{n} x_{ij} \lambda_j \\
    y_r & \leq \sum_{j=1,j \neq k}^{n} y_{jr} \lambda_j \\
    x_{ij} & \geq x_{ik} \\
    y_r & \leq y_{rk} \\
    \sum_{j=1,j \neq k}^{n} \lambda_j & = 1 \\
    \lambda, s^-, s^+ & \geq 0 \\
    i & = 1,2,\ldots,m; r = 1,2,\ldots,q; j = 1,2,\ldots,n(j \neq k)
\end{align*}
\]

(1)

SBM model is a non oriented super efficiency model with constant scale benefit, \( m \) input index \( x_i \) and \( q \) output indexes \( y_j; x_{ij} \) is the \( j \)-th input of the \( i \)-th DMU, \( y_{jr} \) is the \( j \)-th output of the \( r \)-th DMU, \( s^-, s^+ \) are relaxation variables, and \( \lambda \) is weight coefficient. The \( \theta \) obtained by this model is the efficiency value of the \( j \) decision unit. In the SBM \( \theta \leq 1 \) model of super efficiency, \( \theta = 1 \) is invalid, \( \theta > 1 \) is weak and effective, which is the super efficiency.

3.2 Result Analysis

Using the SBM model of constant reward and non oriented super efficiency, and with the help of dea-solver software, the efficiency values of real estate industry in 31 regions of China in 2019 are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.
respectively.

It can be seen from Table 1 that the 17 regions of Xinjiang, Ningxia, Hehai, Shanghai, Chongqing, Tibet, Jiangsu, Jiangxi, Sichuan, Beijing, Henan, Gansu, Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Tianjin, Shandong and Heilongjiang are DEA efficient, and the first 16 of them are DEA super efficient, with the efficiency value greater than 1. It shows that there is no waste of resources in the development of real estate industry in these 17 areas, and the real estate industry in these areas has high efficiency. In these areas, there are developed Beijing and Shanghai, where the real estate industry is mature, the market is more standardized, and the urban population density is high; Tibet, Xinjiang and Inner Mongolia have developed rapidly in real estate industry with high efficiency due to the economic development and policy reasons in frontier areas in recent years.

NPC and CPPCC, the highest in one belt, one road in Xinjiang, the highest efficiency in 2.166, 2019 years. After the end of the two sessions, Xinjiang’s real estate industry is very important. The “one belt and one road” led to the economic development of Xinjiang. Urumqi’s international land port and airport two port construction, Xinjiang’s cultural and creative industry exhibition and so on have far-reaching impact on Xinjiang’s real estate industry.

It can be seen from Table 2 that Hubei, Guangdong, Jilin, Hunan, Zhejiang, Shaanxi, Anhui, Qinghai, Liaoning, Guizhou, Hebei, Yunnan, Fujian, Guangxi and these 14 regions are DEA invalid. The results show that the benefits of the real estate industry in these areas still need to be improved. The development of real estate should be combined with the local demand and policy, instead of blindly building houses, which is not conducive to the use of environmental resources and the development of local economy. For the 14 invalid DEA decision-making units, the target values of the invalid DEA decision-making units are given, which can be used as a reference for the improvement of the real estate industry in the 14 regions. See Table 3 for details:

In order to study the impact of different indicators, Hubei, Guangdong, Guizhou, Qinghai and Guangxi were selected as representatives to study the result data and analyze the reasons.

The number of enterprises in Hubei decreased by 161, the average number of employees, the land purchase area of this year (10000 square meters) and the completed investment of this year remained unchanged, while the new construction area, the completion rate of the construction area (%) and the completed value of the houses increased. For Hubei only, some real estate enterprises are ineffective and have not brought the greatest economic benefits.

And these inefficient enterprises will occupy the land area, but due to the low efficiency, the new construction area and the completion rate of housing construction area this year will be reduced, which will eventually lead to the low completion value of housing.

Among the input variables in Guangdong, only the completed investment this year decreased by 565.88, and the other three input indicators did not change. However, the newly started housing area, the completion rate of housing construction area (%) and the finished value of housing in this year all increased. For Guangdong, part of the investment has not played a real role. The real economy of Guangdong Province is in recession, but the real estate industry is relatively prosperous, which leads to the hollowing out of Guangdong economy. The excess investment does not lead to the increase of new construction area and completion rate, the completion value does not improve, the pure technical efficiency is not high, and the new construction area and completion rate need to be improved.

Among the input variables in Guizhou, only the average number of employees decreased by 25447, and the remaining three input indicators did not change, while the completion rate (%) of housing construction area, housing completion value and main business income all increased. For Guizhou Province, the problem is that there are too many practitioners in the real estate industry, but some of them are inefficient, which may be caused by professional technology and other reasons, resulting in the low completion rate of housing construction area. The part of the cost needed to be invested is invalid. When the utilization of these invalid resources is reduced, the operating revenue will also increase.

Among the input variables in Qinghai region, only the land purchase area decreased by 61.29 in this year, the other three input indicators did not change, while the completion rate (%) of housing construction area, the completion value of housing, the sales area of commercial housing, and the main business income all increased. For Qinghai, the land purchase area is too large in 2019, which leads to the failure of enterprises in the region to complete the production of purchase area, thus reducing the completion rate of housing construction area, greatly improving the completion value of housing, and increasing the sales area and main business income of housing.

Guangxi has the lowest efficiency among the 31 regions, which is more complicated than Hubei, Guangdong, Guizhou and Qinghai. Among the input variables, only the number of enterprises does not need to be changed, the average number of employees needs to be reduced by 1283, the land purchase area this year needs to be reduced...
Table 1. DEA effective area score table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>region</th>
<th>Xinjiang</th>
<th>Ningxia</th>
<th>River and sea</th>
<th>Shanghai</th>
<th>Chongqing</th>
<th>Tibet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>score</td>
<td>2.166</td>
<td>1.343</td>
<td>1.258</td>
<td>1.257</td>
<td>1.148</td>
<td>1.133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>region</td>
<td>Jiangsu Province</td>
<td>Jiangxi</td>
<td>Sichuan</td>
<td>Beijing</td>
<td>Henan Province</td>
<td>Gansu Province</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>score</td>
<td>1.114</td>
<td>1.108</td>
<td>1.096</td>
<td>1.054</td>
<td>1.052</td>
<td>1.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>region</td>
<td>Shanxi</td>
<td>Inner Mongolia</td>
<td>Tianjin</td>
<td>Shandong</td>
<td>Heilongjiang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>score</td>
<td>1.037</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>1.007</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. DEA invalid area score table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>region</th>
<th>Hubei</th>
<th>Guangdong</th>
<th>Jinlin</th>
<th>Hunan</th>
<th>Zhejiang</th>
<th>Shaanxi</th>
<th>Anhui</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>score</td>
<td>0.585</td>
<td>0.571</td>
<td>0.556</td>
<td>0.529</td>
<td>0.527</td>
<td>0.486</td>
<td>0.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>region</td>
<td>Qinghai</td>
<td>Liaoning</td>
<td>Guizhou</td>
<td>Hebei</td>
<td>Yunnan</td>
<td>Fujian</td>
<td>Guangxi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>score</td>
<td>0.436</td>
<td>0.429</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.349</td>
<td>0.334</td>
<td>0.327</td>
<td>0.315</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Target value of invalid decision unit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DMU</th>
<th>Number of enterprises</th>
<th>Average number of employees</th>
<th>Land purchase area of this year</th>
<th>Investment completed this year</th>
<th>New construction area of housing this year</th>
<th>Completion rate of building area(%)</th>
<th>House completion value</th>
<th>Sales area of commercial housing</th>
<th>Main business income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hubei</td>
<td>4114</td>
<td>136313</td>
<td>784.9</td>
<td>5111.73</td>
<td>9792.75</td>
<td>27.71</td>
<td>1628.10</td>
<td>8602.04</td>
<td>4837.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangdong</td>
<td>9239</td>
<td>271392</td>
<td>1240.33</td>
<td>15286.28</td>
<td>18557.78</td>
<td>50.77</td>
<td>5776.61</td>
<td>13846.54</td>
<td>16160.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jinlin</td>
<td>1231</td>
<td>32916</td>
<td>464.02</td>
<td>1104.40</td>
<td>2947.01</td>
<td>34.18</td>
<td>546.43</td>
<td>2122.34</td>
<td>986.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunan</td>
<td>4366</td>
<td>131415</td>
<td>1261.56</td>
<td>4445.47</td>
<td>11933.23</td>
<td>47.86</td>
<td>1154.03</td>
<td>9103.5</td>
<td>3900.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhejiang</td>
<td>6824</td>
<td>130969</td>
<td>1683</td>
<td>8679.00</td>
<td>12730.92</td>
<td>54.72</td>
<td>3312.55</td>
<td>9378.31</td>
<td>9247.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaanxi</td>
<td>2640</td>
<td>86269</td>
<td>485.11</td>
<td>3903.65</td>
<td>6431.21</td>
<td>27.05</td>
<td>1332.71</td>
<td>4401.06</td>
<td>3402.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anhui</td>
<td>4112</td>
<td>126022</td>
<td>1294.55</td>
<td>5499.34</td>
<td>11117.46</td>
<td>57.54</td>
<td>2073.51</td>
<td>9229.38</td>
<td>5124.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qinghai</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>9280</td>
<td>104.43</td>
<td>406.29</td>
<td>865.9</td>
<td>5.36</td>
<td>172.03</td>
<td>604.70</td>
<td>310.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liaoning</td>
<td>1973</td>
<td>52950</td>
<td>651.31</td>
<td>2339.36</td>
<td>4363.65</td>
<td>37.05</td>
<td>1062.75</td>
<td>3696.27</td>
<td>2492.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guizhou</td>
<td>2763</td>
<td>85338</td>
<td>534.26</td>
<td>2990.81</td>
<td>7239.89</td>
<td>19.58</td>
<td>741.03</td>
<td>5323.31</td>
<td>2219.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebei</td>
<td>3498</td>
<td>98632</td>
<td>1047.34</td>
<td>3814.44</td>
<td>9452.68</td>
<td>78.43</td>
<td>1150.54</td>
<td>5282.7</td>
<td>2726.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yunnan</td>
<td>2860</td>
<td>82813</td>
<td>869.23</td>
<td>3196.81</td>
<td>8018.51</td>
<td>59.92</td>
<td>950.77</td>
<td>4835.41</td>
<td>2307.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fujian</td>
<td>3519</td>
<td>112575</td>
<td>1031.7</td>
<td>3720.58</td>
<td>7654.02</td>
<td>73.14</td>
<td>1865</td>
<td>6456.13</td>
<td>3377.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangxi</td>
<td>3056</td>
<td>93613</td>
<td>1053.93</td>
<td>3105.29</td>
<td>8218.52</td>
<td>63.44</td>
<td>1274.60</td>
<td>6711.77</td>
<td>2602.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Improvement value of five cities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>region</th>
<th>Number of enterprises</th>
<th>Average number of employees</th>
<th>Land purchase area of this year</th>
<th>Investment completed this year</th>
<th>New construction area of housing in this year</th>
<th>Completion rate of building area(%)</th>
<th>House completion value</th>
<th>Sales area of commercial housing</th>
<th>Main business income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hubei</td>
<td>4275</td>
<td>136313</td>
<td>784.9</td>
<td>5111.73</td>
<td>9792.75</td>
<td>27.71</td>
<td>1628.10</td>
<td>8602.04</td>
<td>4837.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangdong</td>
<td>4114</td>
<td>136313</td>
<td>784.9</td>
<td>5111.73</td>
<td>9792.75</td>
<td>27.71</td>
<td>1628.10</td>
<td>8602.04</td>
<td>4837.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangdong</td>
<td>-161</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guizhou</td>
<td>9239</td>
<td>271392</td>
<td>1240.33</td>
<td>15286.28</td>
<td>18557.78</td>
<td>50.77</td>
<td>5776.61</td>
<td>13846.54</td>
<td>16160.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guizhou</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangdong</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-565.88</td>
<td>120.40</td>
<td>20.11</td>
<td>666.49</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guizhou</td>
<td>2763</td>
<td>110785</td>
<td>534.26</td>
<td>2990.81</td>
<td>7239.89</td>
<td>3.40</td>
<td>230.25</td>
<td>5323.31</td>
<td>2219.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guizhou</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-25447</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.18</td>
<td>510.78</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>501.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qinghai</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>9280</td>
<td>165.72</td>
<td>406.29</td>
<td>865.90</td>
<td>4.60</td>
<td>31.66</td>
<td>480.52</td>
<td>202.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qinghai</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-61.29</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>140.37</td>
<td>124.18</td>
<td>112.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangxi</td>
<td>3056</td>
<td>94896</td>
<td>1186.93</td>
<td>3814.41</td>
<td>8218.52</td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>582.45</td>
<td>6711.77</td>
<td>2342.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guangxi</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-1283</td>
<td>-133.00</td>
<td>-709.12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56.64</td>
<td>692.15</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>259.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
by 33, and the completed investment this year needs to be reduced by 709.12. The completion rate of housing construction area (%), the completion value of housing, the sales area of commercial housing, and the main business income all increased. In particular, the completion rate increased by 56.64%. It shows that the real estate enterprises in Guangxi have a large development space, and the development is relatively mature. The number of employees, the area of purchase and the amount of investment are in excess, so there is a lot of room for development. There is a gap between the real estate development of Guangxi and the developed areas. The unbalanced development of the real estate industry in Guangxi, the low proportion of the employed population in the real estate industry, the small average registered capital of the real estate development enterprises in Guangxi, and the small proportion of their own funds in the total assets lead to the backwardness of the real estate industry in Guangxi.

4. Summary and Suggestions

First, one belt, one road, and another one, uneven development. From the data, we can see that the real estate industry is influenced by many factors, such as Xinjiang, and is affected by the “one belt and one way”. The resources of real estate industry in developed areas are more efficient. Guangdong, as a coastal city, has the largest amount of investment, but Tibet and Ningxia, as remote areas, have relatively less resources. Therefore, for remote areas, more talents should be introduced, so as to drive the development of local real estate industry and other industries, and promote the good development of regional economy.

Second, the allocation of resources is unreasonable. From the comparison of the target value and time value of DEA data, the problems existing in many regions are the unreasonable allocation of resources. There are four input indicators: the number of enterprises, the average number of employees, the land purchase area of this year (10000 square meters), the completed investment of this year, and the situation of surplus. It shows that the resources in many regions are surplus, or the resources are not fully utilized. As a result, the final output index still has room for development. Regions should make full use of resources, do not “speculation”, adjust measures to local conditions, targeted to the regional real estate industry planning, in order to maximize the use of resources and maximize output.
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